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The Rule of Law and
Constitutional Developments

"Government and their policies n iall change, What constitutes to the stability of the State
is its judiciary. A nation nuts afford to lace its confidence in its King or even in its Parliament
but it would be an evil day if it loses its confidence in icjudiciasy. Amidst the strident clanwur
of political strife and the tumult of the clash of conflicting cla.rsec the Courts of Law remainsteadfast and impartial. Only a real and full acceptance of these principles con enable our
new barn democratic republic to

Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty

V.G. Raniachandran:
Administrative Law, 2nd. Ed., 1984, p. 32

Harold Lasky
'Liberty has never come from the ,i,'overn,nent Libern' has alway.c conic from the subjects

of it. The history of liberty is a history of resistance. The history of liberty is a history oflimitations of government power, not the increase of it.

God, g ive us men. A time like this demands;	
Woodrow Wilson

Strong minds, great hearts, true faith and ready hands;
Men whom the lust of aJJice mlon.c not kill,'
Men iy lu,m the spoils of office cannot buy;
Men who possevi opinions and a will:
Men who have honour; men who will not lie:

Men who can stand before a demagogue and damn his treacherous flatteries without
winking;

Tall men, Sun-crowned, who live above the fog;
In public duly and in private thinking.

H.R. Khanna: Making of India's Constitution
(1981), in preface (quoting N.A. Palkhivala) p. vi
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1. The Rule of Law
(a) Legal Concept Meaning.—The doctrine of rule of law is a legal concept:

a mental process contrasted with perception. For example a contract is a legal
concept abstracted from various instances of legal relationships which are called
Contracts. Consequently a concept is an abstraction from particular things or events
forming a general notion. It is a tool of thought which we use to deal with certain
situations and its development is guided as much by a desire to do justice in the
individual case as by any a priori logic which deals with the inherent properties of
a concept. Compared with the broadness of a principle or the elasticity of a standard
a concept comparatively fixes contours of legal thought'

The development and formulations of concepts and doctrines arc the works of
judges, not of legislation, which treats particular rules only.

(b) Concept of Rule of Law.—Latin expression for the rule of law is "La
Legalite". Rule of Law is quite similar to American expression "due process of
Law" which connotes government on principles of law and not of men; law must
really rule and that justice should prevail. It means conduct of legal proceedings
according to the established principles and rules safeguarding individual and group
rights.

This concept of rule of law which embraces within its fold legislation (enacted
law i.e. lex) and principles of natural justice (i.e. jus) is so powerful and all pervading
that no democratic country could afford to disregard it. It is therefore the sole basis
of Administrative-Law-Structure

(c) Origin—The concept, it is said, first arose in England in 1215 but even
before this period its roots are traced in Roman law when Kourad 11, the Holy
Roman Emperor2 by his decree on 18-5-1027 A.D. declared that no lord in his
kingdom shall be deprived of his land but by the laws of his Empire and by the
judgment of his peers. In England King John Lackland in Magna Carta' of 1225

I. Walker: The Osford Conpanwn to Law. 1980, 265 Paton: A Text-Book (?f Jurisprudence. 1964. Ed.3.204-06.
2. 1024 to 1039 A.D.
3. Chapter 39.
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declared that 'No free man shall be taken or arrested or disseised or exiled or in
some way destroyed, nor will we go upon him nor will we send for him, except
under a kful judgnent of his equals and by the law of the land. In the reign of
Henry 1114 this was reformulated by Coke5 and in 1354 it was declared that ''no
man shall be put out of land or tenemant, nor taken, nor imprisoned, nor disinherited,
nor put to death without being brought to answer without due process of law.' '
The concept thus originated in middle ages on the basis of the belief that there were
certain fundamental laws which could not be altered even by government. This
connects this concept with that of natural law. In England, the seventeenth century
witnessed a struggle between the King, Court and Parliament and the Court and
Parliament emerged victorious which gave impetus to this concept which had its
origin in the idea propounded by Sir Edward Coke that the king cannot be above
law; he is subject to the power of law and to God both.

In 1885 the idea of rule- of law became synonymous with due process of law
in America as it encompassed within itself the broad principles of law enacted or
natural, kind or cruel, just or unjust. The word ''due" signifies fair and adequate
procedure according to principles of natural justice. This idea has now become so
firm. so fundamental and universally accepted that men cannot change it.

In America by the Fifth' and the Fourteentl) 9 amendment of its Constitution the
concept of rule of law was adopted and extended to state actions. It means the same
as the law of the land.

(d) Definition.—The concept, though of utmost importance defies an y dcfini
non. It is unclear in its connotations. It is so fluid that it is likely that everyone may
understand and express it in his own way.

(e) I)iceys Concept—As expounded by Dice y, in Law of the Constitution it
means "that all men are equal before the law, whether they be officials or not
(except the Queen), so that the acts of officials in carrying out the behests of the
Executive Government are cognisable by the ordinary Courts and judged by the

ordinary law, as including any special powers, privileges and exemptions attributed
to the.Crown by the prerogative or statute. So far as offences are concerned, an
offender will not be punished except for a breach of the ordinary law, and in the
ordinary Courts: There is here an absence of the exercise of arbitrary power. Further
the fundamental rights of citizens are rooted in the ordinary law, and not upon any
special "constitutional guarantees". 1 '3 Dicey attributed the following three meanings
to the doctrine of Rule of Law (I) Supremacy of law; (2) Equality before law;
and (3) Predominance of legal spirit.

The concept of Rule of Law thus includes the following three ideas

(i) Absence of arbitrary power;

(ii) Equality before Law and	 .

4. Oct. 28. 1216 to Nov: 16. 1272
5. Henry's Oarterb'Coke.	 -	 -
6. Reign of Edward III 132710 1377. 	 .
7. 23Edn. III C-3.
8. in 1791.
9. In 11167.

10. H urke: Osborn 's Concise Law Diciianarv, Ed. 6. 1976, 297.
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(iii) Protection of Individual Liberties.

(f) Implications and importance.—.-"The concept implies that the ruler must
also be subject to law. It is the subordination of all authorities, legislative, executive.
judicial and other to certain principles which would generally be accepted as
characteristic of law, such as the ideas of the fundamental principles of justice, moral
principles, fairness and due process. It implies respect for the supreme value and
dignity of the individual)"

No civilised country on this earth can run its government without law. Law
rests on subjection of force to reason and "reason is the life of the law, nay, the
common law itself is nothing else but reason") 2 It thus boils down that the law
must rule and the rule of law is opposed to governmental arbitrariness and tyranny
of power. Finally the government itself is subject to law, it cannot disregard it or
reformulate it to suit its own purpose. The concept and its enforcement therefore
acts as a brake on governmental actions lest they become barbaric and anarchic.
Government intervention in many daily activities of the citizens is on the increase
creating a possibility of arbitrariness in state action. The Rule of Law is useful,
therefore, as a counter to this situation) 3 A democratic legislature, as suggested by
Justice Bhagwati, may "make laws, but its power should not be unfettered, and that
there should be an independent judiciary to protect the citizen against the excesses
of executive and legislative

(g) Dicey's concept criticised—The concept advocated by Dicey has been
criticised from various angles. According to Dicey—(l) there should be no inter-
ference by the government, and (2) that the courts were supreme in determination
of disputes since everyone was equal before law. But the first meaning was much
less true than , in Dicey's time and the second meaning has become untrue since
Diccy's time. Passing of the Crown Proceedings Act, 1947 (abolishing Crown
privileges in litigation), curtailment of liberties, establishment of Tribunals for
deciding issues other than the common law, the rise of trade unionism which coerced
the English Parliament into granting them immunity from the ordinary rules of law
(e.g. immunity from liability in tort) and the increase in lawlessness and the decline
in trust in the Courts are the proofs in support of the above. Besides, his conception
about the third meaning was wholly wrong as it was based on the idea of sovereignty
of the Parliament. The Judiciary in England according to him was only the interpreter
of the Act and nothing more. This was so because in England there are no
constitutional guarantees as they exist in the written Constitutions of India and
America.

However, as observed by Dr. Jam, in substance. Dicey's emphasis. on the whole.
in his enunciation of Rule of Law is on the absence of arbitrary power, equality
before law and legal protection to certain basic human rights, and these ideas remain
relevant and significant in every democratic country. It is also true that dictated by
needs of practical government, a number of exceptions have been engrafted on these
ideas in modern democratic countries. e.g. there is a universal growth of broad

II. Walker: Oxford co,ripan.ion to Law. 1980. 1093.
12. Institutes: commentary upon Littleton. First Institute 8.97-b.
13.Jam: Indian Constitutional Law. Ed. 4, 1987.5.
14. Bachan Singh, (1982)  3 SCC 24, quoted in Jain.
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discretionary powers of the administration; administrative tribunals have grown; the
institution of preventive detention has become the normal feature in many democratic
countries. Nevertheless, the basic ideas are worth preserving and promoting)5

(h) Latest Improvements by I.L.I.

The concept of Rule of Law, which arose and developed in Anglo-American
countries and which is the backbone of a welfare State has been accepted in India
under Parts III and IV of the Constitution.

In order to achieve the oblectives outlined in the Constitution of India: Justice,
Liberty, Equality and Fraternity: Rule of Law is the only instrument available.
Otherwise people will not be able to control and curb monopolistic power and
madness of potitical parties which "drains vitality from the rule of law )6 As
expressed by the Law Commission (it' India in its Fourteenth Report, where there is
no effective opposition in legislature, the legislature and the executive inevitably
tend to be intolerant and sometimes even contemptuous of the decisions of the Courts
interpreting laws in a manner which they consider to be opposed to their policies. This
tendency to trample ruthlessly upon the rights of the individuals with the aid of a
steamroller majority is to be deprecated. And this nation has experienced this truth.

As Ramachandran in his treatise 17 says, "Government and their policies may
change. What constitutes to the stability of the state is its judiciary. Amidst the
strident clamour of political strife and the tumult of the clash of conflicting classes
the Courts of Law remain steadfast and impartial. Only a real and full acceptance
of these principles can enable our new born democratic republic to survive."

The Indian Law Institute gives the following nleaning' t to Rule of Law.
(a) Powers of executive may be increased only in unavoidable circumstances.

(h) Discretionary powers of the executive should be limited.

(c) Power handed over to executive is not its inherent power, it is granted
to it by law.

(d) Administrative decisions should be subject to judicial review.

(e) There should be proper publicity in case of delegated legislation and it
should be subject to control of Parliament and Judiciary.

(f) Principles of natural justice should be observed by administration while
decisions are taken.

The Supreme Court of India explaining this concept said in Sonia Raj 19 "The
absence of arbitrary power is the first postulate o Rule of Law upon which our
constitutional edifice is based. If the discretion is exercised without any principle
or without any rule, it is a situation amounting to the antethesis of Rule of Law."

In Om Prakash case 20 the Supreme Court observed that in the present context,
it means, "the authority of the law courts to test all administrative action by the
standard of legality. The administrative or executive action that does not meet the

15. Indian Constiiuiional Law, Ed. 4, 1997. 5.
16. Rain Prcrsad Naran Salt, v. Siaze of Bihar. AIR 1953 SC 215, 217,
Ii. Administrative Law. 2nd Edn., 1984, 32.
18. See AdrniaLrrthve Law by Takwani. Ch. I.
19. Santa Raj v. State oJHwyana. (1990) 2 SCC 653.
20. Chief Settlement Coinmi.. Punjab v. Oat Prakash, AIR 1969 SC 33 :(1968) 3 SCR 655.
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standard will be set aside if the aggrieved person brings the appropriate action in
the competent court."

2. Indian Position prior to Constitution
(a) Hindu Period.— According to Dharma Shastra in ancient India what

prevailed was the "Rule of Dharma". The idea of Rule of Dharma is wider in its
connotations than what we understand by the expression rule of law or due process
of law. IDharma included within its ambit not only what was just and legal but what
was moral and natural as understood in Neeti Shashtras. Before the origin of the
state (Rajya) and creation of Kingship there was an ideal stateless society but on
account of influential, powerful and avaricious people, wickedness increased. Fall
in standard of behaviour gave birth to a system of legal proceedings for enforcement
of rights and punishment of wrongs. And the King who was appointed did this task.
From this arse Rajyadharma, that is, the law laying down the powers, duties and
responsibilities of the king. Side by side courts with their powers, functions and
procedure as part of Dharma were established. And this marks the commencement
of legal and constitutional history of India.21

The word Dharma in Ancient India touched wide varieties of topics and its
essence has been described in various works. 22 The importance of Dharma was so
much that it sustained the life of an individual, the society and the world. That is
why Manu forcefully stressed its scrupulous observance. 25 As noted by Rama Jois24
when the word Dharma is used in context of the word Rai ya it only means law and
Dharmarajya means Rule of Law and not religion or a theocratic state. In the context
of legal and constitutional history Dharina means Rajya Dharma evolved by the
Society through ages and it is binding both on the King, the ruler, and the people,
the ruled. That the King was not the fountain of law and was not above law depicts
that law was held in great esteem. Herein lie embedded the germs of Administrative
law in Ancient India. Rules of natural justice similar to those existing at present
were in vogue at that time as expressed by Vasishta. They were: 25 (a) no decision
should be taken singly: (h) the business of deciding disputes should be transacted—
(i) on the dias. (it) in the open. (iii) without bias, (iv) by giving reasons for findings,
and (v) after hearing both the parties.

(b) Muslim Period--Like the Hindus, the Muslims never regarded the King
as the fountain of law, he was only the fountain of justice. This was so because the
underlying fundamental concept under Muslim law, like the Hindu law was that the
authority of the king was subordinate to that of law. As noted 26 the Mughal Kings
also observed the principles of natural justice, heard the parties in open court
(darbar). gave fair and open hearing and pronounced judgment in open court The
fair justice (adol insaf) of Jehangir is remembered by people like the one adminis-
tered by Hindu Chola King M.M. Kondacho who allowed a bell of justice to be
rung by anyone who wanted justice. Thus the precedent started in Ancient India by

21. M. Rama Joist Legal & Constitutional FIi.ctory of India. Vol. I. 8-9.
22. Sec Mahattharut, Shanti Parv 60. 7-8 : Manu Smrin. X-63; Yapzava/kye, 1-122 Vasi.ch. 26-4

Vishnu 13.17,
23. Manu: VIII-15 : Dharma pro:ect.r those who Protect it. Those who destroy Dharrna get destroyed24. Legal & Constitutional History of India. 8-9.
25. S. Vardacharj. J.: Hindu Judicial System, (1946), 52.
26. Ramachandran- Administrative Law, 1994 Edn., Ch. I.
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Hindu Kings was continued by the Mughals. However we may not put this practice
of deciding disputes on par with that of the administrative tribunal because the
comparison is out of place.

(c) British Period—The British entered India as traders and slowly and
surreptitiously by their shrewdness, craft and cunning they held sway over this -vast
country. With their advent the rule of Dharma withered. They discharged only the
primary task of governing the people and collecting revenues neglecting their
essential duties. However the British gave to this country a system of administration
of justice which deserves our respect. The history of their efforts to evolve a system
has been given step by step in previous chapters. From 1600 onwards to 1858 no
sgniticant achievements are noticed except preparation of some codes and digests.
The struggle For independence in 1857 by the Indians opened the eyes of the British
arid made them act for the good government in India. Law Commissions were
appointed and some important Acts were enacted. Between 1834 and 1939 certain
measures by enacting Acts and Regulations in the field of public safety, 27 publichealth, 28 public morality. 29 transport,t0 labour 3 ' and economy-112 were taken. As a
result of these enactments. administrative licences were granted, trade, transport and
uaffic in explosives were regulated and this made the executive powerful which did
give rise to disputes and injustice for remedying which some device was needed
which was absent.

The period of 1939 to 1947 was a period when the Second World War Started
which lasted up to 1945. During this period the Defence of India Act and the Rules
were enacted. These gave vast unguided and absolute powers to the executive which
interfered with the life, liberty and property of individuals. Uncontrollable power of
the executive without safeguards for the interests of the affected Persons marked an
acute need for its control.

3. Post-Independence Period

India won independence on 15th August, 1947 and it became a welfare State
(Sovereign Democrat ic Republic) having a mixed economy. The Indian nation on
26th January, 1950 gave a Constitution to itself. It undertook a vast programme of
social and economic upliftmcnt and reconstruction. National planning was resorted
to. The Government of India, since it was wedded to the objectives of Justice -
social, economic and political; Equal!!)'	 of status and Opportunity; Liberty
thought. expression, belief, faith and worship; and Fraternity	 assuring the dignity
of the individual and the unity of the nation, passed a number of legislations 31 in

27. The Sarais Act, 1867;  The Arms Act, 1878; The Indian Explosives Act, 1884; The Indian PetroicuiriAct. 1899 ;The Indian Boilers Act. 1923.
28, The Opium Act. 1878 , The Epidemic Diseases Act, 1897 ; The Dangerous Drugs Act, 1930 ; TheIndian Medical Council Act. 1933.
29. The Dramatic Public Performances Act. 1870; The Cineniatograph Act. 1918-10. The Stage Can iagc Act. 1901; The Bombay Port Trust Act, 1879. The Indian Motor V ehicles Act,$914 The Rail ways Acts of 1854, $879, 1890; The Indian Merchant Shipping Act. 923
3$. The Indian Trade I)isputec Act, 1929 The Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923 The Payment ofWages Act. 1930. The Factories Act. 1934 ; The Indian Mines Act, 1923.32. The Indian TariffAct. 1934 The Indian Co;ttpaniesAct, $913 : The Cotton Trancr( Act. 1923 TheReserve Bank of India Act, $934; The Tea Control Act, 1938; The Indian Rubber Control Act. 1913The Tariff Conunission Act, $951.
33. Industrial Disputes Act, 1947 Minimuit, Wages Act. 1948 Factories Act. 1948 ; Employees' State
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this direction. The various Acts depict the social security measures, fixation o
minimum rates of wages, regulation of private enterprises so as to avoid disparities
of income and wealth, to have a planned industrialisation, 

decen tralisation ofeconomic power and curbing of anti-social activities. This progress is all towards
establishing a Rule of Law.

(a) Affirmation of Rule of Law by the Constitution—The 
Constitutionembodies within itself the Concept of Rule of Law as could be observed from the

following provisions.

The Preamble declares the ideals of justice, liberty, equality and fraternity. 
PartIll enshrines fundamental rights of citizens. 

Right to Equality (Articles 14 to 18),Right to seven freedoms (i.e. freedom of speech, expression, association movement
residence property, profession and persona] liberty (Articles 19 to 22), 

Right againstexploitation (Articles(Articles 23-24), Right to freedom of religion (Articles 25 to 28),Cultural and Educational rights (Articles 29-30), 
Right to enforce fundamental rights

(Articles 32 and 226). These fundamental rights are a restriction on the law-making
power of the Indian Parliament. Of course reasonable restrictions can 

be imposedon these rights in times of emergency, Part IV of the Constitution regarding Directive
Principles of State Policy, guarantees protection of the same liberties to an individual
considered as a part of the community and the State can pass measures 

strengtheningthem. In the words of Ranlachandran these are like the antidotes against the fungus
that may be created by too much insistence on fundamental rights. Against breach
of fundamental rights High Court or Supreme Court under Article 226 or 32 could
be moved. Part III of the Constitution indicates the present basis of the Rule of Law
while Part IV is the pointer for the future law.

In India the Constitution is supreme and the three organs of government
legislature, executive and judiciary are subordinate to it. Every organ is independent
in its field and has to act within the framework of the 

Const
i
ltution. However thedoctrine of judicial review has been accepted by the 

Constitution so that rnala fide
actions of the executive and ultra vires actions of the legislature could be challenged.
This is provided by Articles 32 and 226 whereunder an individual wronged can
move the High Court or the Supreme Court for the purpose, The President of the
Indian Republic has to take an oath to preserve, protect and defend the Constitution
No person is to he deprived of his life and personal liberty 

except according toprocedure established bi' law or of his property save by the authority of law (Articles21 and 31). No person is above the law, not even the Government The maxim that
"The King can do no wrong" 

has not been made applicable to India because thereis equality before the law and equal protection of laws (Article 14). Doctrine ofequality is also maintained in public service (Article 16). The Union and the Stare
G

overnments can be sued in ordinary Courts like individuals for breach of contractsand for committing wrongs (torts) against an individual This, then affirms the Rule
of Law by the Constitution of India. The Fourteenth Report of the Law Commission
of India rightly projects this position.34

insurance Act. 1948; industrial (Development & Regulation) Act. 1951; Requisitioning & Acquisitionof Immovable Property Act, 1952 ; Es.ccinj Commodities Act, 1955 ; Companies Act, 1956Maternity Benefit Act, 1961 ; Payment of Bonus Act, 1965 ; Banking Companies (Acquisition &
Transferof Undertakings) Act, 1969 ; Equal Remuneration Act, 1976 ; Urban Land (Ceiling 

&Regulation) Act, 1976;l3idj Workers' Welfare Fund Act, 1976 etc34. See Ramaclr dran : Adnzn:.ctmjt e Law, 1 984. II, quoting from (1958) 14th Report, 671,
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There is a large scale delegation of legislative and judicial power to adminis-
trative authorities which extend their tentacles into social, economic and political
domain and interfere with the actions of the individuals, companies and other
corporate and non-corporate hodies. For the purpose of national planning the
executive possesses wide powers in respect of land ceiling, control of basic indus-
tries, taxation and mobilisation of labour etc. Amidst these circumstances one should
he soon disillusioned about the fact that individual liberty can be protected only by
traditional doctrines laid down in high sounding words. If we pause to look and
think, we find some demonic statutes like the Preventive Detention Act, or Main-

tenance of Internal Security Act, 1971 (MISA). National Security Act. 1980 (NASA)
and the Terrorist and Disruptive Activities (Prevention) Act, 1985 (TADA) passed
by the Parliament which encroach upon the liberty of citizens.

Though the President and Governor under Articles 53 and 154 are to act ill
accordance with the Constitution, this alone by itself cannot protect and save the
doctrine of rule of law. It is the people and people alone whose constant vigilance
would save the rule of law. Moreover, since the fundamental rights of citizens flow
from the Constitution, it would he by zealously guarding those rights by the judiciary
by interpretation to save the rule of law, that can aid the firm establishment of the
concept in India. And that is what is done by the Judiciary in India as would be
evident from some landmark cases that follow this short discussion.

(b) Landmark Decisions.—The central and the most characteristic feature of
our Constitution is the concept of the rule of law which means, in the present context.
the authority of the law courts to test all administrative action by the standard of
legality. The administrative or executive action that does not meet the standard will
he set aside if the aggrieved person brings the appropriate action in the competent

Court. 36 This basic truism has been affirmed by the Supreme Court of India as and

when it had the opportunity to do so.

(i) Kesavananda Bharati.—In this case Kesavananda filed a writ on 2L3-
1970, under Article 32 to the Supreme Court for enforcement of his fundamental

rights under Articles 25, 26, 14 and 19( 1 )(f), for declaring the Kerala Law Reforms
(Amendment) Act, 1969 as ultra vires and challenged the validity of the Constitu-
tional Amendment Act, 1971, passed after he filed his writ. The 24th Amendment
Act was passed with a view to supersede the majority decision of the Supreme Court

in Golaknaih '3 case.

It was once canvassed in this case" that the fundamental rights could not be
taken away or abridged even by a constitutional amendment. Kesaeananda's case

overruled this decision. The court observed that the objectives specified in the
Preamble contain the basic structure of the Constitution and that cannot be amended
in exercise of the power under- Article 368. (This theory of basic structure was
exploded by the 42nd Amendment Act of 1976 but as it stands today the Supreme
Court adheres to the doctrine of basic structure 39 as was observed in Minerva Mills

35, Ramaswamy J. in(1958-59) I J III. 31-32.
36. Chief Settlement (jo,nn;icsu,ner. .Punjab v Omit Pnikash, AIR 1969 SC 33.

37 Ke.ravananda Bha,aii v. State of Kerala, (1973)4 SC 225: AIR 1973 SC 1461.

38. Go!aknath v. Stoic of Punjab, AIR 1967 SC 1641.
39. Some of the basic structures identified in this case (were and) are: (i) Supremacy of the Constitution;

(Ii) IederI structure: (iii) Democratic sysletli of the Guseiiuueiit, (o) Equality hind peisonat liberty
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case. 40 However the fundamental rights may be amended according to the procedure
laid down in Article 368).

It was laid down that there is no disharmony between the fundamental rightsand the directive principles. They are supplements of one another to bring about a
social revolution and to establish a social welfare State. Any of the fundamental
rights may be abrogated or overriden for enabling the State to achieve the goal of
the Directives. The court has a responsibility to interpret the Constitution so as to
ensure the achievement of the goal abovesaid. The mandate addressed in Article 37
is not only to the legislature but to the judiciary too. Judicial review is the basic
feature of the Constitution and it cannot be taken away by amendment in law. This
judgment thus stresses the need for fundamental rights, the importance of Directives
and Supreme Court's responsibility in carrying out the same by suitably interpreting
them and the need for judicial review. Our goal in framing the 

Constitution is tolay down the form of political democracy and to lay down that our ideal is economicdemocracy. All these point to the existence of rule of law in this country.
(ii) Indira Nehru v. Raj Narain 4t .._jn this case election of SMmatj Indira

Nehru as a Member of Parliament from Rae Bareilly Constituency was challenged
by Raj Narain on account of various irregularities practised by her and on her behalf
in her election. The Allahabad High Court by its judgment on 12-6-1975 declared
her election to be void and disqualified her for six years for election. Shrimati
Gandhi preferred an appeal to the Supreme Court. Raj Narain also hd made a
counter appeal to Supreme Court to the extent that the Allahabad High Court
judgment was against him. While the appeal was pending disposal, an emergency
under Article 352 of the Constitution was declared (on 25th June, 1975) by the
government and immediately after this by the 39th Amendment to the Constitution.
Mrs. Gandhi's election was validated. By amending Article 7 1 the Parliament took
away Supreme Court's jurisdiction to decide disputes regarding election of a
President or a Vice-President and vested it in a separate body to be formed. This
ex parte decision was without following judicial procedure, was autocratic and
rendered the Supreme Court meaningless. On and after August 10, 1976 the Janta
Government headed by Morarji Desai did away with this anti-democratic step of
replacing the highest judicial tribunal by a non-judicial body. By 44th Amendment
the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court was restored. Thus even a Constitutional
amendment may be void if it excludes a matter from judicial review. This reiterates
the rule of law.

(iii) The Habeas Corpus case.—The case of A.D.M., Jabalpur v. ShivakantShukJa42 is known as the Habeas Corpus case. On June 25. 1975, as a result of
internal disturbances emergency was proclaimed and seven freedoms under Article
19 stood suspended. Many leaders were arrested under MISA. Writ petitions by writ
of Habeas Corpus were filed in a number of High Courts. On June 27, 1975, the
President (Pakhruddjn Ali Ahmed) issued under Article 359, an order, suspending

of individual cttirens and dignity of individual as following from fundamental rights; (v) Powers ofjudicial review and (vi) Distribution of sovereign power between the Legislature. Executive and
Judiciary. For discuss ion ace Ch. IS (supra) para 4.

40. (1980) 3 SCC 625.
41. 1975 SUppSCCI
42. (1 9476)25CC 521
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enforcement of the Articles 14, 21 and 22. The question before the Court was

whether the right to personal liberty could be enforced in a Court of law since it
was suspended. Could it be ignored, trampled upon and curtailed? And whether
there is a Rule of Law apart from Article 21 for which the Court should stand as
the guardian of liberty of citizens. The state argued that since the enforcement of
the Article 21 was suspended the petitions were to be dismissed outright. Various
High Courts rejected this argument and the Government of India filed an appeal to
the Supreme Court which was heard by a bench of five judges: Ray, CJ., Khanna,
Be g, Chandrachud and Bhagwati Ji.

The Supreme Court by a majority of four to one held that even if a person is
detained without following the law by which he is detained or if the executive
exercises the power mala fide the Court cannot set him free. Thus ludicial protection
against illegal arrest and detention would be zero and petitioners did not have any
standing to approach the Court. In the words of the Court itself, which answered
the question, "whether there was any "rule of law" in India apart from Article 21,"
in negative43.

It was only Mr. Justice Khanna who sounded a very powerful note of dissent
with the majority view. He observed: "Rule of law is the antithesis of arbitrariness.
It is accepted in all civilised societies. It has come to be regarded as a mark of a
free society. It seems to maintain a balance between the opposite notions of
individual liberty and public order". Going further he said that 'Even in absence
of Article 21 in the Constitution, the slate has got no power to deprive a person of
his life or liberty without the authority of law. This is tile essential postulate and
basic assumption of the rule of law and not of men in all civilised nations. Without
such sanctity of life and liberty, the distinction between a lawless society and one
governed by laws would cease to have any meaning.... As observed by Friedmann
in Law in a Chanting Society, absence of rule of law would nevertheless be absence
of rule of law even though it is brought about by a law to repeal all laws."44

The observations of Khanna, J. thus affirm the Rule of Law and describe it in
a striking manner. The concept of Rule of Law has been affirmed and reiterated by
the Supreme Court of India in subsequent cases.45

(iv) Maneka Gandhi v. Regional Passport Orncer (A new approach).—In
this case the petitioner's passport was impounded by the authorities without giving
reasons. In the interest of the general public no reasons could be supplied, they
replied. The petitioner challenged this on grounds of illegality, equality clause of
the Constitution and on absence of opportunity to be heard. The Court held that the
procedure prescribed to impound the passport must be reasonable, fair and just and
not arbitrary, fanciful or oppressive. It was argued that although there are no positive
words in the Statute requiring that the party shall be heard, yet the justice of Common
law will supply the omission of the legislature. Thus even in an administrative

43. This was the majori;y decision. The majority consisted of Ray C. J. and Beg. Chandrachud and
Bhagwati JJ.

For a bitterly severe cnticisrn of this majority view sco—ILM. Seerval Habeas Corpus Case
Emergency and Future Safeguards, 1977.

44 (1976)2 SCC 521. paras 525 . 536. 575. 593.
45. Soma Raj v. State (if!*ar)na, Supra.
4€. I978; ISCC 248.
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proceeding, which involves civil consequences. the doctrine of natural justice must
be held to be applicable. The powers assumed and exercised by the government
were therefore excessive and suffered from the vice of" over-breadth". Section
10(3)(c) of the Passport Act, 1967 was held ultra vires since it provided impounding
without procedure. This case thus strengthens the rule of law concept with reference
to personal liberty and right to freedom of movement by injecting the principles of
natural justice because, as it is, natural justice cannot be fitted into rigid rnoulds.47

(v) S.P. Gupta v. Union of India—Similarly "The Right to Know" has
become an integral part of the citizen's right in our democracy. As held in S.P.
Gupta v. Union of India48 ''No democratic government can survive without account-
ability and the basic postulate of accountability is that the people should have
information about the functioning of government".

(vi) Minerva Mills Ltd. v. Union of India (Power to amend the Constitu-
tion)49.—The petitioner in this case challenged the validity of some provisions of
Sick Textile Undertakings (Nationalisation) Act as well as the constitutionality of
the 39th Amendment Act of the Constitution which inserted the impugned Nation-
alisation Act as Entry 105 in the Ninth Schedule of the Constitution. The Supreme
Court held that Article 368 does not enable the Parliament to alter the basic structure
or framework of the Constitution. Parliament's power to amend the Constitution is
limited and under the exercise of that limited power it cannot enhance or enlarge
that very power into an absolute power. Indeed, a limited amendin g power is one
of the basic features of our Constitution... the donee of a limited power awinol by
the exercise of that power convert the limited power into an unlimited one. The
newly inserted Clauses (4) and (5) of Article 368 were therefore held to be
unconstitutional. The decision thus fortifies the idea of the rule of law.

"Fundamental rights" Constitute the ark'(' of the Constitution''. The Court
remarked that the nature and quality of the 42nd Amendment is such that it virtually
tears away the heart of basic fundamental freedoms. "Three Articles of our Coti-
.stitution and only three stand between the heaven of freedom, into which Tacore
wanted his country to awake, and the abyss of unrestrained power. They are Articles
14, 19 and 21."

(vii) A.S. Rao v. State of A.P. (The de facto doctrine).---In Achanti Sreeiijvaxcm
Rao 52 a question was raised whether the jud gments rendered by the judges whose
appointments were quashed by the Supreme Court were valid. If void they were.
required to be set aside (see Articles 233, 233-A and 21 of the Constitution). The
court held that they were valid. ''A judge, de facto, therefore, is one who is not a
mere intruder or usurper but one who holds office, under colour of lawful authority,
though his appointment is detective and may later be found to be defcetive. Whatever
the defect of his title to the office, judgments pronounced by him and acts done by
him when he was clothed with the powers and functions of the office, albeit

47. See also A.K. Gopattui v .Srure uJ Madras, 1 950SCR 85: Khwijk Si,igh v. Stweo/ U.!'.. ([964) 1 SCR332 Sarwwir Singh v. A.P.O.. AIR 1967 SC 1836.
48. 1982 Supp SCC 87.
49. (1980)3 SCC 625.
50. Kesavarianda Riwraij, (1973)4 SCC 225.
51. (1980)3S25
52. A.S. Sr:niuiu Rae) v Strife oJ4 p ( 1981)3 SCC 133.
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unlawfully, have the same efficacy as judgments pronounced and acts done by a
judge de jute. Such is the de facto doctrine borne of necessity and public policy to
prevent needless confusion and endless mischief. There is yet another rule based on
public policy: the defective appointment of a de facto judge may be questioned
directly in a proceeding to which he be a party but it cannot be permitted to be
questioned in a litigation between two private litigants, a litigation which is of no
concern or consequence to the judge, except as a judge".

The Court further observed that "the de facto doctrine is not a stranger to the
Constitution or to the Parliament and the Legislatures of the States''. It saves such
acts. Articles 71(2) of the Constitution and Section 107(2) of the Representation of
the People Act, 1951 are the instances of the application of this doctrine. It therefore
cannot he said that the procedure prescribed by law has not been followed.53

(viii) All Saints High School case (Autonom) , of Mmorilv lnsrituiion).---In All

Saints High School V. Government of Andhra Pradesh54 the question was whether
certain provisions of the Andhra Pradesh Recognised Private Educational Institutions
Control Act offend against the fundamental right conferred on minorities by Article
30(1). The Court held that the fundamental right enshrined in Article 30(1) was
completely in consonance with the secular nature of democracy and Directives in
the Constitution. However this right does not give a free licence for maladministra-
tion so as to defeat the avowed object of the Article. The State has the right to take
measures to promote the abovesaid objects but under cover of such measures the
State etc. cannot destroy the autonomy, personality and individuality of the institution
and render the right of the administration of the management nugatory or illusory.
The concept of rule of law thus marches on in the welfare State.

(ix) Air India case (Excessive delegation).—It is true that a discretionary power
may not necessarily be a discriminatory power but where a statute confers a power
on an authority to decide matters of moment without laying down any guidelines
or principles or norms the power has to be struck down as being violative of Article
14. Accordingly in Air India case55 Regulations 46 and 47 of Air India Employee.s
Service Regulations and Regulation 12 of the Indian Airlines (Flying Crew) Service
Regulations were challenged as being discriminatory and ultra vires. The court struck
down the provisions as invalid, the same being violative of Article 14 and suffering
from the vice of excessive delegation of powers.

(x) M.C. Mehta v. Union of India56 (Strict Liability of Enterprise).—In this

case important questions of law relating to the interpretation of Articles 21 and 32
arose. There was a gas leak in one of the plants and a writ petition was filed against
Shriram Foods and Fertiliser Industries in order to obtain a direction for closure of
the various units on the ground that they were hazardous to the community and
therefore the same should be removed from their present place and relocated in
another place where they would not be dangerous to the health and safety of the
people. A three-judge bench gave its judgment on 17-2-1986 and allowed the
industry to continue. However, during the pendency of the petition there was an

53. (1980)2 SCC 478 A.S. 5,iniw,.ca Roo v. Slate of A.P.. (1981) 3 SCC 133.

54. AIR (980 SC (042.
55 Air India v Narpesh Mer?ei. (1981) 4 SC 335.

56. (1987) 1 5CC 395: see also (1986) 2 SC 176 & ((986)2 SC M.
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escape of oleum gas on 4-12-1985 from one of the units and an application for
award of compensation to the victims of Oleum gas was filed. The following
questions were considered:

(I) Whether the application for compensation such as this could be made
at this stage. (2) Its scope and ambit under Article 32, (3) Whether a letter
could be entertained as a writ, (4) Scope and ambit of epistolary jurisdiction
and the locus standi in Public Interest Litigation, (5) The doctrine of State Action
in America and its application in India, (6) The forward march of human rights
and the development of the new Human Right Jurisprudence, and (7) Strict
liability of the enterprise engaged in hazardous activities.
Question number I and 3 were answered in affirmative; regarding number 

5the court replied in negative but accepted that the American expositions may provide
a useful guide. After the historic case of Rudal Sah 51 this is another historic case
wherein the court awarded compensation for enforcement of the fundamental right
of life under Article 21. The Court expressed that throughout the last few years the
horizon, of Article 12 had been expanded. Its purpose is to inject respect for human
rights and social conscience in our corporate Structure. The apprehensions of the
defendants that this would give a death blow to private entrepreneurial activity are
out of place. Similarly in Ramana Shetty v. Indian Airport Authority 58 suchapprehensions were raised but he public sector 

corporations, were brought within
the scope and ambit of Article 12 and were subjected to the discipline of fundamental
rights. It is through creative interpretation and bold innovation that the human rights
Jurisprudence have been developed in our country to a remarkable extent and this
forward march of the human rights movement cannot be allowed to be halted by
unfounded apprehensions expressed by status quoists. However, the question whether
private corporation like Shriram would fall within the scope of Article 12 was left
open by the Court.59

Regarding the liability of the corporation for its hazardous activities if harm
results, the enterprise is strictly and absolutely liable to compensate all the affected
persons and the exceptions under the rule in Rylnds v. Fletcher61 would not operate
here. The measure of compensation the Court held, must be co-related to the
magnitude and capacity of the enterprise because it should have a deterrent effect.
The larger and more prosperous the enterprise, the greater must be the amount 

ofcompensation payable.

The judgment of the case is certainly an indicator of the trend of liberalisation
of locus standi rules. Moreover the process has set in for making the 

fundamental
rights under Article 21 applicable to private sector, with the assistance of public
policy doctrine under the law of contracts 6t and by including the right to livelihoodin the right to life .62 In the opinion of Dr. Jain the fundamental rights should be

57. (1983) 4 SCC 141 AIR 1983 SC 1086 (aJfirrned).
58. (1979) 3 SCC 489.
59.

For deciding whether a body is a state within the meaning of A eIe 12. test has been laid down in
Sam Prak/i Rekhj v. Union of India. ( 198 1 ) I SC 449. Se Iso Dr P. C. Join v. bid Insti ofTethno/o.y Bamlxyv. (19117)4 Reports (Del) 381 Wherein the id institute was held to be a st3tcinstrumentality and hence a statutory authority under Art. 12

60. (1868) LR3HL33Q.
61. Central (i:/a,i4 Water	 case, (1986) 3 SCC 156.
62. Olga Teijis cate. (1985)3 SCC 545.
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enforced not only against the Stare but also against a citizen, or a person or a private
sector so as to lay a firm foundation of human rights. We cannot permit private
corporations and the multitude of citizens and person collectively and individually
to flagrantly disregard and violate the spirit of the constitutional provisions and
flourish as an irnperium in imperie.

(xi) Central Inland Water Transport Corporation Ltd. v. Brojo Nath64
(Service clause held void).—In West Bengal State Electricity Board ," the Supreme
Court struck down a' service regulation providing that a permanent employee's
services may be terminated by serving three months' notice or on payment of a
salary for the corresponding period in lieu thereof. The provision was held violative
of Article 14 and was held void. It was a naked hire and fire rule viciously
discriminating. The Supreme Court, as it seems, has thought it fit to banish such a
rule altogether and very recently in Central Inland W.T. Corporation case it has
held that not only is such a clause violative of Article 14 but also void under Section
23 of the Indian Contract Act. Being wholly against right and reason, it is wholly
unconscionable and against public interest and public policy. The rule of law thus-
marches onward.

(xii) Shah Bano case

(xiii) Ma,7' Roy v. Stale of Kerala

(xiv) National Anthem case—see infra para 4 at (ix) for details.—See also
"Rule of Law" heading in Supreme Court Yearly Digest. 1994. p. 660, and the
following cases in the footnote.

4. Recent Developments

Amongst the new areas of legal development the main movements regarding
government liability for gross breach of fundamental rights, liability for return of
seized property, liability for performance of promises; the Social Action Litigation,
Lok Adalats and Legal Aid Programmes; The Consumer Protection Movement and
environmental control measures and the move towards a Common Civil Code are
worth mentioning.

(i) Government Liability for gross breach of Fundamental Rights: Com-
pensation eases—In an article by the late Shri S.N. Jam, Director, Indian Law
Institute it was submitted that everyone who successfully obtains a writ of habeas
corpus, a hoarder, a blackmarketeer. a smuggler or an anti-social element would be
able to assert a claim for compensation by way of damages for deprivation of his
personal liberty by the functionaries of the State, who appear to have acted either
in excess of authority or whose action was found not to be lawful.

63. Dr. I) C. lain: Case analysis. Art ith serlian. ([987) 14 Reports 289.91.
64. (1986)3SCC 156.
65. (1985)3SCC 116.
66. Suprrne Court. Advocates-an .Rpinrd ,tcsr: v Union oJintha. (993)4 SCC 441 (on appoinlilient of

Judges of the S.C. and the H.Cc ) Food Cospnraiion i/ India v. Kamdhenu Cattle Feed Industries.
(1993) I 5CC 71 (on principle of non-arbitrariness and rule of law) D. K. Yadav v. J.M.A Industries
Lid.. (1993) 3 SCC 259 (on principles of natural usbce) Niltibuti Betze,s, v. State of Oric.ca. (1993)
2 SCC 746 (on rights of prisoners and under trials and compensation); Vi na y Chandra Mislua. (1995)
2 SCC 584 (Contempt of Court)
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This very aspect surfaced III M. Hongray v. Union of Indid' 7 . An officer
attached to the Baptist Church and a Headmaster, in this case, were taken away by
Army Authorities for questioning and since then they were found missing. In a writ
of habeas corpus the Authorities failed to produce them and also failed to offer  any
rational explanation for their disappearance. There was thus a violation of Article

21 of the Constitution (deprivation of personal liberty and life) and a contempt of
court in not obeying the writ. The Supreme Court therefore ordered that the wife
01 each ci the persons be paid rupees one lakh by the Union of India. Violation of
personal liberation and unlawful detention compensated for the idea of awarding
compensation for violation of fundamental rights was invented and carried to new
dimensions first in case of Rude! Sah v. State of Bihar. Findini that detention (14
years) of the petitioner after his acquittal by a court of competent jurisdiction was
wholly unjustified, the Suj5rcme Court awarded Rs. 35,00(1/- to Ruda] Sah as
compensation. In the opinion of the Court this was one of the lelline ways in which
gross violation of that right could reasonably he prevented and due compliance with
the mandate of Article 21 secured. This bold and bre.ak!JiiougIfcoin(hepistJiro
mcnt was still carried further in Bhint Sin/t V. State of J.K. 69, where the Courtawarded Rs. 50.000/- as compensat ion for a five-da y detention of MLA for prevent-
ing him from attending (lie assembl y session. Similarly court has awarded compen-
sation in cases of death in police custody, rape on domestic working women and

tribal wonlar while in police cuswdv and death of an army officer in mysterious
circumstances. It has thus upheld the rule of 1aw.

(ii) Liability of the Government in Contract and Tort—As said before themaxim that ''The King can do no wrong" is inapplicable in India, because its
existence and application is quite contrary to the Rule of Law. 7 ' here the Union
and the States are legal persons and can be sued for breach of contract and for
committing a tor. They can file suits and proceedings can be filed against them

Prior to coming into force of the Constitution of India, the Britishers ruled this
country. Britishers carried trade with India through the East India Company until
the East India Company was abolished and the Crown assumed direct responsibility
of the Government of India in 1858.

67. (1984)3SCc82
68. (1983)4S(_-C 141.
69. (1985)4,5CC 677.
70. Ni/bail Behra v. State ofOri.v.. 

11993i2 SCC746 (death in Police custody rule ofsovereig p immunitynor applicable): Delhi Do,iuj she Workjn5 9/orneflc F'rn-tim v. Union of Indict (1995) I 5CC 14 iiapcof domestic working women ) P. Radfinam v. State jjj Gujsraj. (1994) SCC (Cri) 1163. (tape of ii jOel
women in police custody, interim compensatior Rs- 50(00 granted) . Sawirider Singh Grover Re,Death of 1994 SCC (Cri) 1464 (custodial death & compencaijon) : A r i:jder5in1,,it Dcigs, v Si. c[UP(Police atrociiies...._Conlpencatlofl) . Chnruji Kaur (Snii) s. (mba of India. (1994)2 SCC (Deathof Army Officer).

71. In England, wherefrom this maxim ori ginated, the Crown Pr(xecdings Act, 1947. has now reducedKing's position to that of an oidinary liti gant. See Garner. Administrative law. 985. 19972. Stale of Raju.cilia,r v Vidrju0ij AIR 1962 SC 933 :962 Supp (2) SCR 741 citing Bunk of Bengal V.ELc! India Co.. (. 1831 I sign. Rep. 120 (Co liable to pay interest) Modol0y v Morton, (1875) I
Bra CC 469 28 ER 1245 (Co suh;cct to the tinsdctjon of the municipal Courts in all matters and
proceedings undertaken by the As pnvate trading company.) Basu Administrative Law. 1986. 344Sec also Join IALI!,m, Salt Wnrkc case, (1994)4 5CC I and N Nciee,th ano R :ce. (1994)6 SCC 205
Immunity.rmu
wherein the (iovcnentr liability in tort i s explained rejecting the outdated doctrine of sovelcign
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Previous cases show that the East India Company was liable in law as a private
person. The Supreme Court of Calcutta rightly observed and reiterated the above

proposition in Steam Navigation Co. case' s , that there is a grent and clear distinction
between acts done in the Exercise of what arc usua1v termed sovereign powers and
acts clone in the conduct of the undertakings which might he carried on by private
individual.c without having such powers delegated to them .74

Articles 294, 298. 299 and 300 of the Constitution of India recognise this
liability.

For contracts the Government would be liable if (1) it is in writing 75 , (2)
executed on behalf7 of the government b y a person authorised in this behalf, and
(3) is expressed in the name of the President or the Governor, as the case may he.
If this is not so, that is, if this mandatory requirements are not complied with, the
Contract would not be legal and cannot he enforced. Fernandez v. State of Koran.
taka78 supports this proposition.

'Ihe Government is also made liable under the principles of quasi-contract or
restitution. Putting the situation in a simple way the Government can be made liable
under Section 70 of the Indian Contract Act on the principle of Unjust Enrichment. 79

In B.K. Mondal case 0 the court observed that if it was held that Section 70 was
inapplicable in regard to dealings where officers of government enter into contract
orally or without strictly complying with the provisions of Section 175 (3) of Lhr
Act, it would lead to extremely unreasonable consequences and may even hamp
it not wholly bring to a standstill the efficient working of the Government front
to day. The Coo it said that in such cases the State Government, like ordinary citizens
is subject to provisions of Section 70. If it has accepted the things delivered to it
or enjoyed the work done for it, such acceptance and enjoyment would afford it
valid basis for compensation against It. Section 70 should be read as supplementing
the provisions of Section 175(3) of the Act.8'

In the area of contractual rights the Supreme Court will entertain petitions if
arbitrariness, absence of fair play and breach of the principles of natural justice on
the part of the government is proved. Mahabir Auto Store0 2 is a case on the point.
Here, the corporation suddenly and abruptly stopped supply of materials to the
applicant which was clearly against the principles of natural justice. Relying on

73. I'e,,insu/ar A Oriental .Steon, wi,i,'iitui,i Cov Secretar y u/State. (186!) 5 Bo in HCR App. I Bourke
AOC 166.

74. Id., 14 Kac,uriIal V Slate iij U. 1'.. AIR 965 SC 1039 (1965) I SCR 375.
75. Kariuns/zi v. State ofBomay. AIR 1964 SCD 4 (964)4 SCR 984, Unto,, of India v Ru/ui Rain. AIR

963 SC 1685 (19(A)3 5CR 164 i Unu 'a of/ru/ia V. N.K.(P) Lid.. (1973)3 SCC 874 AIR 1972 SC
915 Duyee,rv Garments Frtcu,r, V State of Reij<istht,n. (1970) 3 SCC 874 : AIR 1971 SC 141.

76. Bhikh Roj Jwpuria v. Union ufindic:, (1962)2 SCR 880: AIR 1962 SC 113 State of f0har v. Koran,
ChandThapar, AIR 19623C 110: (1962) 1 SCR 827.

77. Karwn.slu Jet/ia v. Suite of lJo,nbuv, supra: Davecs Garments I" for, supra.
78. (1990)2 SCC 488: AIR 1990 SC 958 Ruin Gajudliar v. State a] U.I. (1990)2 SCC 486.
79 l'rnsukhja Electric Supply Ci; Y. State alAsswn, AIR 1990 SC 123 i (1989)3 SC 709: Ma/iabir

Kishore v State of M./', (1989)45CC I: AIR 1990 SC 313 West Bengit! v. B.K. tilondal. AIR 1962
SC 779 (1962) Supp(I)SCR 876.

80. Supra
81. B. 	 tiloncla/ case. 789 a! AIR. See also CJiaitii;bhüj VjtI,aldcri v tilr'reshwar Parasram. AIR 1954

SC 236 : 1954 SCR 817 (Observ:,iioas of Bsse, J. to this effect)
82. Maluth,r Auto Storer v. Indian Oil (.nrJu;ratlrin. (1990) 3 SCC 732 : AIR 1990 SC 1031.
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Raiihakrishna Agarwa!83 the Supreme Court observed that every action of the State
organ must he informed by reason and if not in appropriate cases it may be
questioned, as in this case, as arbitrary and ma y be struck down because it does not
meet the test of Article 14.

These and other cases 8-; go to show that the law had brought the State activity
in contractual matters also within the purview of judicial review. This is but logical.
This position holds good in grant of Government largesse aIso.

So far as tortious liability is concerned the State had been held to be vicariously
liable for the lortious acts of its servants. It stands on the footing of two 'vel-known
doctrines : (1) Respoerlear Superior, and NO QLI1 facit per al/wa Jacit pet 'i

Social convenience and rough justice are the basis of vicarious liability. i/ic
Penn/solar and Oriental Steam Navigation Cu. v. Secretor,' of State' is the first
leading case in this area The Court in this case made the Secretary of State liable
for damages occasioned by the negligence of the servants in the service of the
government. The negligence should however, be such as would render an ordinary
employer liable.87

One may say that the classification of acts of the Secretar y of the State into
sovereign and non-sovereign acts was a misnomer and the meaning given to it in
//wi Bhanji case was a correct one. 11ciri B/tanji' case was decided by the Madras
High Court which held that the immunity (3f' the East India Company extended only
to what aie known as 'Acts of State" strictly so called. The distinction based on
sovereign, and non-sovereign functions was not well founded. Consequently, in
VOyawatill it was held that the immunity based on the En glish law had no validity
in India. After independence there was no justification in pr i

nciple or in public
interest that the State should not be held liable vicariously for the tortious acts of
its servants. Thus the feudalistic notion of Justice that the ''Kin g can do no wrong''
was rejected by the Indian Supreme Court.

This development of law was unfortunately hindered by Kasrurilaf° case hut
subsequent cases91 point to a stand consistent with holding the State liable vicariously
for the acts of its servants. The Law Commission of India, in its First Report 92 has
recommended to remove this distinction which has no justification.

83. Radhakrrc/znaflgar,valv. Slate of Biljr (1977)3 SCC457 AIR (977 S( - 1490. Sec also E P. Rovapj'n
V . Stoic of TN. (1974) 4 SCC 3; Mnflek(, Uwidhi v Union t# India. ( 978) I .5CC 248 Ajv I/asia
V. Kluthd Mujib Sehravcjrd,, (1981)1 5CC 722 1?.U.S/trio v. In(ernaijt,,ial Airport Au1Iy,rje'-/ of/ni/u,
(1979) 3 SCC 489 : Dwivkudijt Mai1aiza* 5on V. /t(iardt,f Tru,e ('f/be Port of Born/toy. (1989)
3SCC 293.

84 Shi,Iek/u, Vgd',j,rjj,t v, State .' ,f II- P . (1990)3 SCC 752 (per Mukhcrjee J.): SJ,rileklii, V,d3arthi V .5 late
of U P.(l99I) I SCC2I2.

85. RD. Shelf)' case. upra
86 ( 1861) 5 Born HCR App I
87. Id. at 14.
88..Se(reO;r'' of 5/ice v. Hurt !jha!,jj, (1882) ILR 5 Mad 273.
89 State of Rajasthan v VifIvativi i. AIR 1962 SC 933: 1902 Sup1 2 SCR 741.
90 Kouri/ii! v State of U P. i'JR 1965 SC 1039 (1965) I SCR 375
91. S;.'te ol (;ujwtjt v Me,n 'w Mu/ruined Ilaji Ho,ta. AIR 1907, SC 1885 . (967) 3 SCR 938Rosa' is: !'nI:I v Store rtfMvciire, ( 1977) 4 5CC 350: AIR 1977 SC 1749.
92. 1950. Liahilny of the State in tori.
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The recent judicial trend is undoubtedly in holding the State liable in regard to
tortious acts committed by its servants) These acts include police brutalities,
wrongful arrest and detention, keeping the undertrials in jail for long periods,
committing assault and or beating prisoners etc. In suitable cases compensation has
been awarded. Thus the test developed, in words of Professor Friedmann is

"The proper lest is not an impracticable distinction between governmental and
non-governmental function, but the nature and form of the activity in question" .2

The State is also bound by the statute, as decided in Corporation of Calcutta
(II) case. 3 The Common law rule in England that the State is not bound by a statute
is not only archaic but incongruous at any rate after January 26, 1950.

(iii) Doctrine of Promissory Estoppel : Traditional view given up.—A
marked development is reached in case of the doctrine of promissory estoppel.

Estoppel is a concept of Common Law. Equity Courts developed it. It is a
principle which precludes a party from alleging or proving in legal proceedings that
a fact is otherwise than it has appeared to he from the circumstances. Doctrine of
estoppel came to be expressed in two forms called "promissory estoppel" and
"proprietory estoppel". The doctrine of "promissory estoppel" is known by various
names: promissory estoppel, equitable estoppel, quasi estppeI, or estoppel in pais(by
conduct).5

Often described as a rule of evidence, inure correctly it is a principle of law6
and justice here prevails over flutli.

Originated in equity, first pressed into service by Calcutta High Court' in 180
and thereafter by the Supreme Court of India in 1951 and onwards till today the
doctrine has been applied in various cases and fields, especially in the field of public
law. Its starting point may be considered to be the case of Collector of Bombay v.
Municipal Cop& of rue Cii', of &rnibayt.

The essential elements of this doctrine are

I. Sahe!, v. Police Comrnr.. Delhi, (1990) 1 5CC 422. AIR 1990 SC 513. PUDR v, Police Cwnrnr..
Dell,!, (1989) 4 SCC 730 Pia)ipu ihakur v. (lair,,, tt/ fsi iJia. AIR 1986 SC 1199 Keidrel Pcthadi ya v.
S(r,te of Bihar, (1983) 2 SCC 104: AIR, 1982 SC 1167; Khiii,i v. State of Bihar. (1981) I SCC 627
AIR 1981 SC 928 5thçti;j V. Union o/ind,a, (1984) 3 SCC 82 : AIR 1984 SC 1026: Iludal Shah v.
Slate of LOhr,r, (1983) 4 SCC 141: AIR 1993 SC 1086 Sour ol Harywu, v Durcluirw Devi, (1979) 2
SCC 236 AIR 1979 SC 855 Rajasthan Saiie Rd. Transport Cnrp;i. v. Nartun Shw,kw. (1980) 2 SCC
180 AIR 1980 SC 695 Union of India v MoM. Nathn. (1980) I 5CC 284 : AIR 1980 SC 431:
Shvwn Sunder v. Suite of Rujasihw,, (1974) I SCC 690 AIR 1974 SC 890 Vet',',,, Shethi v. State of
fithar, ([982i 28CC 583 AIR 1983 SC339 Sheet" Liaise v. Union of India. (1985) I SCC 41: AIR
I3 SC 1 995 : Sf,eela liw'.ce v. (J'iiw, of itu 6i, (1986) 3 5CC 596 : AIR 1986 SC 1773 POOR v.
State of Bihar-. (987) I 5CC 265 : AIR 1987 SC 355,Hucsainara K/,woon v, State of 8,/tar. (1980)
I SCC 81 AIR 1979 SC 1360 Sunil EIa,'ra (ii) v. Detlu Adrnn.. (1980) 3 SCC 488 AIR 1980 SC
1579: (1980) 2 SCR 557 Manna v. Suite e4 U. P.. (1981) 3 SCC 671 AIR 1981 SC 939.

2. Friedmann : Lan &Socuil Change, 271
3. Supdr. and Re,nembrwu era! Le,t,'til ,tdir.s. W. B v. Corporation of Calcuuc, (II). AIR 1967 SC 997

(1967)2SCR 170.
4. Director of Rationing v. Corporation of Ctdcuttu(i). AIR 1960 SC 1355: (1961) 1 SCR 158,
S. For details see Gandhi B. M. : Equity, Tnrcts and Specific Relief 2nd Edn., 1993, 45 to 52.
6. Erpress Newspaper Pet. Ltd. v. Union of India. (1986) I SCC 133
7. Gwipes Mft'. Co. Y. Sourujtnu/1, ILR (1880) 5 Cal 669.
8 AIR 1951SC469:.1952 SCR 43 :54 Bojp LR 122.
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(I) There must be representation by one party before another; 9 (2) The other
party must rely thereon'°; and (3) must act to his detriment relying upon
the representation, Ii

After Motilal Sugar case the principal has been extended to various fields in
order to do justice.12

Overruling Jo Ram cate' 3 , Moiila Sugar" put the law of promissory estoppel
on sound basis, establishing that the application of the principle is a necessary
instrument in the hands of the court to control arbitrary exercise of discretion by
government departments. The Godfre y Philips case' 5 hears great importance for it
not only applied the doctrine but reiterated that besides a weapon of defence it is a
weapon of oftence. It is now no' univ a shield but a stvo/-c/ too. The narrow and
technical approach to the doctrine which was encouraged by its rather misleading

nomenclature is now cast off and the doctrine has now full play. Its powerful
exponent was, Bhagwati J.(as he then was))" The doctrine is a significant judicial
contribution towards the rule of law.

(iv) New Enforcement Direction The Ratlam Municipality case'8.—The
dynamic approach is also seen in the Rt/wn Mw:uipolirv case wherein the Supreme
Court did not accept defence of the municipality that it had no money to chalk out
a plan to remove a public nuisance, The Court observed that the dynamics of the

9 ManIa! Padati;piii 5n rijr Mills C.-i [Al v. Sian' nIt! P . (1979) 2 SCC 1tt9, 4"4
ID. V.P. Kohl, v. Alai Products Lid., (1985) 2 SCC 77 Delhi Cloth t Ge,i. MilL (i Ltd. v Rojasihwy

SE. 13d., ( 1986) 2 5CC 43!.
II Sails!, Sabharwaf V . State o,t Mtthrusl,ira, (1986) 2 SCC 362
12. Century Spinning and Mfi'. Co. Lid. v. (Jlluccnagai' Mwiirjpa/ Council. (1970)1 5CC 582 (applied to

municipality) , 11 han Sutgh v. State of Harwi,,a. (1981) 2 SCC 673 (to cxeuuij yefunct jui,s of the state);
Koihn,t Oil Prod In/.v Co. : Rajkni s. Goill ot Gujarat. AIR I 982 Guj 107 (1.0 adrnitijctatice diiecijü
and orderst HtJr,lIe,J,iljl s GD. Taiiiise. AIR 1982 P&H 439 'Jo uliiveIchje,', Alnni Naga, Go.op
Ho—e A/rig. Society Lid. v State , if Punjth. AIR 1979 P&1-t 196 (to a trust) Ronw Nat/i Pit/alSian' of A'eraja, (1973) 2 SCC 650 (where there is manifest injustice) Gujarat State Fliwnijal
Corporation v. Lotuc HoteLi Pet. Lid., (1983) 3 SCC 379 (to financial corporation) Sans/i .Sabhan-wa!v State of Ma!,ijra.chira, (1986) 2 SCC 362 (applied to a land case, Compensation and Interest oniflVCStfllcni) Garments mnienununuil P't. Ltd. v. Union of ladle', AIR 1991 Kant 52 (applied inexpert
assistance scheme announced by the Central Government) Suryo NOrCJUI )'cidav V. Bihar StateEiettn ity Boat,]. (1985) 2 SCC 38 (in ease of service jurispiudejice): Union a/ India v. GodfreyPhilip5 India Lid., (1985) 4 SCC 369 (in case of charging excise duly on seco ndary packing) ; ExpressNewspapei.r Fyi Lid v. Union of India. (1986) I 5CC 133 (decision taken by Minister of previous
government binds the successor government area of Administrative law) .Sureshk,!, (1983) 2 5CC
445 to education) Del/ti Cloth & Gen. MiI13 V. Union of India. (1988) I SCC 86 (to Railwaydepartment). Tare' Singh v. KehnrSinglm, (1989) Supp SCC 316: AIR 1989 SC 1426 (Grant of Land)V,j Resi,rr (P) Lid. v. State of j. & K.: (959)35CC 115 Gctting up of industry): Acltnk (J,wzd v. Uniof Jodhpur 1989) I SIT 399 (Admission granted by misike) : State fM. P. v 0nt Puj 'er Mills(1990) I 5CC 176 (Payment of electricity dimly) Ascii. Commr. of C. T v, D!wro,en,f,tj Ti-rig Co
(1988) 3 SCC 570 Pine Chemicals Ltd. v. Asces.vmng Author/is'. (1992) 2 SCC 83: T/u'atrc Soogmeslt
v. Entertainment Tax it))-. Comm,., Kurtwo/, AIR 1993 AP 137 (Principle does not apply) : Mi s.c Ritav. Behrwnjszgr tin,.. AIR 1993 On 27 Education - Benefit of the principle extended in peculiarCmrcuIns(ance'i) ; Tv/ak Chi,,-a Mundal v State of U P.. AIR 1993 All 30 (Principle where notapplicable): A. J. lot' v. Go'i'i. of Twnil Nodu. AIR 1993 Mad 282 (principle does not apply to change
Of governnient policy iade in larger public interest).

13. iii Rant .5/nv Kuinar v State aJ Hari,a,w (1981) I 5CC II
14. Supra.
IS Supra
16. Supra, at 442-43.
17. Home .Seuerw7' U T.	 Chandigarh v. Dar.c/lj i i Siugh Grewt,I, (1993)4SCC 25 (Education)IX. 1980 SuppSCC 598.
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jurisprudential process has a "new enforcement" direction") not merely through
some of the provisions of CrPC20 as here but also through activated tort conscious-
ness. Similarly in L.R. KaolwaP' it had been reiterated by court that sanitation and
clearing of public streets are the primary duties of a municipality which its bound
to perform. In carrying out these duties paucity of funds or staff is no ground for
its non-performance.

(v) Public Interest Litigation.—From what has gone before and from the
landmark cases which are but samples, it would be easy to perceive that the Courts
are moulding their interpretation for the protection of fundamental rights of citizens
by establishment of the Rule of Law which is the backbone to a democratic system.

The Supreme Court and High Courts treat letters from citizens as writ and try
to give speedy justice. It is also called Social Action Litigation (SAL). The heart
of the SAL proceedings in the words of Dr. Upendra Brtxi is rather "that gross
violation of fundamental rights that has actually occurred in the exercise of state
powers, either by commission (repression) or omission (lawless disregard of statutory
or constitutionally imposed duties). The facts relied upon initially by the SAL
petitioner, in most cases, are as stated in the Press. And the SAL petitioner is himself
often not the victim of repression or lawlessness, but a public citizen". This
movement has the blessings of the Supreme Court and High Courts and Chief Justice
Bhagwati, Justice Krishna Iyer (retired long back) and others are its exponents.
According to Dr. Agrawala, 'Perhaps, the concept of SAL (without giving it a
nomenclature) was initiated in India by Krishna Iyer J. in 1976 in Mumbai Kamgar

Sabha case22 wherein rules of standing were liberalised. Krishna Iyer J. for the first
time used the word epistolary' jurisdiction." The Gujarat High Court through
Justice M.P. Thakkar (now Judge, Supreme Court) has been a pioneer in this
connection.

This type of litigation is not limited to Habeas Corpus petitions but it has been
spread in all directions where gross violation of rights occur.

Public Interest Litigation is a novel feature and a new chapter in Indian Judicial
System. 23 As observed by Bhagwati J. in the Judges' Transfer case 24 "It is ..... a
new jurisprudence which the court is evolving, a jurisprudence which demands
judicial statesmanship and high creative ability. The frontiers of public are expanding
far and wide and new concepts and doctrines which will change the complexion of
the law and which were so far embedded in the womb of the future, are beginning
to be born". It is thus a highly effective weapon in the arrnoury of the law for

19. Arts. 38 & 47, Constitution,
20. IPC, S. 188 & M l. Municipal Ad, S. 123.
21. LR. Koolwat V. .5rO1e of Rujaczhan. (1987)4 Reports 53.
22. Mwnbai Kwngur .tithha v. 4bdulblwi. (1976) 3 SCC 832 his other important decisions in thi s area

are: Suni(Bwru v. Del hifldmn., (1980)3 SCC 488; Municipal CounciL RaiIa,n v. Vardhi hand, (1980)
4 SCC 162 ,Akhil Blwruuyu Sothis Karntochari Sang/i v. Union of India,' (1981)1 3CC 246 Fertili7er
Corpit. Kain,e,ar Union v. Union of India, (1981) I SCC 568 : AIR 1981 SC 344 ; Arad Rickshaw
Pullers' Union, Amritsar v Suite of Punjab, 1980 Supp SCC 601 ; see S K. Agrawala : Publication
Inlere.ct Litigation in India. 1985, 8.

23. See Balancing the Scales of Justice--Financing Public Interest Law in America (A Report by the
Council for P.I. Law (1976). 6,7 quoted by Prof. S.K. Agrawala : Public Interest Litigation in India,
A critique. 2.

24. (1981)Supp SCC 97 (219).
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reaching social justice to the common man. Role played by the court is more
assertive here it is creative rather than passive. The traditional rule in regard tolocus standi is becoming obsolescent and the principle is broadened.25

Ilusainara Kha too,, v. State of Bi/zar, Upenrira Bw.i v. State of Uttar
Pradesh 27 . ch,nna,n,na Sodas v. State (Delhi Adfljnjs(rQ(j(,r,)2S student of a 3rd

Law of Delhi Law Faculty and a worker suing as SAL group; Kadra Pcthadivav. State of Thha 9 (ynune tribais growing up in Sub-jail, awaiting trial) Associationfor Social Action and Legal Thouhi (Assalt) V. Slate of M.P.-`) (pctition by Jaw
teachers' group for inhuman torture of young prisoners in Chhatarpur Jail) ; 

AzadRickshaw Ped/ers V. State of Pun/n631 , are some of the instances
Three principal groups are workin g for SAL: Citizens For Democracy (CFD),

The People's Union of Civil Liberties (PUCL) and The Peoples Union Ir Demo.
cratic Rights (PUDR).

In A. V. iVacha,,e V. Union of It dia 32 , Begul/a B. Raju v State of A.P. 33 andOlga TellR v. Iiornbo' Municipal Corporation 74 the Supreme Court has ruled that
right to life includes right to livelihood. The defence of necessity was explained by
the Court. This is a new and dynamic interpretation hy the Court in public interest
Justice Bhagwatj gave a conlprehensis;e exposition to the concept of SAL in 

S.P.Gupta v. Union of I,idia 5, while in PUI)R v. Union of India known as ''Ajd
Case", he observed that the Court would be moved for this put pose if wily a letter
is addressed to it drawing its attention to legal injury. The Court is thus concerned
with little man'' 11. In R.L. & E. Kendra. Dehradun v. UP the Supreme Courtordered the closure of all but ei g ht limestone quarries becausc,of the reckless
destruction of the habitat and the grave ecological imbalance it produced. Similarly
for the cause of old and infirm retired pensJoners, for the release of bonded
labourers working in Stone quarries,40 against unjustifiable police atrocities and forcompensation, 4 ' against ragging a junior student of a medical college. 42 against the
practice of issuing promulgation of Ordinances on a large scale which
fraud on the Constitution o 	 amount to a

f India,	 against police brutalities in jail. 	 for causing
25. PU!)!? v. (Jiiw,, of India, (1982) 3 SC 235 AIR 1982 SC 1473.20. 19 0 S Ct.: (Journal) 35.
27. (1983) 2 5:.0 308.
28 WP.2526011982
29. W  5943 of 1980
30. W.P. 8332 of 1981
31. 1980 Siipp SCC 601.
32. (1982) I SCC 205
33. (1984) I SCC 66.
34. (1985)3 SCC 546.
35. 1981 SUPPSCC87
36. ( 1982) 3 SCC 23.5
37. See also Bihar Legal Suppar, Sn(jc' v. chief JUSIILC i 'f / ' idia. (1980) 4 SCC 767 : AIR 1987 SC 58.(Court is conccrncd with small men'' us much as ''big industrial itc'' ).38. (1985)25CC471
39. D.S. Nakara V. IJnjr,, uf/nd, (1983)1 5CC 305: AIR 1983 SC 130
40. Bw,dhn Mu tt, Mrirchc, V. Come btdm (1984) 3 .8CC 161 : AIR 1984 SC 80241. I'Ll!,!? v. Svne of Thh,j, (1987) I .8CC 265: AIR 1987 SC 35542 501e if lIP. V.A Pare,,, 4 yo SttuiCflf of Med,ta! College 11985) 3 SCC 169 AIR 1985 SC 910.43. D.0 Wad/,a v. State of Th/ . (1987) I 5CC 378 : AIR 1987 SC 579
44. San" Bairn (II) v. Delhi Ad;i,,i (1980) 3SC 488: AIR 1980 Sc 1579.
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irreversible damage to the patients in an eye camp,45 for "need for immediate help
and relief to the victims" of the Bhopal Gas Leak Disaster, 46 and for issuing a
direction to the Government that every injured citizen brought for medical treatment
should instantaneously be given aid to preserve his life and only thereafter the
procedural criminal law should be allowed to operate in order to avoid negligent
death of injured,47 a petition can be filed and writ or an appropriate order can be
issued-

In some cases exemplary costs" and provisional compensation 49 have been
awarded. The concept though a latecomer, as compared to the American concept of
Public Interest Law is moving slowly but steadily in the direction of awarding
economic justice. The courts by their judicial activism 50 are trying hard to mould
their exposition and Interpretation of law in such a way as to fulfil the Directives
contained in the Constitution of India which in fact asserts the Rule of Law and
predominance of legal spirit. A silent social revolution with a new kind of
enforcement of economic rights is thus supporting and expanding the Rule of
Law.

(vi) Quality Control Measures and the Consumer Protection Movement.—
The quest of the State is the welfare of inhabitants within the country demanding
statutes which have consumerist orientations. Thus, the public controls on the
freedom of trade assume greater importance and various legislations aimed at the
Consumer Welfare have taken shape. Quality control is one measure which aims at
consumer protection and the producer welfare too.

During pie-independence period certain lawsSt were made in this direction but
they served only a limited purpose of service to people and the major beneficiary
was the British colonialism.

The post-independence economy being a shattered economy full of deficits, a
number of important legislations 52 have been passed to protect the consumer interest
iii a big way.

The concept of quality control 53 received significant attention during the British
rule in India and the AGMARK impressed under this Act has now become a mark

45. A.S. Mimi! v State of UP., (1989)3 5CC 223 : AIR 1989 SC 1570.
46. Clwrwiial Set/mu v. Union of India, (1989) 4 SCC 286: AIR 1989 SC 2039.
47. Porwnanand Kamara v. Union of India, (1990) I SCC 613. See also Ki.vhcn v. State of Orissa. 1989

Supp (I) SCC 258 Sanjay Suri v. Delhi Athmj., 989 Supp (2) SCC 511 ; Shea Nandan Paswan v
State (i/ Bihar, (1987) I 8CC 288 : Shivaji Ilno Pad! V. MM, (,otcivi. (1987)1 SCC 227.

48. Devki Namlaim Prasad v. State of Bihar, (1983)4 SCC 20; Stha.ctin v. Union a/ India, (I 984) I 5CC 82.
49. Rtrdal Sah V. State u/Blimp, (983)4 SCC 141.
50. Francis Corulie Mt Ira v. Administrator, Union Terriusy of I)ellii. (1981)1 SCC 608 (right to fife-

include.,; the right to live with human dignity) Dr. P N. Thwnpv Them-a, (1983) 4 SCC 598 (right to
Life connotes not merely animal existence but the finer graces of human civilisation) ; Baa rd of Trustees
of the Port of Bo,nba-m' v f)riip R. Nadkarni, (I 83) I SCC 124 ; Dronwnrciju Sat ywwruyana v. 4V.T
Rami, Rao, (1988) 20 Rep (AP) (SpI Bch) 128.

51. Poison Act. 1919 ; Sale of Goods Act, 1930: Agriculture Produce (Grading & Marketing) Act, 1937
Defence of India Act. 1939; Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act, 1946 1etc.

52. Forward Contracts (Regulation) Act. 1957 the Emblem & Names (Prevention of Improper Use) Act.
1950 ; the Drugs Control Act, 1950 ; the Indian Standards Institution (Certification of Marks) Act.
1952, the Prevention of Food Adulteration Act. 1954 ; the Essential Commodities Act, 1955 the
Standards of Weight & Measures Act, 1976: etc.

53. Based on "Role of Quality Control Legislations in Consumer Protection- by Pandey & Khanorker,
Legal News & Views. (1993). Vol. VII, No. 9.299 to 306.
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of quality. The AGMARK 54 has thus a direct hearin g with the consumer protection
by working as a third party guarantee of quality. The provisions of the Export
Inspection (Quality Control) Act. 1963 further strengthens this standard.

Besides the Agricultural Produce (Grading and Marketing) Act the Prevention
of Food Adulteration Act, 1954 (protecting the consumers against the menace of
sale of sub-standard edible items), the Essential Comniodjus Act, 1955 (securing
equitable distribution and availabil i ty of the essential commodities a fail- prices in
the interest of the general public, i.e. consumers), the Food Products Order, 1955
(ensuring production of qualit y products of trui and ve getable products), the Cold
Storage Order. 1961, (ensuring hygienic and proper refrigcrati)n conditions in cold
stores). the Meat Food Products Order. 1973 (aiming at hygienic production and
maintenance of control in slaughter), the Monopolies and Restricti . e Trade Practices
Act, 1969 (known as MRTP Act) (ai moo at the ideal that the opel-union of economic

system does not result i r the concciliratjijn of economic over to the comnhtrit
detriment) etc. are the public oel6src measures. Similarl y the Standard of Weights
and Measures Act, 1976 and the Standard of Wei g ht and Measures (Packaged
(ominodities) Rules, 1977 ensure correctness of weights and measures The Bureau
of Indian Standards Act, I 96 aims at pt >)rnot hg harmonious de

velopment of theactivities of slandardisa(ion. markin g -57 and quality certification of goods and its
related mnal.teN.

In spite of Iie'sc measures the iltcrest of the coicume rs were not satisfactorily

protected and under lhc;e legislations the onus for redressal of the gries ances lie
on the Authority enforcing or implementin g the Act. With increasing awareness, it
was felt necessary to have the participation of the consumei-s therriselves 

in theprocess of consumer protection. Consequently the Consumer Protection Act 198()

was passed to Provide better protection to consumers 'this aim is sought to be
achieved through a establishment of the Consumer Protection Council at the Central
and State levels and Consumer Disputes Redrcssal Agencies at the Central, State
and district levels. The obects of the Central arid State Consumer Protection
Councils are to promote and protect the ri g hts of the consumer

54.
So far 101 commodity gradins and marking rules covering about 142 commodities have been noiiflectI.
uridcr he Act. gliec & butter, seg
thernpoi iii commodities   

etirhlc oils, ground spices, honey. wheat, 00	 e o0 & K V.1 are soirifa
55. This tisgislatiomi essentially wu.c replacemeni. folrime earlier tegisiauioti'; in ilie series.. ir Dehsimcc ofIndia Act, 939 and Essentt:il Suppl y (O'rnpurary Powers) Act 1916.
56. The Act has been ii mended in 1984 and 1986.
57.

The confusion between 1St mark and AGMARK need not exist because thc former is applicable in
articles arid processes of indusirmal nature. whem-eas rho la tter is exclusively for raw and cetrri-proccscedproduce of agriculture, 1101-liCUNUIC. forestry. etc.

58. These lights are
(I) The right lobe piliceted against the marketing of goods which ale hazardous 

to lifeand properly(u) The right to he irifoi mcd about hIre quati ry, quO iii ty. potency. Pilit'-y. stdai U and price of goof I'.so as to he aroleetmi against urilamr trade practices
(hi) The right to be assured, wherever pos

prices	 sible io have smccer.s to a variet y of goods at eotimpemiti s-
(ii') The nghm lobe [Ica rd and to be assured thai coflsUtl>er.s Interests will reecho the coiisrderation ;iiappropreite foruim ma
(v}liie might iciseek redressal againsi unlair I rode pracilecs or unscrupulous OSploit.lijon l S fconcmirmtrsand
WO The tight to consumer educ,;mi:;
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The Consumer Protection Act, 1986 offers an organisational set up to the
consumers at national level, state level and district level to redress their grievances.

As per recent amendment consumer organisations cart now file complaints in the

courts. "Consumer Cells" established at various leveLs in an organiSation attend to

consumer complaints.

The message for consumer welfare is being brought home to masses through

various publicity rreasures. However, this is not enough. These efforts require

acceleration.

To supplement the Government efforts, the Consumers have organised and
formed a strong force to work as a watch-dog for efficient serving of their problems.

In the case of Lucknow Development Authority v. M.K. Gupta59 th court ordered

the State to recover the amount, paid by the State to the aggrieved person, from the

public servant whose rnala fide and oppressive acts gave rise to such a liability of

the State. The Court expressed that the Consumer ProtectiQo Act, 1986 has to be
construed in favour of the consumer to achieve its purpose as it is a social benefit

oriented legislation. This strengthens the Rule of Law.

Medical Profession and the Consumer Protection Act

A question most vigorously urged by the medical profession ail over India is

that they should not be covered under the Consumer Protection Act as the services

rendered by them are not commercial.

There are now scores of cases60 regarding negligence of doctors. Numerous

cases'51 have been filed against doctors for negligence. The NCDRC in 1986 held

that the doctors were covered under section 2(o) of the Consumer Protection Act,

1986 . 62 The decisions of the various forums are however not untt'orn.63

As observed by Justice Aladi Kuppuswarni, a balance has to be struck between

the right of the patient to he well attended to, and the duty of the doctor to show

59. (1994) 1 5CC 243.251-254, AIR 1994 SC 787.
60. (1) The Andhi'a Pradesh State Consumer Forum awarded a compensation of Ps. 9.70.000 to one P.

Rama Laxmi. She was wrongly operated For cyphitis in the uterus by the doctors : Guarat
Sammiachar Daily. 181h June, 1992.

(ii) The Mahrrmachtra State Consumer Furman ordered two doctors at Rombay to pay Ps. 7 litec as
compcnatmon to one Arvind Kuirir- S Shah After operation the patient to this case lievem regained
consciousness. All comnplainis tirade to tndian Medical Council, the Mahara'htra Stair; Medical
Council & Medical Councilofindia fell on deaf ears: GH 1 ratSamachar Daily ill 171h July. 1992.

(iii) Dr. Stidhanshu Baitach:irys of Municipal Ralavada Hospital. Hornhay was inude in pay
compensation to a boy- palient for operating on a wrong leg Gu i rai Sairiaehar. di. 17th July. 1992.

(n) On' t)ilip Sen's wife at Calcutta was crib jected to a fcr' iltiy lest. Shc was given anaesthesia. After
2 hours she died. Mr. Sen Filed complaint and demanded Rs. 25 lacs as compensation India
Today, June 21, 1993 Doctor, heal thyself, 26-29.

61_ In 14 District Forums of Kerala. There are 1801) such cases. In Tatnilnadu amid Maharashtra. 100 cases
in each are pending Case for coinpensalion above P.c. 10 lacs before National Redressat Comitussion

are 30. The biggest case from view point of compensation is a complaint from Amritsar wherein

compensation of Ps. 3 crores is demanded.

62. India Today, June 21st. 1993. s upra. Doctors held liable : D.P. !Thzindaii v. Gan,enrwn Hosptiu!. 2

(1991) CPJ 409 ; Va.cnntIra P. Nwk v. Cosmopolitan Hospitals, 2 (1991) CPS 444 Mnpcina v. Dr.

Prernav mi/u Dnsmpu. 2 (1991) CPR 460 (Mad). Doctors not held liable . Sub/ins/i A Panelyn v. Seer..
Baroda City Cult runt US t.toC,iffiOrt. 1991(2) CPR 537 ((jiij); Y. .iinaksh v. U.N. Ntndis1u. 2(1991)
CPJ 533 (Karnataka) , Moribal Dabri Ho.cpixuml Y. A1.1. Gujs'ilkur. 2 (1991) CPJ 684.

63. 1b14.
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due care to the patient. He said this while inaugurating a seminar on "medical
negligence and C.P. Act" at Hyderabad, recently

Since the medical and legal professions are interconnected Justice Kuppuswamy
suggested the basics of law should be included in the medical course and vice versa.
He also said that the judicial system 

ill vas not in favour of poor litigants asit was cart-heavy ti ne . con.rwnu,ig and wrcerlain. In America. the law was more n
favour of patients, whereas in UK. it was more in Civour of doctors. Specialists
have therefore a greater duty than the general p

ractitioners, as they possess toski!

Government HospiljsfA and the Consumer Protection Act : A disappoi,ztnz ell i
Senice.c rendered free of charge, in government hospitals do not come withinthe sweep of the C.P. Act.

A high powered workin g group has recently su ggested to bring the government
hosr)itals under the Act b an amendment of the Act, but the cabinet reportedly
struck down this particular provision

It is suggested that there Could be a rrioratoriunl for 2 or 3 
years on implernen.tation of the recommenditions of the high-powered working group. This device

would keep the pressure on g l ivcrriinen( hospitals to improve their services withina limited time-frame

ft is now left to the collective wisdom of the uf the Parliament to
decide whether the poor, who may be victims of medical negligence, deserves any
justice and compensation at all."

The consumer protection move,iwnt in India thus slrengthens the Rule of Law.
(viii Envirrinmetit t i Control Measu res._Seetjf) 2of thc En 

vi 1-01) 	 (Pro-tectioii) Act, 1986 defines 'en v im -onmert'' 'environment pollutant" "
environmen-tal pollution'', ' 'ecology '' etc.

The problem of env ironn1entil pollution is as old as human civilisation A vivid
prctwe of remedies thereof is g i ven by our ancient Sanskrit l iterature. 69 'Sniritis''of India have specific provisions to ensure the purity of water.

The problem Of pollution is the outcome of urbanisation, 
over-population andindustrialisation. The IP.C. has a few pro v isions oil Subject, but when faced

with such a giant problem its piovisnons are felt ineffective 
Water pollution fir-,St

attracted attention of certain State legislatures and it was only in 1974 that a Central
Act was enacted to combat pollution. This was followed by the Water (Prevention
and Control of Pollution) Cess Act, 1977 and the Air Pollution Act. The latest and
the most drastic law oil 	 subject is En v ironment (Pro(ection) Act, 198(.------------

64. Lceii News & Vicwc. 1991. Vol VII. No, 5. Ma y 993, 180
65 1bi1 Arid this is what ihc -Law of Nedi9enc" says
66 Legal Ncws & Vicwc, 1993 Vol VII, No 4. Apr. 1993. I 13-I 3567. Prihp (;nmaj'iiin 0000' q Off the Hook" LN&V. 1991, VolConcuuiier Proiccijon Act Aiimndiii.ri t Hill iii he current sessiQn of the Parliament

VII. No 4. i13-35 The
(Apr. 1993).	 Parliament is awaiting us erriry

68. Armin Rosencranz [3iwan & Noble:	 in India 199t Edn C
E) i vii g ,n,ne,i,a! Lent- A P011-v 	 li I.69 "Environmental Consc	

ness and Conulnuing Education, 1 io8. publishct - South Gujarat

in Europe a
Univers

ity, Surai, See nO,, J m & lain EnI(rufl,,,,',!,,,f Le,is-s 6i India_ 563-4 for details this problem
and Ainenca
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It cart be safely said that most at the pie-19 'O "environmental cases'' were

either actions in tort or standard agency prosecutions under environmental statute
and were therefore unremarkable. They also (lid not receive any special protection
tram the judiciary. But the latest enactrneriL Environment (Protection) Act, 196,
was the result of a necessity felt by the government on account of two catastrophes

that befell India the Bhopal Traged y that occured in 1984 and the leakage of oleirn,

gas in Shri Raw Fe,iiliser Plant in 1985°

The Oleuiii gas leak provided an opportunity to the Supreme Court of India to
enunciate certain important doctrines on tort law and corporate law (particularly, the

civil liability of directors for wrong commuted by the Corporation).

These developments are quite important and the process. one should say. is
from completed. The spate of new laws, as observed,"cover hitherto unregulated
fields, such as noise, vehicular emissions, hazardous wa1e, hazardous rnicro-nrgi'IPI-

ism V and (lie transportation of toxic chemicals. Cost of non-compliance with these

laws has been raised due to stringent penalties. The En vironment (Protection) Act.

1986 IS 
not just contined to wv particular eleiiieiu; it deals with every aspect of it.

Legislation of protect tvild - lift, has also been enacted. The use of insecticides

and pesticides is also regulated by se-palate laws. State laws also e.ist to regulate
pollution. To combat pollution some provisions of the I.P.C.. Cr. P.C. C. P. C.

and Law of Tort also cart help.77
One may say that' a uuvernmental effort to ight the pollution with an array

of new regulatory techniques is discerned ill 	 new laws.

Ent'orccmerit strategy for these laws is changed in such a way that the burden
of initiating a court action now rests on an aggrieved polluter who must challenge
the enforcement agency'S order in court. Consequently, from a lawyer's standpoint.

the agency merel y has the task of detending its administrative order.

A marked change in the enforcement of environmental improvement is the
Ganga Action Flail - a gigantic project to restore the quality of the water mu the

river Gan-a. This non-legLVlatt'C' rtl(tU11il'C sugge.st.s the Central governhilents will-

ingness to support result-oriented schèrhes when the implementation at c[tvi:'oflrnefl-
ml taws has been slack or ineffective. The new legislation has spawned new

enlarcemeit agencies` and strengthened the older ones.

The judicial role is also remarkable during past years. In Deliradun Quarrviiig

cifse ,5 by appointment of several expert comutittees the Supreme Court supervised
the regeneration of the valley which had been devastated by limestone quarrying.
On another occasion. functioning like a super-agency, the Supreme Court eudeav-

70. MC Mchui v. (Jiii'n o/Indta. AIR 1987 SC %5 : (986)2 SCC 176 ; AIR q%7 SC 982 (tYxr,) 2

sCC 725.
71. Environmental Law & Policy in India, Edii 1991. supra. 1-2.

72 I PC. Ss 26S to 200 Cr P.C. Sc 131. 143,CP.0 - S. 91 Law elTon (Negligence) See Si,rend,rt

Kumar v Did. Thuiril, Nadia. AIR 1942 Cal 360: Auleiui v. Aiiuiii. AIR 1929 Born 94.

73. Environment Law & Policy in India. Edn. 1991.2.

74. New auihoriiie cirsatuied
(1) Under cite Hazarikus Micru .organiSII t S Rules ol Deretitber. 1980.

(it) The Recoiribinint DNA Advt:oiy Coianiiitee
(iii) The Review Coimnitlec on Ge ni K Manipulai ion.
Maco'er the Central and State Pollution Control Board-c arc cci tip.

75. Ruin! Liti,iuiu"t A, Entif!eincn Ke,ufrc, v. Sieiie of U. P.. AIR 1985 SC l259.
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mired to reduce poflutt'on of the Ganga by closing 	
anddown polluting tanneries -16 municipalit i

es to take immediate remedial action to prevent municipalwastes from flowing into the river

The National Environment Engineer-jn Research 
Institute has been entruste(jrk

With the wo of preparing a report on pollution in the port area by industries '

Steps for prevention of gas leakage after the Bhopal Tra
gedy have beentightened In M.C. Mehk, Ca.se a new rule of ''absolu,' 01 ' /10 fault habit/tvwas invented and presented declaring further by the court that the incasujCompensation would he correlated to the 	 e of

magnitude of the enterprise and its capacit\
to pay. This is a new development because the process of making the fundamental
riohts under Article 21 applicable to the private sector has been started with
assistance of public policy doctrine under the law of contracts Private Corporations
thus cannot now transgress and violate the .spii it of the constitutional P

ro v isions,Article 48-A of the 
ConstitUtion enjoins the State that it 

"Shall endeavour To
protect Lind improve the eni .'i,'on,,mej, ai,d safe ç'uard 'he forest (111(i wild //' of i/ic
country Under the Const 1t08n it is also a 

fundamental duty too.' Inevitably," observes Armin Rosencran,8i ''the r,c reforms have altejed thecom
plexion of environmental politics.Non-governmLntal 

organisations active iiilobbying and envIro
nmental litigation, have certainly henefilted from the cilangc

must however be noted that Environnient Act, 986 and the Water and Air
Acts (1974 and 1981) contain only Penal provisions but do not provide for any
compensation to the V iCtimS because of some accident or disaster 

Sy ndrome oncethe casual connection is p rovided. This bitter truth was h ighlighted when thecentury'5 worst industrial disaster took place at Bhopil in Madhya Pradesh in
Decemhe.r 1984: '!

(via) 
Lok Adalats and Legal Aid Programn1e5

Peculiar process of	 .0 Adalzits which is adeciding disputes by negotiaio 5 via a benevolent middle 	
rthe

of arrears of cases 

is a recent successful

. Movement	
started first in Guiarat and now spread all livcountry . This 	 has the inherent capacity latent ill 	 to lessen the burdenin the courts. This movement now has covered within its fold

motor accident cases. Gujarat held as many as 130 Lok Adalais clearing more than
21,300 cases, Rajasthan, Ma

harashtra, Orissa and other states following suit have
held Lok Adalats and speeded up the catering of justice Very recently a Bill in 1hi
unnec(Jon giving a legal status and a statutory basis to the Lok Adalats has been

and it hasas been passed, as the reports go. This stren
gthens the Rule ofaw.

Under Article 39-A the state has to promote justice on the basis of equal
)Pportunity and to provide free legal aid by suitable legisjalio

ti or schemes so that
76, Mc. Mp/Zfr, v Oman oJ/ndioi AIR 193 Sc 103777 Mf. Me/i:,, v.VitiOn 0/ Ii/ia, AIR 1988 SC 111578 The Water Pollution control Cell of bombay Poll Trust

Trust fined 197 chips Rs 17 lacN for Polluting waterand atniosplicie
79. Af, C Melire; v
80	

Union oif Indw 
(1987) 1 5CC 395. For dctidc

AL1ICIC 51 A(g).	 see supra. Para (0 )land,nark dCUS ions81. Environrn	 Law & Policy in India EcIn 1991, 3

82 A Lximnath Dr. Praliblia Upasam. Smi,, Dr. : Drnnges in the Lm of Torts Sonic Reflcct,on
AIR Apal. 1993 (Journal Section) 53 to 58.
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opportunities for securing justice are not denied to any citizen by reason of economic
or other disabilities. Though the Codes of Civil and Criminal Procedure have been
amended for this purpose and Legal Aid Committees (LAC) have been set up by
various High Courts and other subordinate courts unless the lawyers are seriously
involved, good results would not come out.

The Constitution enjoins the State and the courts to give free legal aid to the
poor. But now there is an extension awarded to this idea by the Supreme Court. As
expressed by the Supreme Court" in f-kskot's case, "Free legal assistance at state
cost is now treated as part of the fundamental rights of a person accused of an
offence which may involve jeopardy to his life or personal liberty, .11 he is unable
to engage a lawyer due to his indigence, or unable to secure legal services on account
of other reasons."" The earlier policy was to confine legal aid only to those persons
who could not secure services on account of poverty or indigence. But the Supreme
Court through its interpretative power, extended the scope of providing free legal
aid to those who are in "incommunicado situation". This was sounded by the
Supreme Court as a mandate in Hussainara Khatoon's case85 . The position was
improved further when the Supreme Court in Khntri v. State of Bihar86 and in Suk

Das v. Arunachal Pradesh 87 further stated that free legal aid at state cost is the
fundamental right of a person accused of an offence which may involve jeopardy
to his life or personal liberty and that right is implicit in the requirement of
reasonable, fair and just procedure prescribed by Article 21 of the Constitution. Free
legal aid must he provide without the accused applying for it 8s and the State
Government is bound to pay for the counsel. 9 Thus the final position that emerges
is that persons whose means of communication to the outside world remain snapped
on account of incommunicado situation (X) are also entitled to the aforesaid right.
However much depends on the initiative and response of the Bar because courts
alone cannot do much in the absence of information.

The Future of Lok Ada/at

In words of Dr. Baxi, Lok Adalats, on the whole, constitute an innovation in
the administration of justice. The idea is very old and richly developed part of the
tradition of coinmunitarian justice in India. But in India every new idea is either
eulogised to absurdity or condemned beyond invective. We are not yet ready to
fossilise this innovation into a statutory enactment. Dr. Baxi, therefore believes that
there should be social audit of each Lok Adalat and the concerned people should

83. M.H. Hoswt . State of Mahar(Lclit,a. (1978)3 5CC 544
84. Referred to in State aJ Kerala V. Kuttan Alohanwi. (1987) 2 Reports (Ker) 187. 189.
85. (1980) I SCC98.
86. (1981)1SCC635.
87. (1986)2.5CC 409
88. Supean. 90, at 189.
89. (1987) 2 Reports (Ker) 187. 199, supra  n. 90.
90. See Harchand Singh Longowal s case and Upendra Baxi's Article: "Let she Body he Produced'. Indian

Express of 5-8-1984. quoted by Gandhi B-M.: Law of Tori, Ed 1987, Ch. 22.913, 914.
91. For a fascinating information on legal aid movement and the groups that are wedded to its

implementation the student is advised to go through, J.S. Gandhi: Sociology of Lc,'i,l Profession. Law
and Legal System—Time India,, Setting (1987) especially 140-62.
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unlearn and learn from this audit. if they do not show this capacity. the idea of Lok
Adalat will die an unnatural death.92

(ix) The Common Civil Code—Article 44 of the Constitution of India requires
the State to strive to secure for its citizens a Common Civil Code throughout India
In the Constituent Assembly when debates were going on the Muslim leaders
apprehended that their personal law would be abrogated by having a Common Civil
Code. But these fears and doubts were dispelled by pointing our that at present India
has achieved an uniformity of ltiw over a vast area and though there was diversity

in personal laws there was nothing sacrosanct about them. The secular activities,
such as inheritance covered by personal laws should be separated from religion. A

uniform law thus prepared and made applicable to all would on the contrary promote
national unity. It was pointed out at that time that, firstly. a Common Civil Code

would infringe the fundamental right of freedom of ieligion as mentioned in Article
25 and secondly, it would amount to a t yranns to the minority. The first objection
as noted by Dr. Jam and Dr. \'.N . .Shukla in their treatises on Cons titution 94 is
misconceived. Regarding the second point Di'. K.M. Munshi, Member of the

Constituent Assembly observed that "nowhere in advanced Muslim countries the

persona] law of each minority has been recognised as so sacrosanct as to prevent
the enactment of a civil code' ' . In Turkey and Egypt no minority is permitted to
have such rights. In the time of British regime the Khojas were also dissatisfied

when the Shariat Act was passed in ilie Central legislature, but the reformist carried
the point and they had to submit to it. Going further Dr. K.M. Munshi said, "where
were the rights of minorities then? When you want to consolidate a community, you

have to take into consideration the benefits which may accrue to the whole

community and not to the customs of a part of it. Jr is not therefore correct to say
that such an act is tyranny of the majorit y . If you will look to the countries in
Europe which have a civil code, everyone who goes there from an y part of the
world and every minority has to submit to the Civil Code. It is not felt to be
tyrannical to the minority..... Our lust problem and the most important problem is
to produce national unity in this country. We think we have got national unit y . But
there are many factors - and Important factors - which still offer serious daiiers
to our national consolidation, and it is very necessary that the whole of our life, so

far as it is restricted to secular spheres, must be uiiifie.d in such a way that as early
as possible we may be able to say, 'We, we are not merely a nation because we

say so. but also in effect; by the way we live, by our pemsonal Jaw, we are a strong
and consolidated nation,' ")S 

Dr. K.M. Munshi, like Dr. B.R. Ainbe(lkar was a
visionary. Both dreamt of one, united and strong India.

As observed by no less a person than the President Di'. Shankar Dayal Sharma'
in his Republic Day address on 26 January, 1993 the difference between religion
and coinnWfld/jSflt is ''as far as sacred is fr,in profane and good is from evil''.

92. 1987 (14) Repoits (News & Views) 37.
93. CAD. Vol. VII, 540,47 aJo ccc H.R.Khannai MuAj,ii,' of 1ndi',c C,i,,.rr,nuj,n, 1981. 36.94. 3am, M P.: 1jdiw	 onst:rar,,,,jj L4'JW. Ed. 4, 1987, Ch. 29 746; V.N. Shukla. €'o,,.cii,j,/ii,n of IndiaEd 7. 1987, 218
95. CAD. Vol- VII, 547-48.
96. The Lawyers, March 1993, Vol. 8, No. 2, 22-23
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Communalism breeds discrimination at two levels one, between people of
different ietiiuus and two, between the two sexes. This dangerous and ruinous
effect should he done away with, possibly by introducing a uniform civil code. For
women who constitute almost half the population of India, the uttilorni Civil Code
provides with equality and justice in courts of law - irrespective of their religion
in matters pertaining to marriage, divorce, maintenance, custody of children, inhe-
ritance rights, adoption etc.

The Committee on the status of women in India, in its report' has bewailed on
this matter saying that ''the absence of a uniform civil code,., is an incongruity that
Cannot be justified with all the emphasis that is placed on secularism, science and
modernisation. The continuance of various personal laws which discriminate between
men and wotricn violates the fundamental rights and the Preamble of the Constitution
which promise to secure to all citizens "equalit y of status," and it is also against
the spirit of national integration and seculansrri. Our recominendatioti regarding
amendments of existing laws are only indicators of the direction in which uniformity
has to he achieved.

Matters pertaining to the family as argued by fundamentalists are personal and
therefore within the parairieters of religion. But religions practices being man-made,
they curtail the freedom and equality of women. Thus the fate .of women will be
left not to the Gods, but to the fundamentalists. The examples of the unfair practices
of these t'un'damentalist authorities are : ill treatment of widows 2 , polygamy practised
by men, child marriages, untouchability and other caste disabilities, human sacrifices
(practised by some tribals), purdah, etc.

Examples of Roop Kanwar and Shah Banc indicate that women are in many
cases trapped as they are often wedded (li(erally as well) to their oppressors and
their subordination is thus clothed in religious rhetoric or fundamentalism. The right of
the citizens under Article 25 could well turn out to be ,I right to State support.
ed communalism unless there is a check on Article 27 (which prevents the State
from entanglement with any religion). This State-supported communalism must go,
and the religion should not survive at the cost of women's freedom and equality.3 If
Common Civil Code is enacted and enforced it would help and accelerate national inte-
gration ; overlapping provisions of' law could be avoided, litigation due to personal law
would decrease, sense of oneness and the national spirit would be roused and the country
would emerge with new force and power to face,- any odds finally defeat- ing the
communal and the divisionist forces. Israel. Japan. France and Russia are strong today
because of their sense of oneness which we have yet to develop. and propogatc.

The only step taken forward in this direction was the codification of the'Hindu
law in spite of great protest; but the codification of Muslim law or enacting a
Common Civil Code is ,I issue owing o its politicisation. Enlightened
Muslim opinion is, however, in favour of codification'. Finally the Supreme Court

Published in 1975, by the Central Goverrunent.
For example U) in September 1987, Roop Kumnar cor:tinmmmed Sau, an obsolete. inloinan and defeatist
practice. (ii) The Muslim wonun became non-persons upon divorce under the Muslim Women's
(Protection of Right ,, on Divorce) Act

orardc tim/wi b y ' * by 1 -teera Nawaz ; The Lmver.m, Vol 8, No. 2. 22-23 (March 1993).
For further reading see, S.S. Nigain. A Plea Jar a UniJonn Law of Divorce. 5 JtLl 47 (1963): S.S.
Nigam: (in/arm Coil Code Set-ulcrLv,n ill India.- ILl, Secularism: ME unpi k-atoms far Law & Life
U, India 153 (966), Minorities and the Lou, 385.476 (1972): Smith india as a Se, u/ar. State. 277 et
seq (1963 -): Gajendra-adkar: Secularism  & the Constitution of india, 117-143 (197 1);  M.P,Jain: India,,
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has issued a d i

r
ecti ve to the Union of India in Sariri Mudgal ". Union of India, to

'endeavour' framing a uniform civil code and ieport to it by August, 1996 the
steps taken. The Supreme Court opined that : 'Those who pieferred to remain in
India after the partition, fully knew that the Indian leaders did not believe in
two-nation or three-nation theor y and that in the Indian Republic there was to be
only one nation - Indian Nation and no community could claim to remain a
separate entity on the basis of religion.''

The cases noted below reflect the concern of the Supreme Court in this area.
(a) The Shah Bano c ase".—The question in this case was whether the respond -en( was entitled to nininrenance. In application for revision filed by the respondent

the High Court enhanced the amount of Rs. 25/- as maintenance fixed by the Macis_
trate to Rs. 179.20 per month. fit a iwo-Judge bench of the Supreme Court
ofen-ed the matter to the present bench. The husbands appeal was dismissed with costs.

The Court, referring to a number of authorities, writers and the clear cut
provisions of the Section ruled that Shah Banci was entitled to take "ecowae toSection 125 of the Code and i/mr the !crm Mohr in its real (Islamic) sense is an
amount pa yable b) the hurhanef to tile tt'if i;n marriage and nol on divorce
whatsoever be its variety. Moreover its payment is not occasioned by the divorce

The Court reiterated the promise given by or the ideal laid down by the people
of India in their Constituiioi'as incolporaled in Article 44 unde, the caption
"Directive Pnnciples of State Policy' and said that the State should take lead to
effcruate the principle enunciated n the Article as it is the State whichis charged
with the duty of' securing a uniFiin Civil Code for the citizen s of the count andunquestionably , it has the legislative competence to do so

That the First wife is entitled to maintenance when a Mushin husband conriact'
a second marriage is now affirmed recently ill Be,unt Suban, (aira Ranu) v A M.Abdool Gafooi 5 by the Supreme Court. Theie was a great hue and cry in the country
against the Shah Bano decision and to minimise the political pressures and to pamper
the Muslim minority in this country with an ultimate end of vote catching and there-
by to maintain its power the rulin g party by a brute majority passed a bill in I 98f, to'
become au Act immediately, entitled Muslim Women (Protect i on of Ruuhts oil
Bill. The Act as criticised in newspapers by jurists 9 has a number of flaws. Howeveras exp

r
essed by Shri Noorani'° what is there to prevent a divorced wife from suing

in it 
civil court for maintenance and claiming interim relief? The bill is therefore

Coiisniuumo	 Ed. 4, 987.74(3.
5. 11995) 3 SCC 635. Sec also M.c Jarde,, 1) v, S.S. Cha,pru, 1985 Snpp SCC 377
6. 11985)2SCC556
7. MulLi. A1ohw,,ei/jn Law(E4 18,301): Tyabji: t.&clin, Lijsv. Ed. 4,2()8-69: Dr. Paras Diwarr MuslimLiii, in /iloderu India Ed. 1982, 30; 1'/ie Quinn lnicrpieted by Aiuhcr J Aiten'y: MUliarnmalZaIi&,hIah Kliai,, The Quran, 38; The Inewsilig elf die Quran, \b ot I piJbIi'4icrBd of IslamicPubjjcai ions Delhi; Dr. Allamah KhacJ,in Ratimanj Nun' The Runn,nç (m l u'uial--,4'(f,e Ho/vQu,i'ij,,Mamiaduke }'ickihall (Tranctaiioum & explanations): T/ic Mean/n 5 0/i/ic G1'ui ions Qtirui, (puihlicheiJby Taj Co. Lid,. Karachi), Referred to: fla,n,mhjb, v. Zub'jjdi, Bib,, 43 IA 294; Syrd Sabir Hucaj,, vFai7amJ Ha.cr,i, 65 IA I 19; Affinneif Rid Tahjra v. AHF Chin/slit (1979) 2 SCC 31fr 1979 SCC (Cr473, Fuilut,h, '. K Khadcr tdi. (1980) 4 SCC 25: 1980 SCC (Cdt 916. Mahr Meaning of M.ihr isa	 nrialso cxpl?&I in i u-liui/u, case lSupi'a) wherein Jui(c Mshinood (in Abthul Kadir v	 (1880)8 All. I d Ol. l3aiIIic. Tyaliji and oihcrs are quoted by Krishna Iyei.
8. (19871 2SCC 285.
9. A.G. Nooijnu Glaring n,'10155 inNew I/ill. Ind. Expse' Duly, 21-3-1986.0. I1u/,
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ill-considered and is exposed to sheer ridicule. An appeal is therefore tiled against

this decision and it is lyin g before the larger bench of the Supreme Court for disposal.

(b) Mary Roy v. State of Kerala".—Mary Roy's decision by the Supreme
Court oil Travancore Christian Succession Act, 1916 has brought Christian
women on a par with men under the Indian Succession Act which does not make
any distinction between sons and daughters. In this case Mrs. Mary Roy challenged
the provisions of the Travancore Christian Succession Act, 1916 which discriminated
between sons and daughters in case of succession to father's property. Her father
died intestate and she could claim only Rs. 5000 though the property was worth
more than a crore. The Constitutionality of the Act itself was challenged. The
Supreme Court held that on the corning into force of Part-B States , (Laws) Act, 1951
Travancor Christian Succession Act, 1916 stood repealed and Chapter II of Part V
of the Indian Succession Act. 1925 became applicable and intestate succession to
the property of members of the Indiaii Christian community in the territories of the
erstwhile State of Travancore was therefore governed by Chapter 11 of Part V of
the Indian Succession Act, 1925. No opinion as to whether Sections 2, 28 and 29
were unconstitutional and therefore void, was expressed, as it was unnecessary.

(c) The National Anthem cas& 2 .—During the morning assembly at school the
appellants while respectfully standing during the recitation of the National Anthem,

"Jana Gana Manc," refused to sing it on the ground that it is against the tenets of
their religious faith, The Director of Public Instruction (DPI), Kerala expelled the
children from the school for not singing the same. The Single Judge of the Keralá
High Court rejected the writ and so did the Division Bench of the High Court. The
High Court said, that all rights fundamental or otherwise must therefore subserve
the sovereignty, integrity and unity of the nation and the mere possession of the
religious convictions which run counter to the relevant concerns of political society
does not absolve the citizen from his political responsibilit y . On appeal the Supreme
Court held that this was their re!i,e,ious belief and tenet and leads to no disrespect
to the National Anthem since the boys stood up respectfully and silentl y when the
,came was sung. It also does not lead to a breach ojfunckmmen:al duties under Article
51-A(u). No one can be compelled to sing National Anthem. Non-refusal to sing
National Anthem did not violate the provisions of the Prevention of Insults to
National Honour Act, 1971. In fact the DPI's instructions violated Article 19( l)(a)
and 25(l). The real test of a true deimwcracv is the ability of even an insignificant
minorit y to find i ts identity under the country's Constitution.

Against this decision of the bench of two judges of the Supreme Court the
Union Government has gone into appeal and like the Shah Burma case the same is
awaiting a final decision.

The case of Bijoe Emmanuel and Mary Roy point at the hurdles in establishing
the rule of law. Religious freedom in this country is not absolute. In fact no right
is absolute., all rights are relative and compared with the national interest and the
fundamental duties as enumerated in Article 5 t-A(a), other rights have to submit to
it lest the unity of India be in jeopardy. As has been ,iotedU what weighed with the

II. (1986) 2 SCC 209. See also Mary Sonia Zach,riah v. Union of India. (1995) I KLT 644 FB. holding
S. JO of Indian Divorce Act, 1869 uncormsrirutionai on the ground that Christian wives suffered
discrimination under S. 10 when compared to wives of other religions.

12 (1986)3SCC6I5.
13. Editor, S.C.C. in(l96)3 SCC618.
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Supreme Court is the .

/act  tli the appellants were well-behaved and respectful t
the National Anthem when it was swig.
re	 But what ivould happen ij' they hitherto

fused to stand up when the National Anthem is sung? Does this decision biJl(l all
the other Jehovah's Witnesses in India - Legally? Morally? What would happen
if a member of the JW reJis'ed to take a form of oath as prescribed in the ThirdSchedule of the Constitution if required to do o? Lastly a 'iegative of a fundamental
, ight cannot he rcro'nj,5 pc/ as a funda,,,entol right. What is protected is freedom of
speech but the right to remain silent is twr a fundamental right.... This line 

of
Protection, therefore seems to be not only faulty but a dangerous one apt to
disintegrate India and it unit' 

What happened to the JW in America according toU.S.A. Constitution should not be a guiding factor in this country. It is a land of
hippies and there are associations of the nudes, in England male having sex with a
male (I.P.C. Sec. 376, sodomy) is no offence, but we do not and can never permit
this under the name of freedom.

(d) Sarla Mudgal v. Union of India—A serious matter of Hindu husbands
escaping prosecution for bigamy by converting to Islani came before the Supreme
Court. The first wile felt helpless since Islam permitted Polygamy. The Supreme
Co urt, holding that such marriage was against the provisions of a law, namely, the
Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, the 

necessary ingredients of S. 494, [PC making bigamy
Punishable were satisfied. Conversion to Islam by itself did not dissolve the first
marriage and so the second marriage during i

ts subsistence was punishable. To sucha situation the Muslim Personal Law was not attracted, It wa to be judged by therule of justice, equity and good Conscience

Why a Common 
Civil Code ?—These four cases expose the domination ofreli g

ion over a community, be it Muslim. Syrian Christian or Jehovites. The unity
of India would be at stake if religion is allowed to tighten its grip over Indian
society. We have been a Soverei gn Socialist Secular Democratic Republic and the
State has no religion; it favours none and is a foe to none. Humanism is oir creed
and a Common Law for all Indians Is our ideal. We believe and subscribe to ruleof 

law and it is only a Common Civil Code that would hel'> establish the rule of
law, It is the panacea for all our ills.

As Observed by the former Chief Justice M. H idayatullal) 14 till 1935 the Muslims
of NWFP followed the Hindu Law. The Shariat Act was applied to them Only in

b
1939. Similarly up to 1934 the Muslims in UP., C.P and Bombay were governed

y Hindu Law in matters of succession, The Shariat Act was applied to them only
in 1939 In North Malabar, the Ma runiakkatliayarn law applied both to Hindus and
Muslims. The Khojas and Cutchi Memons followed the Hindu customs and weje
highly dissatisfied when the Shariat Act was a pplied to them The enactment of theDissolution of Muslini Marria ges Act. 1939 (an important law reform by legislation)
was passed ill spite of a great deal of opposition from Muslin) orthodoxy, but it
went through and today no one questions it. Moreover the coufts by judicial review
contribute their share in reforming Muslim law. The Shah Ratio judgment is to be
viewed by the Muslims in this light. 

Two major comalunities of Indian federation
cannot lake a leap forward in the tsI'enty fi

rst century (f one is limping and unwilling
to move forwo,.d The Muslim law. it ' we subscribe to the concept of rule Of law,

14 Con cf,Iufr,qI(/ Lai of India. Vol. 
I (edited): Indian Express Daily di 7 -1-1986 in a ll ailick by L.KAdvn M.P.
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should be reformed. "A Common Civil Code', writes 15 Mr. M.H. Beg, the former

Chief Justice, 'will help the cause of national integration by removing (IiS[)flrcite

loyalties to laws winch have conflicting ideologies. No community is likelY to 1w!l

the cat b y ,naIiiig graliuzous concessions on this issue. It is therefore the State which
is charged with the duty of securing a uniform civil code for the citizens of the

country and unquestionably it has the legislative competence to do so'.
According to Dr. Ambedkar, the provision relating to a uniform civil code

should be included in the fundamental rights chapter and thus should be made
justiciable. He was not satisfied with the acceptance of a Uniform Civil Code as an

ultimate social objective set out in Clause 39. According to him, one of the factors

that has kept India back froni advancing to ,eatio#rhood has been the existence of
personal luv.c based on religion which keeps the Iiütiofl divided into water-tight

compartnienls in rnwrv aspects of life.., a uniform civil code should be guaranteed

to the Indian people within a petiod of five to ten years.'' 6 Mr. Madhu Liinnye

was also in favour of Uniform Civil Code.
Dr. Ambedkar in this regard once expressed that to proceed in direction (si

Common Civil Code the Government should first prepare it and like the application
and enforcement of the Sharint Act, 1937 make a beginning that the Code shall
apply only to those who make a declaration that they are prepared to be bound by
it, so that in the initial stage its application may be purely voluntary. Tahir Y'
Mahmood's t') views and views of Prof. !mtiaz Ahmed° and V.D. Tulzapurkar 2t also 's

subscribe to this approach,

Uniform Civil Code Bi11 22 .—A Bill on voluntary Uniform Civil Code is almost

ready for introduction in the session of Parliament A voluntary uniform civil code

is a contradiction in terms. 23 The moment it is made optional it ceases to be uniform.

Distinction is being made between "uniform code" and ''common code" suggesting
that Article 44 does not use the explession 'common''. Such ingenuous refinement
will only lead to greater confusion. The Constituent Assembly debates clearly.show

that by unzfortn civil code the founding fathers meant a family code uniformly

applicable to members of all the communities living in the country. Any attempt to
make the code voluntary or optional must he opposed. Instead of framing such

optional civil code, the government would do well to 
take immediate steps to codify

each set of personal laws incorporating therein the requisite reforms making them
uniformly applicable to all the members of the concerned community.

The Bill covers personal law relating to marriage, divorce, minority, ulainten-
once, guardianship and succession. The bill would he applicable to those who opt
for it. If the Bill is passed it would repeal the Special Marriage Act, 1954. Detailed
provisions have also been made for the restitution of conjugal rights and judicial

is. Minorities and the Law: Indian Express, di. 7 . 1 . 1986 in art article by L.K. Advani. M.P.

16. Indian Express. di. 7-1 . 1986 in in article by L.K. Advarti. M P.
17. Indian Express. 11-1- 1930. Shri Limayc is a leader ''Hindustani Andotan''. ornce: National

Headquarters, 84-A, Napean Sea Pond. Bombay-8.
IS. Consiilueni Assembly Debates. Vol. VII. 551, 23rd Nov., 1948: Ind. Express. 3.2-1986

19. One should, for this, refer to Tahir Mahmood's "Personal Law in Crisis', and find out how, why and
to what extent thisrespect was true,

20. See Prof. Jcntiaz Ahmed (JNU) Aluder,iisatiun & Social Clian,i,'e among Machors.
21. V.D. Tutzapurkar : - Par ?l Cam,no,n Civil ('ode", Times of India. 191h October, 1986.

22. (1987) 14 Reports (News & Views) 24.
23 "Porn Cwn,nm, Civil Code'' : V.D. TuIz'ipurkar, in Times of India. daily, dated 26-10-1986.
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separation. The bill also regulates all consequences of solemnisation of marriage
including maintenance. minotity, guardianship of any person (or his dependants)
whose inarliage is solerunised under the Bill. Succession to property of persons
whose marriage is solemnised under the Bill and to the property of the issues of
such a marriage will be regulated by the provisions of the Indian Succession Act,
1925. The Bill provides for maintenance to wife, widowed daughterin-1aw, children
and aged and infirm parents. The wile is to be maintained by the husband for her
lifetime and she will have a right to live separately without forfeiting her claim to
maintenance, where the husband is guilty of desertion or has treated her with cruelty
or the husband is suffering from a virulent form of leprosy or for any other justifiable
cause A wife and Sons and daughters whether legitimate or illegitimate are also

entitled to maintenance after the death of her husband.

The Bill provides for minority and guardianship of a boy or unmarried girl

whether legitimate or illegitimate and also for custody of a minor and regarding the
power of a natural guardian with reference to the estate of a minor. In all other
matters not provided in the Bill, the Guardians and Wards Act. 1$90 will apply;

however welfare, of the minor shall he al paramount consideration.

The family courts established under the Family Courts Act, 1984, shalt be

exercising jurisdiction in respect of matters dealt with in the uniform Civil Code.

The provisions conta i ned in the Adoption Bill of 19$0 are also included in the code.

(x) Article 124(4) and Motion or Impeachment against a Supreme Court
Judge  -' Jtsctice v. kciniivwny 's case stands unparatlel in the Coirirutiorral

History of India. This case put to a rest ore only the honesty and character of a
judge hut also the firmness of the Parliament to stand by the side of truth.

Justice. Rarnaswamy, a sitting judge of the Supreme Court had in his capacity
as the Chief Justice of the Pun jab and Haryaria High Court committed rilimemLis
fir ancial irregularities. This was found out from an ai.rdit report of the Accountant
General's office. In April 1990 this news came to light. Oir 23rd July. 1990 the
Chief Justice of India ordered an inquiry in this regard. The Committee of the
Supreme Court gave their report in November 1990. Mr. Rabi Ray, the Lok Sabha
Speaker on 12th March, 1991 admitted a motion signed by 10$ MPs to impeach
Mr. Ramaswamy. Fle appointed a Committee under the Judges Enquiry Act. 196.

Immediately rhereatter the Lok Sabha was di s solved 'nc against a plea that the

impeachment motion had failed, the Supreme Court on 27th October. 1991 by a

majorityjudgment held 26 that it did not lapse and the inquiry must proceed. The

Committee thereafter eh;irge-sheeted 17 the Judge.

In the meantime. in March 1992 the proceedings under the Judges Enquiry Act,

196$ were chailangerl by one Mr. Knishnaswarny. an  M.P. by a writ 28 on three

grounds requesting o quash the proceedings. This petition was also challarmged. The

Court dismissed Mr. Krishnaswamy's petition. Againbi another writ petition 20 the

iLirige ' s wife Mrs. Sarotini Rnmaswaiuy chailanged the proceedings°. 'File Judge

24. (197) 14 Rpcis (N ' ws & Views) 24.

25. Lr,wvcrx 1990. 1991. 1992. 1993.

26 Sub C'r,pan, fit r /c'i Joditu:l .tccorurrrrhr/rlv (SUM) .	 o/ Fdw. (1991) 4 SCC 599

27

	

	 4 ch:mrgcs were Ievctted against him. For denauls see The L,nwvers. Vol V. No. 4. and Vol. VIII. No

1.710 & 8-I I. nispciivcIy.
28. W.P. No. 149/1992
29. W. P. No. 514/1992.
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wrote a kttr 3 ' to the SCJA questioning credibility of its members but against the
complaint of the SCJA before the Supreme Court nothing was done. On 20th July,1992, the Committee held the Judge guilty
basis of 10 Out of

	

	 of "proved misbehaviour and on the14 charges against him. In spite of this parate Judge wroteanother letter repeating his allegations and 
a ppealing the M

th
.
e des

Ps. not to impeach him.
As the Judge refused to resign his office he was on 10th May, 1993 summoned

before the Parliament to explain why he should not be 
i mpeached for corruptioncharges which were upheld by the 

Committee All the parties ensured the presence
Of their members by Issuing a whip. To succeed the motion had to be supported by
a majority of the total mc

mbershj1) of the House and a majority of not less than
2/3rds of the members present and voting, The Judge's 

ad vocate refuted all thecharges Up to this point t seemed alriglit but when the motion was finally put to
vote, all that was reduced to a nau

ght. It became clear that it had all been a mereformality as the tesult 
had already been predetermined The Congress 

(1) party enmasse abstained from voting.37
Cong re (I) defended the abdictian of its responsibility by saying that thepenalty of removal bi , ifnpeachnie,t, waS excessive and 

disp'oporjjo,jate toCOIfl);i/t b	 the actsthe judge as the judge had iit been found guilty of any Crimisijf/?USappro priajjo or jwJi( ial misconduct but only of certain adin jnj,ct,'a,ii,e Ia/3ses.The party Spokcsjna said that 
impeachment was. the " brabmastra" the ultimateweapon to be used on "the rarest of rare occasions"

Had the members voted as they willed there would have been 
266 votes infavour of the motion to he passed. Thus the motion lapsed due to technical reasonsand not on merit.

In thc end the motion failed The real 
i mplications of this failed impeachmentmotion lie not in the Particular facts of the case but

Out. And it is Ir them that JustIce Ralnasv/am).'s

	

	 in the signals that it has sent
aimage and the image of' the abortedimp

eaclj;neiit against him, will stay alive in Public eyes.34
Implications of lapse of rnolio,z : As for his impeachmen t,because of the veryfct that the motion failed due to 

technical reasons and not on	
m

persistently intransigent	

merits, and that thewas not a single vote against the motion, 
the 1w/ge standc 'noral1 impeached His

public pe	 stance has already undermined the statute of Judiciary inrception apart. 	 diluting	
law.people's faith in the rule of It is boundto cast a da

mpening effect on the morale of the members of judiciary and otherinstitutions as well as of society at large.

Jurjcc Rama'r case 
Which seems to be an instance of Political patronage,raises a number of problell)s which require immediate 

so lution. The most demandingquestion Is w
hether the judges of the High Court and the Supreme Courtimmune from any formal 

accountability. Why so ?	
are totally

On the plus side, the most 
positive effect of this case, writes The "Lawyers",lies in that it has made it 

unavoidable that a search be launched for an alternativemechanism to
to bring guilty judges to 

book, having glaringly exposed the utter
30. (l992)4SCC
31. In January. 1992
32 Tial effect i

ve sIflgfh 529 It1emhei 
196 voted (Or he motion & here Were 205 abentjnc33. Emp	 No vote

cast against the 'flOiio,
hac Supplied,

34. The ''rers Vol. 8. No. 5. 22
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inappropriateness of the current impeachment procedure in which the Parliament has
the last word. When Article 124(4) of the Con slitution had come up for discussion
before the Constituent Assembly, its members had expressed fears that if the matter
was ultimately left to the two Houses, political ?nanoeuvering by the majority party
in Parliament would make it very difficult to remove a judge even if he was guilty.
The present case has confirmed their apprehensions and it has amply demonstrated
that the present procedure can never really allow judicial misconduct the impartial

scrutiny it demands.

Hopefully Justice Ramciswamy's case will lead to an amendment of the Con-
stitution, changing the procedures for appointment and removal of a judge, leading
to the selling up of it grievance settlement procedure against the judiciary, a
mechanism of accountability.

Merely introduction of the impeachment motion against Justice Ramaswamy
had cost the nation Rs 66 lakhs. If one adds to this the prior expenditure and the
cost paid in terms of moral loss, it does seem a stupendous price. But if the case
does succeed in leading to a consciousness that a critical inspection he undertaken
at all levels, the cost would be miniscule. That will be a service so great, that the
nation cannot pay so dearly for it!35

(xi) The Eventful Ayodhya Problem and its Constitutional Aftermath.—This
problem which in [he beginning (A.D. 1528) existed as a simple land-grab dispute
has now acquired dangerous proportions giving rise to some Constitutional questions
which cannot be neglected

During A.D. 1528 to 1992 it number of riots broke out and thousands of innocent
persons lost their lives. The British made use of this dispute in affirming and
strengthening their"divide and rule policy''. After Independence the Indian leaders
also toed the line chalked without exhibiting courage to solve the real issues. What
started as a civil dispute in late nineteenth century has now grown hydra headed
with several cases pending37 in the High Court of Allahabad and the Supreme Court.

Following the 6th December, 1992 incident a dramatic change took place in
the course of litigation. On 7th January, 1991 the President of India for the first
time sought the Court's opinion on a pure question of fact, namely

35 The J.awcrs. Vol. VIll, No. 5. 21
36. In 1528 Babat snatched Oudh from ILS ruler Mir Eaqui. his Subcr, grabbed the land in Ko

Raina-Chandra itt Ayodhya [a place known as ''Rwnii Jan mabhi iorni" land constructed a mosque theion
against sesere opposition from Hindoos. The dispute continued. NawabofOudh. Wajirl All Shahpromised
to return the disputed land but due to uprisings in 1857 he could not cairy out his promise.

37. (i)Origtnal suit by Raghubir Das Mahant of the Janrnabhoonii in court of Sub-judge Faizabad in 1885.
(ii) Suit No. 2 of [950 by Gopal Singh Visharad in Faizabad on 16-1-1950, (iii; Suit No. 26 of 1959
by Nirniohi Akhada of Ayodhya. (iv) Stilt N0. 12 of 1961 b y Sunni Central Waqf Board, (t) Suit No.
216 of 1989 filed in Allahabad II C by Deoki Nandan Agarwala with RAMA as plaintiff and be as
his next friend. Suit No. 12 of 1961 has been indicated as a leading case. On 2 July. 1989. the ll.0
directed to hear all these live suits together by a full bench of tho H C On 1st February. 1986 locks of
the gates were wdered to be opened by th District Judge Against hits two writs {746 of 19116 and
3106 of 1986 dated 12th May 198) were flied and they are pending. However, clue to demolition of
IN, structure nothing survives in these proceedings. Central Government in the end of 1989 allows,
shilanyas to take place on 9-I 1 . 989. On 2-11-1990 Kar Sevakas damage the structure wall.

38. Notification or RJP Government acquiring 2.77 acres of land surrounding the Structure 007th and 10th
October, 1091, Stale Governirienn lakes possession of notified land. Against this Writs No. 1000&
977 of 1991 filed, challenging the sires of the notification. Writs transferred to H.C. the State
Government undertakes to protect Rant Janina Bhoomi-Bahri Masjid snruiaure Notification quached
by a Full Bench of the H.C.in 1992 Demolition of structure oil 6-12-1992.
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"Whether a Hindu temple or any Hindu religious structure existed prior to the
construction of the Rama Janrna-Bhoomi Babri-Masjid (including the premises
of the inner and outer Courtyards of such structure) in the area on which the
structure stood?"

Al! this when whether the court should answer the reference at all is still in
doubt. When the reference is taken up for hearing this question will have to be
answered first In none of the iCiriiçes made to i t so far has the court refused to
answer although it has explained time and aain that it has the discretion to do so.
In Re the Special Courts Bill, 1972, the Supree Court explained that irrespective
; different phraseolog' used in clause (I) ( ")' nay '' )  and clause (2) ( ' shall'') ofArticle 143 ''the Court 'na y be justified in returning the reference unanswered if it

finds for a valid reason i/lat the question is incapable of being answered" (para
20). In the same decision, the court while commenting on the binding nature of its
Opinions in its advisory jurisdiction said (para 1010) "... it would he strange that a
decision given by the Supreme Court on a question 01 law in a dispute beiwee,, two
private part/c.'? should be bur-ling on all courts in this countr y, but the advisoryOpinion should bind no one at ciii...

The Ayodhya Act challenged.—The Central Government oil January, 1993
promulgated the Acquisition of certain area at Ayodhya Ordinance, 1993 (No. 8 of
1993) which became an Act. This Act was challenged by 

M. Ismail Faruqui and
in .sepate writ petitions. The Supreme Court held that Ss. 3, 4 and 8 which

are the core provisions of the Act are unconstitutional and therefore the entire Act
is invalid and is struck down. The cowl also held that Special Reference No. I of
1993 made by the President under Article 143(1) of the Constitution is sLiperijuous
and unnecessary and does not require to he answered. Consequently, all the Pending
suits and legal proceedjn, iclairne in the disputed area within which the structure
(including the premises of the inner and outer courtyards of such structure). com-
monly known as Ram Janam Bhumi-Babri Masjid stood, stand received for adjudi-
cation of the dispute relating therein. Status quo ante as oil is to be
maintained as regards puja and riarnaz.

The Jitivatjon shows how law and law-courts can he made to 
complicate the

issues rather than resolve them. The litigation spells out a number of problems
besides the importance of the rule of law in an organised  society. Besides these
questions the question of use and misuse of Article 356, the question of Secularism
and the legislation to dehink religion from politics have come into forefront.
(a) Use and Misuse of Article 356

As a result of demolition of the Babri-Masjjd the Narasimha Rao government
at the cenue dismissed the four state governnlent.s of UP., H.P.. M.P. and Rajasttian
by misusing the provisions of Article 356

The makers of the Constitution merely picked tip the idea contained in Article
356 from the Go vernment of India Act, 1935 4 ' and introduced it in our Constitution-

39 (3979) I SCC3o.

40. M. twin,! hiruqu, (!)r) v. (iou,,, ('t lw/,u. I P.)94) 6 SCC 360.
43 S. 93. where siniihi i' power to a.csuio sole responsibility ol adniinisiraiion or the Province had henconferred oil 	 Governor n case of a brenkLtawil of the machinery of ihe Provincial Govt illor in pail

dn
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This was a great irony as they adopted what they (The National Congress) once
wanted to destroy- 42 Our Constitution is federal and a federal constitution has to
take care of the legitimate interest both of the federal government and constituent
units and safeguard the limited autonomy of the constituent units. Articles 356 and
355 represent this idea. However the powers conferred by these Articles go to the
extent of even destroying the autonomy of the constituent units in administrative
sphere. This naughty problem was discussed in the Constituent Assembly 43 and fears
were expressed by Dr. Ambedkar, Dr. P.S. Deshmukh and Shri H.V. Kamath that
the provisions would be misused and the idea of pious duty would be converted
into a concept of power and authority arbitrary and unauthorised by law. Shri H.V.
Kainath remarked that ''This is a foul transaction, setting at naught the scheme of
even the limited provincial autonomy which we have provided for in this Constitu-
tion". Dr. Deshmukh pointed out, 'if we mean this Constitution to work, the Centre
will have to respect the autonomy of the provinces 44 whether we specifically say
so or not..." Dr. Ambedkar agreed that many provisions contained in the Constitution
gave powers to the Centre to override the Provinces 45 but he defended by saying
that ''..we ought to expect that such Articles will never be called into operation and
they would remain a dead letter.'

One must however remember that Article 356 was brought into operation on
more than 80 occasions upto 1993 and the warning" as cautioned by Dr. Ambedkar
was not resorted to even in a single instance. His hopes were thus dashed to pieces
by all political parties thatwielded power at the Centre.

Naked abuse of this power was started when the Communist Government in
Kerala was dismissed by Jawaharlal Nehru. This process of abuse of power under
this Atlicle was clearly seen in recent use of I

this Article by NLtrasirttha Rao in case
of states of UP., H.P., M.P., and Rajasthan.

As pointed out by Dr. Rajeev Dhavan, in Nehru era there were six cases, in
Lai Bahadur Shastri era two cases, in Indira Gandhi era twenty-ei ght cases, in Janta
Rule twelve cases were there. The latest figure about the use of Article 356 is more
than 86. In none of these 86 cases, the procedure mentioned by Dr. Arnbcdkar was
followed. It was reported in the press that the President Dr. Shankar Dayal Sharma
was reluctant to sign the Proclamation under Article 356 with respect to these four
states in 1992. His disapproval was however watered down. As there was no other

42. See (1993) 4 SCC Journal Section. 1-7 T.K. Tope : " Dr. Atnbcdkar and Article 356 of theConstitution'.
43 Consiiruerit Assembly Debates. vol IX. 133. iaa, 175. 176. 177.
44. Now, states.
45. As br.Tope in the at-tide at 5 in (1993)4 5CC Journal Section, points out quoting Dr. Ambeclkar, . I

may say that ldonot altogethertleny that there is a possibility ofchese articles being abused oremployccl
for political purposes''. Thus Ambedkar's vision saw the future.

46. Ibid
47. "II at all them; Articles are brought into operation, I hope the President, who is endowed with these

Powe rs. will take proper precautions, before actually suspending the administration of the provinces
I hope the first thing he will do would be to issue warning to a province that has erred, that things were
not happening in the way in which they were intended to happen in the Constitution. If that warning
fails, the second thing for loon to do will be to order an election allowing' people of the province to
settle Inritiers by themselves, Jr is only when thes 	 m	 Pue two reedies	 t that he would Jeson to this
Article" (Constituent Assembly Debates, vol. IX. 177.)

48. Rajeev Dhavan' President's Rule in India. 1979. N.M Tripathi. Botithay.
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way he had to sign .49 Dr. S.D. Sharma should have asserted himself and should
have invited Prime Minister's attention to Dr. Ambedkar's memorable observations
in the Constituent Assembly on November 25, 1949,50 And this was not done too.

In majority of the cases under Article 356, observes Dr. Tope, it was the
intolerant and dictatorial attitude of the party in power at the Centre that was at the
root of the use of Article 356. The Constitution does not provide a specific remedy
against the abuse of power or maIn f i de use of power. However the Proclamation
made by the President can be challanged in a court of law. In fact there is a decided
case5 ' of the Supreme Court on this point wherein it was said that if the satisfaction
of the President is mala fide or based on extraneous or irrelevant grounds, the
Proclamation would be justiciable. However the strange thing in this case was that
having laid down this principle, the Court did not strike down the Proclamation, f 
reasons best known to the Judges who delivered the judgment. In Rajasthan case52
The Proclamation was both mala fide and based on irrelevent grounds. In the case
of Proclamation issued in 1992 regarding the four state governments the same seems
to have been based on irrelevant grounds and is also main fide. It deserved to be
struck down and the Court should have restored the dissolved assemblies and the
ministries, in Pakistan, a parallel case occured and the dismissed government was
restored by the Court. This deserves our commendation. However, to the country's
misfortune our trusted Desh Sevakas and the apex Court lack the will and power
of assertion to set right the things.

The demon of Article 356 worked havoc in the past and the best and effective
remedy would he strikin down the Proclamation in appropriate cases and restoring
the dissolved assemblies and ministries, thus establishing the Supremacy of the
ConstitutionS3

(h) Secularism and the Constitution Amendment Bill, 1993

Consequent upon the demolition of the structure and dismissal of the four state
governments the Central Government decided to introduce a Bill in Parliament
delinking religion front politics. This step was to strengthen the secular character of
the Indian society, but the remedy seems far more worse than the disease.

As observed by the Supreme Court in various cases 51 a religion is not merely
an opinion, doctrine or belief, it has its outward expression in acts as well. It might
prescribe rituals and observations ceremonies and modes of worship which are
regarded as integral parts of religion, and these forms and observations might extend
even to matters of food and dress,

49. Is "duty" Iirst or "se
50. See F.N. 40 antc	

lf-security and self-interest" firsr'Lust of power rnake.c the mind misty and dim
51. State of RaJLclhzul v. Union 0/ India, (1977) 3 SCC 592: AIR 1977 SC 1361. The Proclamation in thiscase was both mala fide and based on irrelevant grounds. In this regard see 5.1?. &murlcn V. Union fffIndia, (1994)35Cc I : AIR 1994 SC 1918, wherein this problems has been discussed52. (1977)3 SCC 592 AIR 1977 SC 1361.
53. Sic (1993)45CC Journal Section, Ito 7.

Note. It is now too late. Elections were held in these four states recently and elecseij governments arenow working (Jan. 1994).
54. Ctminr,'. Hindu Religious Endowment.v, Madras v. L71 Swanijijr, AIR 1954 SC 282, 290; Raii1I P.GunS/u v. Siate of Bombay AIR 1954 SC 388,392: 56 Horn LR 118 4 : (1954) I MU 718 Zivaudth,,IJur/wnudd,,, Brikitari v !3rIprr0/rojj Ra,ndai.c Me/rio, (1976) 2 SCC 17. 32 AIR 1975 SC 178855 56 Eoni LR 1184 AIR 1954 SC 388, 392. .cupru.
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Secularism is a system of utilitarian ethics, seeking to maximise human happi-
ness or welfare quite independently of what may be either religious or the occult.56
A secular State does not prohibit all religions, on the contrary it permits all religions.
But the State itself has 110 religion. A secular State looks with an equal eye towards
all religions and religion has no place in the matter of management of political
society. Nationalism is superior to secularism. Religions has thus no place in politics
because to link religion with politics or vice versa is a dangerous game. Political
instruction must be based on economic and social interests of the entire community
Without reference to religion, race or sex. All must enjoy equal rights and at any
rate no privileges should flow from subscribing to any particular religion. In short

religion is only a matter of individual faith and it has no relevance in the matter

of national issues.

Constitution of India envisages a classless, casteless, egalitarian society. The
word "secular" was inserted by the Constitution (42nd Amendment) Act, 1976. In
the Indian context it means tolerence, generosity and mutual understanding among
the majority and minorities regarding the freedom and rights.

One may recall the constitutional origins of the Indian republic and Pakistan. 57

Pakistan came into being as a two-nation doctrine, i.e. Hindus and Muslims can
only be accomodated in two nation States. As the Preamble of 1973 Constitution
of Pakistan States ''The Universe belonging to the almighty Allah" and as it
specifically provides that ''Islam shall he the state religion of Pakistan" (Article 2),
Pakistan is a theocratic state. On the other hand our Constitution makers rejected
this two nation theory and propounded secularism. This is what is incorporated in
Articles 14, 15, 16 (equality irrespective of religion) and Articles 25 to 30 (religious
and cultural rights and freedoms). As a matter of fact no religion is given any
preference. This means and implies that even a law by a legislature cannot be made
to abrogate such a right and if such -I is made it will have to be struck down
by the courts. Besides, the Constitution cannot be amended to give preference to
any particular religious denomination. As declared by Keshavanand Bharti equality
guaranteed under the Constitution is part of the basic structure of the Constitution
and cannot be amended even under the amending provisions of the Constitution.

The event o 6th December, 1992 shows that though we adopted secularism as
our founding faith, religionism is our way of life. We mix religion and politics and
fight elections on communal basis. There is a big gap between our actions and our
preaching. 8 To stop this the Constitution (Eightieth Amendment) Bill, 1993 was
prepared by the government.

56. Z.B 8uklwri ease, cupra. For description. meaning and role of secularism see S.R. Iiam,nat V. Union

of India, ( 1994) 3 5CC I . AIR 1994 SC 1918.
57. Based on: 'Ayodhya : Corning to terms with Secularism'. the Lawyeec. I 993, Vol. 8, No. I. 4 to 7.

58. On August 17, 1993, innuguarating a rupees ten crores facility for devotees of Sa' Baba (a religious
function), the P.M. of India reiterated the need to separate religion from politics (Canvassing
Secularism). Consequent upon Shah Barn, case judgment the ruling party enacted Muslim Women
(Protection of Rights on Divorce) Act and bowed down before the Muslim fundamentalists, snatching
upon the vested rights of the Muslim women. Such unsecutar conduct of our so-called secular
government is the real hurdle in the path of Common Civil Code. The P.M. has also promised the
Muslims to construct the mosque and the temple. I-Ic promised the Mullahs and Maul vis to increase
their remuneration for religious work and the government would pay for it. T.A.. D.A. of these person.c
attending the conference was paid by the government- Every political party, observes the LAWYER
(in Vol. 8, No. 1. 1993. Cover story, 7) uses the minority as fodder in their pursuit of power unmindful
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(c) A critique of the Legislation to delink religion from politics .

As could be seen from the Constitution (Eightieth Amendment) Bill, 1993 it
has the following three main clauses

(i)
A clause reiterating the secular nature of the State (Article 24-A);

(ii)
A clause giving Constitutional sanction to a Jaw for banning certain
organisations (Article 35-A); and

(ii,) A clause adding a disqualification for membership of legislatures (Article102-A and 191-A).

Though India is a secular State the word ''secular" is defined nowhere in the
Constitution Ailicle 24-A tries to define it by stating

 that the State shall have equalrespect for all relig/on.56° and shall not profess, practice or Propagate any reli g ion
The expression "equal respect for all religions" is a creator of constant disputes
bringing the courts in between to solve them. Moreover the expression is pregnant
with a hidden meaning that the State will extend lull protection, monetarily and

otherwise to temples, maths, masjids, churches, gurudwaras and a host of other
religious institutions who control immense wealth and property This results in
negation of India's secular character and retards it progress. For example if the
practice of triple talaq is dec lared illegal, the muslim fundamentalists may well
cliallange such a reform on the ground that their religion is not respected. 

Thiswould be the result of applying Article 24-A

The powers are given under Article 35-A to ban by law any association if it
promotes or attempt to promote disharmony or feelings of enmity or hatred 

between
different religious groups on ground of religion. Enaction of this clause is redundant
in so far as a law fur banning organisations that promote 

communal hatred alreadyexi s t S- 61 
All, what is required is the existence of the political will to 

i mplement theseProvisions; and that is lacking. 62 Moreover astonishing enough, Article 35-A bestowsa fu ndamental right on the State against
organisations of its people.6	

its citizens to legislate for a ban on
This clause, it is evident, is arbitrary and 

u nconstjiu
tional since it is without any safeguards and puts high handed powers in hands of
Parliament and the State legislatures

Lastly, the provisions under Article 102-A and 191-A which prescribe pre-polldisqu
alifications of a candidate for M.F. or M.L.A, are

The a mendment is quite u nnecessary and repetitive since open to several objections.
 existing laws if properlyi

mplemented are capable of producing the result sought to be achieved. Under Article329 of the Constituti on
 

nothing should be done to impede or thwart the election
process once it has Commenced and to let matters he decided only by an election

of the progress of he count0i. inn ut -able such examples arc available if we look into the conduct 
ofState CMs. and Ministers

59. Source: Cover Story 
The fy: Vol 8, No. 1, 1993, 410 8.60. Emphasis Supplied.

61 The Unlawful Activities (pvcnt,ofl)Act. 
1967. See afco Sc 153-A and 153-13 oft P C.62. Instances of Bat Thackcrey of Shiv Sena and AJullah Bukhari of the Jainaagainst the otherviolence by one community against 	 are many	 ,igbut they are neither	

Macjid. advocat
her Prosecuied nor puilichesi63 Its right place, ifai all, should be in Part xv of the Constitution and not in the Chapter on FundaiiiemiiajRights.

64 Sc. 8, 29-A, 123 and 125 RePreceiltation of People Act, I951 Ss. 153-A, 505(2) and (3) oft	 : S.PC
6 of the Places of Worsh i p (Special Provisions) Act, 1991: Religious 1ncimtuiin (

Prevention of
Misuse) Act. 1988
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petition. Even the High Courts and the Supreme Court cannot interfere. However,
the present amendment overrides all this, puttin g power to disqualify into the hands

of a petty bureaucrat who may have leanin g towards a particular party. This will
erode the whole electoral process. Moreover one does not know whether the
disqualification will be for a particular term or for ever. These amendments together
with the Representation of the People (Amendment) Bill, 1993 will stifle democracy.
It is a grave assault on democracy. One should not forget that Hitler used the
democratic constitution of the Weimar Republic to become a dictator. According to
Akali Dal and the Muslim League these bills are an anti-minority move.65

These two bills are a hypocritical exercise on the part of the ruling party to
root out communalism from the Indian political scene. One however, should not
forget that, the political parties are responsible for such a situation. Laws cannot
root out such evils. Had it been so, the practice of unwuchability, the evil of down?
and sati would have been rooted out long before. What we tend to passover is that
these challanges are ideological in their nature, and in the battle of ideas, laws are
of secondary importance, if at all." Ideologies must be countered ideologically and
not through legislative oppression.... These battles will have to he fou ght in the
streets by the common man, in the minds and hearts of the Indian people.1'

(xii) The Kashmir Problem and Article 370 :

According to some Jurists Article 37W8 of the Constitution is one of the most
controversial but least studied provisions. Our Constitution is studded with provisions
conferring "special status" on certain states 69 . In regard to Nagaland and Mizoram
Parliament is barred not only from altering "religious or social practices" but also
"customary law and procedure'', administration of civil and commal justice accord-
ing to such law, and 'ownership and transfer of land".

Only two authorities acting together can amend or abrogate Article 370. These
authorities are the President of India and the Con

s
tituent Assembly of Jammu and

Kashmir. That body ceased to exist after it had enacted the State's Constitution on
November 17, 1956, to come into force on January 27, 1957.

Article 370 was adopted by the Constituent Assembly of India in 1949 and it
was dubbed in the marginal note as ''Temporary Provision with respect to the State
of J. & K. This figured in Part XXI as 'Temporary and Transitional Provisions--
All this was for reasons stated in the preceedin g para. ']'fit-other reason for this
temporary character is that in 1949 India was committed to a plebiscite. Neither
reasons for the temporariness is valid any longer. Plebiscite is rightly ruled oe and
the State's constituent assembly is gone.

From this, two consequences follow unavoidably. The y are That all the
amendments to the Constitution of India in relation to the Stare and of the State
Constitution itself made b y recourse to Article 370 after November 17, 1956 are
unconstitutional.

6:'. Unaniiituusoppoitron h:o compelled the ruling party to shelve the bills for the present.
66. See foot note 52 ante
67. Source AG Noor,ini's Article in Ind. Express, April II, 199J.
6. See Text of Article 370
69. Nagaland (Art. 371-A). Stkkim (Art. 371-F), Mi7.r,i'atrt (Art. 371-C). Arunachal Pradesh (Art. 371-H).
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What does the Article provide

Article 370, in brief, made five special provisions for Kashmir.

First, it exempted the State from the provisions of the Constitution providing
for the governance of the States. It was allowed to have its own Constitution as a
federating unit.

Secondly, Parliament's Legislative power over the State was restricted to the
three subjects only. The President could extend to it other provisions of the
Constitution to provide a constitutional framework if they related to the matters
specified in the Instrument of Accession. For all this, only "consultation" with the
State Government was required since the State had already accepted them in 1947.

But, thirdl y, if other constitutional provisions or other Union powers are to be
extended to Kashmir the prior "concurrence" of the State Government was required.

The fourth feature is that even that concurrence alone did not suffice. It had to
he ratified by the State's Constituent Assembl y . Article 370 (2) is clear on this point:
"If the concurrence of the Government of the State... he civen before the Constituent
Assembly for the purpose of framing the Constituent of the State is convened, it
shall be placed before such Assembly for such decision as it may take thereon."

This clearly shows that the President could not exercise his power to extend
the Constitution to Kashmir indefinitely. The power had to stop at the point ihe
State's Constituent Assembly drafted the State Constitution. Once it finalised the
scheme and dispersed, the President's extending process stopped.

Fifthiy. Article 370 (3) empowers the President to make an Order abrogating
or amending it. But for this, too, ''the recommendation'' of the State's Constituent
Assembly ''shalt he necessary before the President issues such a notification" That
body vanished without making an y such recommendation. Article 370 Lanuot he
abrogated or amended by recourse to the amending provision of the Constitution
which applies to all the other States: namely, Article, 368

For, in relation to Kashmir, Article 368 has a proviso which says that no
constitutional anienthnent ''shall have effect in relation to the Slate of Jarnniu and
Kashinir" unless applied b y Order of the President under Article 370 which
requires the concurrence of the State's Government and ranjica'ion b y its Consti-
tuent Assembl y. It is sheer constitutional illiteracy, therefore, to talk of abrogating
Article 370.

Article I (I) of the Constitution says that India shall be a Union of States.
Sub-clause (2) adds that the Slates shall be specified in the First Schedule which
certainty mentions the State of Jammu and Kashmir. But it is also extended to the
State through Article 370(I)(c) which says: "The provisions of Article I and of this
Article shalt apply in relation to that State : "This is not without legal significance
and consequence.

Consequently it would be totally wrong to assume that with the repeal of the
Article all constitutional provisions would automatically apply to Kashmir. The
consequences are not difficult to imagine.

Finally when the State's Constituent Assembly has "taken its decision, both,
on the Constitution for the State and on the range of federal Jurisdiction over the
State, the President may, on the recommendation of that Constituent Assembly, issue
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an order that this Article 306-A (370 in the draft) shall either cease to be operative,
or shall be operative only subject to such exceptions and modifications as may be
specified. But before he issues any order of that kind, the recommendation of the

Constituent Assembly will be a condition precedent-

Delhi Agreement
The next major step was the Delhi Agreement between Nehru and Abdullah in

July 1952 on topics Like the Supreme Court's jurisdiction, financial integration,
limited emergency powers, and conduct of elections to Parliament, etc.

Under the Indira Gandhi-Ahdullah Accord of February 1975 the State could
review only those post-1953 Central laws which were in the Concurrent List and
related to welfare measures, cultural matters, social security, personal law and

procedural laws.
Meanwhile, the Supreme Court had delivered judgment in 1968 in S'arnpat

Prakash case 70 which is as palpably, outrageously wrong as the habeas corpus

judgment in 1976. It ruled that even after the State Constituent Assembly had ceased
to exist, the President could, with the concurrence of the State Government -
unratified by that body, of course.----add to the Union's powers. Three flaws stand
out in the judgment. First, the Attorney-General cited Sir Gopalaswami's speech,
but only on the Indo-Pak war of 1947, the UN and the conditions in the State. In
1968 the Court opined that ''the situation that existed when this Article was
incorporated in the Constitution has not materially altered.'' It ignored completely
his exposition of Article 370 itself - that the Assembly alone had the final say. It
brushed aside Article 370 (2) which provides that and said that it spoke of
"concurrence given by the Government of the State before the Constituent Assembly
was convened and makes no mention at all of the completion" of its work cr its

dissolution! This was surely necessarily implied. Clause (3) on the ceasing of Article
370 makes it clear beyond doubt. The Court picked oil to say that since the
Assembly made no recommendation that Article 370 be abrogated, it should con-
tinue. This is right. But it does not follow that alter that body dispersed the Union
acquired the power to amass powers through the decisive ratificatory body was gone.

ihe Supreme Court totally overlooked the fact that on its interpretation Article
370 can be abused by collusive State and Central Government's to override the

State's Constitution.
Sheikh Abdullah had warned in 1952 that ''any suggestions of altering arbitrar-

ily this basis of our relationship with India would not only constitute a breach of
the spirit and letter of the Constitution, but it may invite serious consequences for

it harmonious association of our State with India." All he wanted was "maximum
autonomy'' for Kashmir as a unit of the Federation. It is yet not too late to assure
the people that we are prepared to iestOre that position while combating the

Pak-aided armed insurgency. 
71

The other opinion
The other opinion in respect of Article 370 is its abrogation 72 . The reasons

advanced may be succinctly considered as follows

70. Sampot Praku.cl, V. Slate ol JK. MR 1970 SC II tt.
71. A.G. Noorani, I. Exp., Apr II, 1991
72. Digani Oza Paletical Hury & Anaiy.rrsviKachnur Problem. 1992 Edn. See also GujararSamachar

Daily 171/93, 24/W93—Articles by Arurt Shourie.
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(i) 
The Article without imposing any control on the State of J.K. simply

Pro vides how to apply the article. (ii) As observed from Article 371, 37 I-A to371-D and 371-F to 371-I the words "Special pro1'isjon" usd in these Articlesdo not appear in Article 370. (iii) Since India and Pakistan were formed in 1947and the areas which abound in Muslim community were given over to Pakistan
the matter should have been over but ignoring this Pakistan invaded Kashmir
which is an integral part of India. 71 (it) The c ircumstances which existed in
1947 are not only changed but also the invasion of Pakistan on Kashrnjr must
required us to reconsider our position. (v) The Kashmiri leaders have not
remained faithful to the above arran2ejent (at 

riO. (iii) above) but have been
constantly intriguing against India at. the instance of Pakistan which requires
them to break away from the Instrument if Accession

74 This situation must
justify either a suitable amendment or total abolition of Article 370, so as to
destroy and nullify the evil designs of traitorous instrul]le,) tali ties of PakistanIt is r ightly said that "those who do not learn from history

75 are condemned torepeat it". (Vi) Other states that have merged with India have no ' 
specialstatus'' like J & K (without any speciality). We cannot pamper this emotional

outburst and a blunder Of our past leader about whom it is remarke
d that he

was ''English by education, Muslim by culture and Hindu by accident ofbirth.- 76  (vti Along with this special status, creation of ''special ide,uis) ." oKashrniris is another fallacy working against our National interest. 
(viii) A volleyof concessions have been conferred on J & K. For example,

(a) India has no poweis to declare emergency under Article 352 orArticle 360. (6j The Union is powerless to take any action under Article
356 in case of failure of con

stitutional machinery (c) No (lirectioj i underAttjcic 365 could be issued. (d) No army could he sent into J & K forhelp. (e) No branch of the Central Bureau of Intelligence could be opened
or established (f) Many subjects 77 on which the Union can legislate have
been cancelled from the concurrent list. (g) Right to propert

y is a fu ndamen-tal right in Kashinji, and no landed property could be acquired there by
any outsider.

Kashmir has enacted its own Constitution it has its own flag, it has its own
separate administration, Indian laws do not apply to it and it has its own laws, itsjudges and magistrates, fliflister' and M.Ps. take oath 

it, (he name of its ownC
onstitution (as if they have nothing to do with Indian Conc.tjtJlin)all these thingshave encouraged them to nurse an i mpression that they are independent of Indiaand India is their treasury wherefrom they may draw as much as they wish 

withoutaccountability.

73. Con iluent Assembly ofi & K in it Constitution (Sec. 1 ,R-0 Ill) has declared that J & 1< is an integralpart of India and no change would be effected therein (S 147 of J 
K C)n.ctitution)74. Sec Appendix F.

75. Thiee wars fought with Pakiian and one with China in 196276.
Emil D'&u Indian Sccularji,i_A fragile myth. 1988. 20.

77. e.g. Administ	
rects,	 ec

ration 01 Justice. Const itution and arrange ment of COUris foifPreservation of wild animals. lartidy planning etc dc.	 p o ti on and
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It would be better to have a national debate on the issue and come to a consensus

instead of sweeping problems under a carpet. Uric most understand that our so-called

secularism is at test in Kashmir.

Granting prerogatives to Kashmir has ruined India. Prerogative IS a monarchial

concept and a monarch has not to assign any reasons for his actions uuder

prerogatives. Such prerogative rights can be abridged or modified even in England

by Act of Parliament 18 . India feels shy or guilty in doing so. We are a republic and

a democracy, it is the Rule of Law and due process which matter here we cannot

maintain a Monarchy at the cost of our democracy.

(xiii) The Mandal Commission case and the Reservation Policy.—On 8th

September, 1993 a nutitication announcing the implementation of one of the major

recommendations of the Report of the Mattdal Commission was issued. This may
be said to be a rnamnioth Indian experiment in social engineering.

Reservation is not a new idea79. The concept is old enough. It existed in 1885.
However the concept has always remained controversial. The Constitutional provi-

sions for backward classes lay down broad contours leaving the contents largely

vague and undefined."

The First Backward Classes commission was appointed under Article 340 under

the Chairmanship of Kaka Kalelkar in 1953, met with an ignonimous end. The Janta

Government in 1979 appointed the Second Backward Class Commission. Its Chair-

man was Bindeshwar Prasad Martdal. It submitted its report in 1980 which was

published in 1982.

78. Walker: The Oxford companion to Law, 1980 Edo.. 982-983.
79. For History of this concept set Lawyers, Vol. VIII. No. 9,
80. Constitutionrtl Scheme uJ C.onseiistitorv Discrimination towards Brick art! (,,'los.te.c

Article 15(1)—The State shall ixM disci ililtitate against any citizen on grounds only of rcltgion, lace.
caste, sex, place of birth or any of theist

Article 15(0--Nothing in this article or in clause (2) of Article 29 shall Prevent the State from making
any special piovisions for the advancement of any socially and educationally backward classes 01
citizens or for the scheduled castcs and scheduled tribes.

/lrlicle 16(I)-.-Thereshafl be equality of opportunity tor uIt citizens in matters relating to employment
or appointment In any office under the State.

Article l6(4)—Nothing in this article shall prevent the State from making any provision for the
reselvauon of appointments or post,s in favour of any backward class of citizens which, in the
opinion of the State, is not adequately represented in the services tinder the State.

Article 29(2)—No citizen shall be denied admission into any educational institution maintained by
the State or receiving aid out of State funds on grounds only of religion. race, caste, language or
any of them.

Article 3380)—There shall be a special officer for SCs and Sfs to be appointed b y the President.
Article 338(3)—ln this article, references to the SCs and STc shall be construed as including references

to such other backward classes as the President may, on receipt of the report of a commission
appointed under clause( 1) of Article 340, by order specify and also to the Anglo Indian Community.

Article 340( 0—The President may by order appoint a COmmission.., to investigate the conditions of
socially and educationally backward classes of citizens within the territory of India.. and to make
econunendatiotts.

Artide 342(2)—A commission so appointed shall investigate the matters referred to them arid present
to the President a report setting out the facts as found by them and making such recornnicndations
as they think proper.

Article 340(3)—The President shall also cause a copy of the report so presented together with a
memorandum explaining the action taken thereon to be laid before each House of Parliament.

Also see Articles 38, 39. 39-A, 41.46.
81. On 7th August. V.P Singh announced the recommendations of the Report and on 131h August. 1990

formal official memorandum was issued.
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The issuance of the memorandum of the Report caused mass disturbances and
riots across the entire nation. The Report contained a number of flaws and the
intentions of the Government were Suspected as trying to construct backwardness
as a political resource and that the compensatory 

discrimination would turn from
being a temporary and exceptional device into a regime of 

communal quotas.
As usual, the burden was placed on the shoulders of the Judiciary to clear the

situation. In the beginning the Judiciary was unwilling to handle the question, it
'Ibeing political one. hereafter on 13th August, 1990 it proclaimed the OfficialM

emorandtitii as valid but on 1st October, 1990 it stayed its operation till the finaladjudication of the matter.

The change of go vernment at the. Centre brought another Official 
Memoranduminto being on 25th Se

ptember 1991 modifying the previous one. This was alsochalIaned The stay continued.2
This brings us to Iodi,-a .S'awlrney rare53 which held the official memotandurnof 13th August, 1990 valid and enforceable and issued directions to the 

Governmentof India etc., to constitute a permanent body so that it could examine 
c omplaintsregarding inclusion or Over and under inclusion in the OBC lists, exclude 

sociallyadvanced sections or persons (creamy layer) from OBCs artd submit all those
objections and its report before the Supreme Court only.

Thus the 13th August 1990 official Memorandum was held valid and enforce-
able, subject to the exclusion of the socially advancer! members or sections from
notified OBC.s as explained in the directions As to the second official 

memorandumof 25th S
eptember, 1991 (that part of it which provided for giving preference to

Poorer Se
ctions), it was said that, to be upheld as valid, that part was required tobe interpreted as i ntending a distinction between backward and more backward

classes on the basis ol degrees of social backwardness and a rational and equitable
distribution of benefits on that basis. The other part of the Second official memo-
randum, which provided for additional 107o reservation to the economically back-
ward, was held invalid and i noperative. Now just two hurdles remained before the
finishing line could he touched and these were— (I) identification of the creamylayer by the governine of India, and (ii) the setting up of a body to look into there

quests and complaints regarding inclusion and over and under inclusion respec-ti vely.

There were differences of Opinion about the i dentification and test of the creamylaye 4 and how and on that basis the identification was to be actually effected.

82,

	

	 SawluLe)' v. Un:a of nd,a (stay Order dated 1-10 . 1990), 1992 Supp 3 SCC 210: 1992 SCC(L&S) S upp 477, /ndra Sawliney v, Union of 10(110. (ROP, 
dated 8-8-1992 SCC (L	 1991) 1992 Supp (3) SCC 212&.S) Supp 479.

83 indra .Snwliney v. 
U111 

(ni o India, 1992 Supp (3) 5CC 217: 1992 SCC (S) Supp I (1992)22 ATC385—dclivered by a special nine judge bench. Six Judgment-,were handed down 

Leading ali Jic(j

isbyjusijce B P. Jeevan Reddy. the then Chi elJustjce M H. Kani a. Ju ii	 enkatchaijjudgmentM.N..A.M. Ahmadi, will)Jus
t
ices Ratnavel Pandt	 & PH. Sawani concurring by separate judgimaiiMinority Judgmeiit given by Justices Dr. T.K Thommcn Kuldip Singh and R M. Sahai84. Suggested tests: (n ' Means Test" or 'rxonomjc Ceiling lest" (by Justice Kuldip Singh) (ii)Capacities Test" (by Justice 5awat) (iii) Income Properly or Stan 	 "Social

is Test 'by J. Sohai), (it) "SocialAdvancetni Test" by (J. Jeevan Reddy).
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After a lull period of three months on 22nd February, 1993 the Government of
India resolved to set up an expert committee for the purpose abovesaid. The
Committee was also to give recommendations on such other matters relating to the
implementation of the judgment of the Supreme Court. This Committee submitted
its report on 10th March, 1994 showing a list of categories and the persons who
are to be excluded.85

National Commission for Backward Classes Ac!, 1993

However, coming back to the story of implementation of the Mandal report,
with the Expert Committee's report on creamy layer having been submitted, one
might legitimately think that the countdown had begun. In the meanwhile, a
permanent body had been set up (to look into requests for inclusion into the backward
classes list and complaints regarding over or under inclusion), as the National
Commission for Backward Classes, under the National Commission for Backward
Classes Act, 1993 passed in April 1993. All the pie-conditions For the implemen-
tation had thus been met. But another six months elapsed before the government
woke from its slumber to announce the implementation87 on 8th September, 1993,

85. For Recommendations of the expert committee for specif ying the criteria for identification of the
creamy layer see Lawyers; Vol VIII. No. 9.

86. The National Commi.c.curn for Backward Classes Act. 1993
It is an Adt to Constitute a National Commission for Backward (Tiusses other than the sctirttiiled

castes and scheduled tribes and to provide for matters connected with it.
It tlefluie, backward classes as backward isscs of citizens other than the SC- and STs as may be

specified by the Central Government in the Lists prepared by it fotn time to time for making provisions
for preferential treatittent to those backwaid classes which it tlmiiiks are not adequately represented.

The National Commission for Backward Classes shall he appointed by the Central Government and
shall consist of -- --(e) a chairperson who Is or has been a judge of the Supreme Court or of High Cour(:
(ii) it social scientist: (cii) two persons who have special knowledge in matters relating to backward
classes; and (is) a Mettcbcr .secretary. who is or has been an officer of the Central Government in the
rank of a Secretary to the Government of India

Ifs person soabuses his position in the Commission that his continuance in office shall be detrimental
to the interests of backward classes, it shall he one of the grounds for his removal from office.

The Commission shall examine requests for inclusion of any class of citizens as a backward class
in the lists and hear complaints of over-inclusion or under-inclusion of any backward class in such lists
and tender such advice to the Central Government as it deems appropriate.

The Cotnrttision shall have all the powers of a civil court wh i le perfuiming its functions.
The advice of the Commission shall ordinarily be binding on the Central Government
The Central Government may at any time and shall at the expiration of ID years from the coming

into force of this Act and evem y succeeding period of 10 years thereafter undertake revision of IisLs and
in this exercise it shall consult the Commission.

The Central (Jovemnment shall cause all 	 report and a memorandum of action taken on the
Commission's advice, and the reasons for the non-acceptance, if any, of any of the Conunissions
advice, to be laid before each house of Parliament as snort as they are received.

87. Cu,'mtc,us ofthejir.oln IUjcafjmnm dwe48th .Seprnber, 19( . i_cc ocr/by (7,ve;,mflte,mt of India. ancmounc:ill,
recervwwn for socially mid educationally backward classes in civil posts and services under
Government of !,uliii.

Consequent to the consideration of the Expert Cotiunittec's recommendations, the M. 0. dated 13th
August. 1990, has been modified as follows:—

(m) 27% of the vacancies in civil posts and services under Governriient of India to be filled through
direct recruitment, shall be reserved for OBCs.

(ii) Candidates belonging to OBCs recruited on the basis of merit in an open competition on the same
standards prescribed for general candidates, shall not be adjusted against the reservation quota of
27%.

(cii) (a) The aforesaid reservation shall not apply to persorts/scetion.s identified as part of the creamy
layer according to the expert corrunittee's report.

(b) The rule of exclusion will not apply to persons working as artisans or engaged in hereditary
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just when the elections are round the corner! Nonetheless it is the successful end
of a long drawn match.

Much remaiiLc in he done

But the ball is still in the government's court which must remember that the

27% quota was always supposed to be a modest initial start and a mere palliative.
The other recommendations like the affirmative action programmes for radical land
reforms, educational and financial assistance, business and entrepreneurial schemes
for the BCs which are waiting in the docks, also need to he implemented.

Indeed there is little done, much still to be done!

(xiv) Miscellaneous --It must be noted that in 199. Fatima Beevj became the
first ever woman Judge of the Supreme Court of India and the year 1991 saw the
appointment of the first woman as the Chief Justice of Himachal Pradesh High
Court.

In 1990 the ''Security Scandal" shook the whole country. It was the greatest
fraud ever practised in this country. 9 In 1993 the Government attempted to prepare
and introduce a bill'° in order to delink religion from politics and thereby to amend
the Constitution. The said bill was accompanied by another bill°' in order to further
amend the Representation of the People Act, 1951. These bills were much criticised 92
Even after the presentation of the Bill and finally its postponement the Ra.shtrapati,
the Prime Minister of India and ministers of states continued to back the religious
functions and visit temples in their official capacity as such, thus defeating the very
purpose of amending the Constitution.

The year 1993 also witnessed the l-Iazrat 13a1 Masjid event sponsored b y Pakistan
and the traitors. This put our State policy to test and proved its once more to be
prisoners of indecision.

The Ministry of Environment brought in the Public Liability Insurance Act,
1991, which lays down that all owners handling notified hazardous chemicals'' are

required to take insurance policy to meet liabilities under Section 4(1) of the Act.
The enactment gives a legal tool to the common man of which he can make use
when accidents occur or highways or in other populated areas.

On new year's day 1993 the Lucknow bench of the Allahabad High Court
delivered a historic judgment that has few parallels in the history of the Indian
judiciary. The judgment is known as "darshan judgment", The Vishwa Hindu

occupations and callings. A ho of such occupations and c'ilIings will be issued separatel'j(iv) The OBCs for the purpose of the aforesaid reservation would comprise in the first phase. the castesand Conitlluflit;es which are common to both the tit, in thereport of Mandal Commission and theState Governments list
(v) Reservations will be available to the OBC.c in a similar manner, in respectof Public Sector Under-

takings & Financial Institutions. including public sector banks. Based on "Cover story" in TheLaic','crc Vol.VflI No. 9.
88. During the span of 43 years (1947-19'X)) 800 judges were appointed in various High Courts Out ofIbis there were only 17 women judges. i.e. '112% only.
89. Sec Gurdas Gupta : Security Scandal: A Report in the Nat in,,.
90. The Constitution (Eightieth Amendment) Bill, 1993 (No. 73 of 1993).
91 The Representation of the People (Amendment) Bill, 1993 (No. 74 of 1993)
92. See Supia, para XI (C) in this chapter for details.
93. Till today 179 chemicals and three categories of flammable s

ubstance-,; have been identified ashazardous.
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Adhivakta Sangh (VHAS), the Akhil Bharatiya Nehru Brigade (AENB) and Mahar
shi Avadhesh were the petitioners. The petitioners sought for a writ of mandamus
commanding the Union of India and the State of Uttar Pradesh not to create hurdles,
obstructions in the performance of Darshan, Pooja, Aarti and Bhog of Shri Ramji
virajman (t 1FT) at Rama Janmabhoomi and to allow the Pujaris to perform the
same and to preserve and protect the material of "historical importance found in
the debris of the demolished structure at Sri Rain Janmabhumi, A yodhya." Moreover
it was prayed to direct the opposite parties to define secularism, minority and
majority, in order to save Hindu religion and Hindu temple from being destroyed
or thrashed by clubbing these three expressions together, as Hindus in general are
being denied their rights including right of religion and faith

The Hindus, as the petitioners say, were being deprived from 6th December,
199
2 of their right to faith and Worship as recognised by the orders dated 261h April,

1955 and 1st February, 1986 passed by the Hi gh Court. This petition was therefore
to enforce the fundamental righ ts enshrined in Articles 25 and 26 of the Constitution.
Its denial would be tantamount to violation of Article 25 and an obstruction in the

thedischarge of the fundamental duty under Article 51-A.

While allowing the petitions the High Court adopted an unprecedented a
pproach

making extensive reference to the illustrations found in the original copies of the
Constitution. The honourable judges opined that due to this illustration of Lord Rama
being present in the original Constitution, the Lord has become a Constitutional entity
and admittedly a reality of our national culture and fabric, and not a myth.

This reference by the judges has probably opened the Pandora's box.

The Darshan judgment is perhaps the first to use the illustrations in the original
constitution as aids to interpretation of the Constitution The High Court used these
i llustrations for three ptirposes

(I) to interpi-et the word ''secularism" to establish that Rama is 
,I entity and to decipher the name ''Hindustan'';

(ii) 
more importantly the High Court recognises the right to worship as a
sequitur to the recognition of Rama as a Constitutional entity; and

(ii:) taking the Darshan judgment as it sands, it would perhaps be possible
to content that the illustrations are themselves the source of certain
fundamental rights particularly the right to Worship.

There are two Opinions about these illustrations 4 : one explaining that the
illustrations are a part of the Constitution and the other saying that the illustrations

94. Tbe original Constitution of India. aS adopted by the Constituent Assembly on 761h November, 1949 .contain 22 sketches or LltUstrarlons including one sketch of Lord Rama. But as the facts stand, theoriginal copy of the Constitution was passed on 26-11 . 949 by The Conctituer,t Assembly and work ofthe calllgraphed version was entrusted to an artisi, Prem Raiada, only on 
28-11- 194 1). This date hasbeen slated by the publishei. Thus the copy of the Consiitutj wion Seth 22 sketches is a decorative editionof the Constitution. 	 Lcoi'ie, Co/lergj ' V 0 j . 8 No. I and no 4 for details 21-2'! & 11-12 cc-,List of tllucrrationc in the original Constuutjofl

(I) Mohanjo daro seal. (2) Scene from Vedic Ashrn, (3) Scene from Rarnavan Conquest ofLanka and recovery of Sua by Rama. Laxniari is also seen, (4) Scene from Mahabharat Shri KrisPropounding Gita to Arjtsn, (5) Scene from Buddha's l 	 hnai	 Maliavirfe, (6) Scene from	 s lil. (7j Scenedepicting the spread of Butidhisi ii in India. (8) Scene from Gupta Am-!, (9) Scene from VikramnadiryaCourt, (10) Scene depicting an ancient University (Nalanda) (II) Scene from Onsca culture. (12)Image of Natruj, (13 Scene from Mahabalipurarn S culptures, (14) Portrait of Akbaj with Mughal
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are only decorative and there is no particular logic behind it. Of course, the matter
is not so simple as to dismiss it abruptly. A question as to why these particular
illustrations were included in the original copy remains unanswered. The High
Court's use of the illustrations as the very basis of the Daishati judgment may be
very questionable but the issues which the judgment raises will continue to engross
the lawyers and law researchers for quite some time to come.

Finally, the Ayodhya Judgrnerir°5 (1994) has put an end to many problems and
brought the status quo ante as on 7-1-1993. (See pant 4xi)-the Ayodhya Problem.)
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Architecture, (IS) Shivaji, Guru Govind Singh. (16) Lasmi Bai. Tipu Sultan, (7) Mahatarna Gandhi
Dandi March, (IS) Bapuji—The Peace maker : Hi s touring of the riot-affected Noakhati aiea, (19)
Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose with other patriots, (20) Scene from Himalayas. (21) Scene from Desert,
(22) Scene from the Ocean.

95. 41 Lcinatl Faruqw (Dr.) v. Uiün f India. (1994) 6 SCC 360. This case returned the reference under
Article 143(1) unanswered and allowed puja and namaz to continue as before.
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Legal Profession, Legal Education
and Law Reporting

"Unless legal activists emerge, the gulf between courts and poor IniLSI remain almost
the Sante.

Upendra Baxi: Legal Mobilisa:,o,'i and the Needs of the Rural [-'nor,
1982, p 12 (Pt. III)

If law must serve life—the lifr of the many in il/ion masses whose tot has been blood,
toil, tesirc and sweat—the crucafi anon of the lnda-Anghcczn system and resurrection of the
Indian system is an imperative of independence.

V.R. Krishna lyer: Indian Justice. (1984) 6.7

.nr, occupation becomes a profession without minragow.cni and struggle.

Goode W.I. quoted by K.L. Sharma: Sociology of Lirw
and Legal Profession. (1984) Cli. I

Legal Education is where law b,gtrcc development of legal learning and le,cal cciemim i's
also occur through the law schools. Neither the (ICC nor the (Jar Council of India nor the
Universities behave as ii the y understand the fundamental significance of legal education Ii,
achievement of ci just society in India.

a computer age. the horse and bug['v style of law reporting is on insult to the
nation,'

llçsislra i3axj, interviewed 957(4) Reports 2

S V NO P S i S

A. Legal Piukstcion
I. Profession
2. The Legal Profession
3. Position up to 1926

(a) The Regulating Act, 1771
(b) The Bengal Regulations. 1793 and

1833

() The Legal Practitioners Act. 1846
and 1863

(ci) The Indian High Courts Act, 1861

(e) The Legal Practitioners Act. 1879
(,) Classes of lawyers
(ii) Practitioners on the Original

& Appellate side
() The Indian Bar Committee (Cha-

n-tier Cotmoinee), 1923
4. The Indian F/ar Councils Act, 1926
5. All India Bar Committee, 1951

(ii Recommendations
Ii:) Law Corniiiiwiuii's 14th Report,

1958
h The Advocates Act. 1961

7. The Pathology of Legal Profcsiorc
R. The Future of Legal Profession

B. Legal Education
(a) The Arms of Legal Education
(h) History
(c) Reasons for Stagnation
(d) The New Sehenie
(e) Future of Legal Education
(f) Recent Developments

C Law Reporting
(a) The Doctrine ol Precedent: History and

dove lopmerit
(h) Advantages
(c:) Law Reporters: Supreme Courts

(	 Law Reporters: High Courts
(e) Law Reporters. P.C.. Federal Court &

Supreme Court
1]) Pm vote Reporters
(g) Principles for Law Reporting

A—LEGAL. PROFESSION

I. Profession

As the explanation goes a business is a trade or profession at which one works
regularly, an occupation is what one happens to be engaged in, and may be
continuous or temporary. Business is ordinarily for profit, while the occupation may

1 447
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be a matter of learning philanthropy or religion. A Pfofessischolarship as the profession of Jaw)	 on usually implies

2. The Legal Profession

The legal profession is thus an i mportant part of legal adm inistration Ti is notePossible for th State to administer Justice effectively without a wel l-organised legalPr
ofession, because in its absence who would marshal the facts and present thembefre a Court, who would put forth the best legal arguments for and against thelitigating parties before the Coup? It is th erefore rightly said2	 "A Well.organisecjSystem Or judicial adm ini.siratic,n postulates a proper 	

that
ly equipped and efficient Bar,'and a well -re 	 profesjon for Pleading causes isup the quality of justice. A CO	

a great desideratum to toneflhi])Uiiity 01 professionals is differen t from othercon)nlu,ljticc based on 
sociali sa tion and social control and client choice or theevaluation of the professional-3 According to Goode the procetion is the "climax job pattern'' of occupational

	

	 ss of Professionaltsa.
envi ronment and no occupationbecomes a profession without antagonism and 

struggle. 4
The history of the legal profession in India is therefore a history of struggle: astruggle tot iCCOgflittofl characterised by prestige, power and ichapter we would be tiactag	 nconie. In this .shoitIndia,	 the history and development of the legal profession in

3. Posijo,i up to 1926
as a profs,sj17 appears to have been in voguei n ancien 5 and medieva16India though its c

oncept was quite different from what it is today. The legal

sh

Profession as it exists in India 	today had its beginnin Ps in the first years of Britirule The Hindu Pandits, Muslim Mu and Ponuguese lawyers who served under
earlier regimes had little effect Upon the system of law and legal practice that
developed under the Brit sb administration

The Charter Act. 1726 contained no provision whatsoever regardingfication for the persons desi 	 e quali-
practising law. The courts were the sole judges

throus of ractiin this regard. This Position continued up to 1753.me the persons
adopted the profe	

who
Practised law were devoid of

ssjo,i In the absence
the knowledge	

s ti
ge of J During thi. lain notes "they had

so-called Jawyets were of anyll)i,lg better to d
aw, As Dr

o. Quite athe di smissed servants of the Company- .7 
few of these

 Long 7 describingthe condition of Calcutta says that "Calcutta is a place where the profession of lawis exercised by 
men who seem to derive all their knowledge by inheritance or toPossess it by intuition w ithout previous study or application' '8 This state of affairsI. Fernald- SYJU,nvflit w7dAn,(,).fl,,, 1941 1022. Law C(inlynission, 141h Report (1958) 556

3. Goode W.J	
wilith, a ornmni. 

The Profcj,,05 Asneije0 	
Review VøI.

22, Apr. 1957. 94 quoted by K L. Sharjiia 
Soclo/y	

1984, Ch 1
4 I/nd.. 2.

-5 Supra Ch. I, 7. For an lnisrciing additional reading on this to
	see Ille	 fitir Rev,ei V01 Xlii

(3 & 4) 1986 an anicte, captioned "I:w" in C/ü.cc,01j Hindu iw by Ludo Rocher (U, of
Pennsylvn11 

353-72 & A Note no L" e, s in'	 A1c/jrn India", by 
Phillip , Calkins (Uni. of

Chicago), t73 to 376, Samuel Schmnittheer. 
A Skekh nf:he D'eIp,n,0, of the 	 Prof('cjf N /iJ

India.308-3s2
6. Ibid.. 70
7. ?nthn Legal Hrsm,-.,., 3rdEj1 .
8. Long, SeI Uon.c 

liOn, Unpuh/ c/med Rci,, d.c. I, xxxi
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was due to the belief of the Company that the advocates foment disputes" and
are of 'Litigious nature''. 9 Calcutta Court, under the circumstances referred several
questions to the directors for guidance. This was the state of affairs of the legal
profession before 1 774 at all the three places Bombay. Calcutta and Madras,

(a) The Regulating Act, 1773.—The first real step in the direction of organising
a legal profession in India was taken in 1774 when the Supreme Court was
established in Calcutta pursuant to the Regulating Act of 1773. Clause II of the
Supreme Court Charter empowered the Court "to approve, admit and enrol such
and so man y advocates and attorneys at law" as the Court ''shall seem fit''. They
were to be attorneys of record and were authorised "to appear and plead and act
for the suitors" of the Court. The Court could remove the said advocates and
attorneys ''on reasonable cause''. No other person whatsoever, but such advocates
and attorneys so admitted and enrolled were to be ''allowed to appear and plead or
act" in the Court, for or on hehall of such suitors. The ''advocates" entitled, thus,
to appear were only the English and Irish banisters and members of the Faculty of
Advocates in Scotland the attorneys referred to were the British attorne ys and
solicitors. The Court was thus an exclusive preserve for members of the British legal
profession. The same powers of enrolment were later conferred on the Supreme
Couiis established at Bombay and Madras. An Indian lawyer had no right to appear
before the Courts.

At its inception the legal profession in India had two features of English law.
one, the English language, and two, the concepts of 'Justice and right' as understood
in Envlish Common Law and rules of Equity. And there were two categories of
legal professionals—(I) Advocates in Scotland. and (2) Attorne ys who were the
British Attorneys, or Solicitors. Consequentl y by the end of the 18th century, the
British norms of the legal profession were firmly entrenched iii Indian Society. But
the fact remains, that they were of a discriminatory nature. as they did not apply to
British subjects)0

(b) The Bengal Regulations, 1793 and 1833.—The Bengal Regulation VII of
1793 created, for the first time, a regular legal profession for the Company's Courts.
Its credit goes to Lord Cornwallis. The regulation gave power to Sadar Diwani
Adalat to enrol pleaders for all Company's Courts. Only Hindus and Muslims would
he enrolled as pleaders. Before this the suitors could either plead their own causes
personally or could appoint agents who could either be their servants or depend-
ants—or the vak p ls who followed the profession for livelihood. But these people
knew nothing of the law. This led to confusion and delay. Not only this but these
Ignorant and credidess vakils often betrayed their clients by accepting bribe from
the opposite party. The system and the profession both thus slipped into inefficiency
and became too costly for litigants) I

Ho we ver Regulation VII brought order and some measure of quality to pleading
and endeavoured to establish it as a respectable profession. Only the persons well
versed in Hindu and Mohamistedan law and persons of character and education were

9. Long Sek'ctzons from !Jnpubl:cJ?ed Rec,rtI.c 1.46. 83; Sec Dodweti Uen,sal, Past and P,eeni, VIII.
5 qu'JiCdt)y Jain cupra nO. ako supra n, 4, 310

ii) K .L. Sharina: So Ioio,'V of 1j.w A /,ijj,'uI Profrs.c,n,, 104-05 (1984)
II. Cf. Jaw' IOth(in I.JJfl,'UI I/Lclnry. 1972, Ch. XI. I$-88.
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allowed to plead in courts. A number of rules were laid down to regulate the
profession. Yet, the professional respectability was hard to come by. Malbaii'2
described the rootfusil vakil as 'a column of vapour issuin g from an Ocean of
Emptiness.., brought alive by the Chief Justice—and the successful vakil as one in
the hands of Marwari broker',

The Bengal Regulation XII of 1833 was the next important legislation which
modified the provisions of the earlier Regulations in that only persons duly qualified,
to whatever nationality or religion they might belong, could be enrolled as pleaders
of the Sadar Diwani Adalat.

(c) The Legal Practitioners Act, 1846 and 1863.—The Legal Practitioners
Act. 1846, made important innovations, namely, (I) the office of pleaders was thrown
open to all persons of whatever nationality or religion duly certified by the Sadar
Coons; (2) attorneys and barristers of any of Her Majesty's Courts in India were
made eligible to plead in any of the Sadar Courts; (3) the pleaders were permitted
to enter into agreements with their clients for their fees for professional services.

The Legal Practitioners Act, 1863, also permitted barristers and attorneys of the
Supreme Court to be admitted as pleaders in the Courts of the East India Company.
Thus banisters and attorneys were empowered to practise in the Company's Courts
while the Indian legal practitioner could not appear before the Supreme Courts.

(d) The Indian High Courts Act, 1861.—The position clearly underwent a
change after the British Crown took over the administration of the country from the
Company in 1858. The separate systems of the Company's courts in the moffusil
and the Royal Courts in the Presidency towns were consolidated into a unified
judicial syscm in all the three presidencies. At the apex of the new system were
High Courts chartered by the Crown. The Indian High Courts Act. 1861, authorised
the setting tip of High Courts in several Presidencies in place of the Supreme Courts
and Sadar Adalats. Clause 9 of the Letters Patents of 1865 which replaced the earlier

Letters Patent creating a High Court in Calcutta, authorised it to approve, admit and
enrol advocates, vakils and attorneys. The persons so admitted were entitled to appear
for the suitors of the High Court and to plead or act according to rules made by
the High Court or directions issued by it. Similar provisions were made in the
Charters of the Courts of Bombay and Madras , i S The High Courts in their appellate
jurisdiction were to apply the principles of equity and the rule of good conscience,
but these were never spelt out and were left to the discretion of the coons. Curiously
enough, the Moussil Courts were precluded from introducing any English or foreign
law wider the cover of the words, justice, equity ant! good conscience''. On the
original side, in the High Courts, English law and rules of equity continued and on
the appellate side local laws were applied. This was a deliberate design to 'divide
and rule" under the posture of ".justice, equity and good conscience".14

(e) The Legal Practitioners Act, 1879.—In the course of time other High
Courts were established. The Legal Practitioners Act, 1879 was enacted to consoli-
date and amend tue law relating to legal practitioners of High Court. It empowered
the High Court, not established under a royal charter, to make rules, with the previous

12. B.M. Matbaji. Gap rift t the Gujuruc,c (1882), 178. 181.
IS. A o the tnevolenr effect of thsc pIuvidonsse JBR lIt (3 & 4) 1986, 323.
4. K.L. Sharrn:i: S cio'ogy 0)' J.LLLfr' A Legal Profession. 106. lOB.
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sanction of the Provincial Government, as to the qualifications and admission of
proper persons to be pleaders and Mukhtars of the High Court.

(i) Classes of L.awyen—Jn the chartered High Courts rules had been framed
under which there were, apart from Attorneys, two other classes of lawyers,
Advocates and Vakils. Advocates were to be barristers of England or Ireland or
members of the Faculty of the Advocates of Scotland. The High Courts. other than
the Calcutta high Court, permitted non-Barristers as well to be enrolled as advocates
under certain circumstances,e.g. in Bombay, law graduates of the Bombay Univer-
sity, could be enrolled as Advocates. The Vakils were the persons who had taken
their law degree from an Indian University and fulfilled certain other conditions. In
Madras, a law graduate qualified to be admitted as a vakil if he passed an
examination in procedure and underwent practical training with a practising lawyer
for a year. Similarly rules had been made by the other High Courts also. The High
Caurts were given the power. under Section 6 of the Legal Practitioners Act, 1879,
to make rules as to the qualification, admission and certificates of proper persons
to be Pleaders and Mukhtars of the subordinate courts. Under the rules framed by
the High Courts under the Legal Piactitioners Act, law graduates who did not possess
the additional qualification to enable them to be enrolled as the High Court Vakils,
and non-law graduates after passing the pleadership examination conducted by the
High Court, were enrolled as Pleaders to practise before subordinate courts. Besides
the Pleaders, there were Mukhtars who passed by Mukhtarship examination held by
the High Court after passing the matriculation or equivalent examination.

Section 4 of the. l.egul Practitioners Act, 1879 empowered an advocate or vakil
on the roll of any High Court to practise in all the Courts subordinate to the Court
on the roll of which he was entered and in any court in British India other than a
High Court on whose roll he was not entered and with the permission of 1e Court
in any High Court on whose roll he was not entered. There was a proviso, lowever,
to the effect that this power would not extend to the original jurisdiction of the High
Court in a Presidency Town.

(ii) Practitioners oil Original & Appellate side.— On the original side of
the Calcutta High Court only the Advocates, e.g., the Barristers of England and
Ireland and the Advocates of Scotland, were entitled to appear and plead, on the
instructions of an Attorney. These Advocates were also entitled to appear and plead
oil appellate side of the High Court and subordinate courts. The Vakils of the
Calcutta Hi, - fli Court were not entitled to act or plead on the original side or in
appeals fro the original side. This state of affairs was severely criticised as
monopolistic and discriminatory. As the criticism says the Calcutta Barrister "has
no objection to plead before a mere B.L. (or L.L.B.) Judge, but he cannot have as
his companion at the bar a mere B.L. of an Indian University however high his
attainments may be' The Madras High Court had, however, altered its rules, as
early as 1886, and permitted the Vakils admitted under the Rules of 1833, and the
Attorneys to appear, plead and act for Suitors oil original side. The result,
therefore, was that in the Madras High Court there remained no distinction between
Barristers, Vakils and Attorneys as regards their rights to appear and plead on the
original side. Under the new Rules, the Vakils and Attorneys could also act oil

I.S. Repori of Indian 8u Conuninec, AIR 1924 Jour 63.66
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original side while the advocates had to be instructed by an attorney. In the Bombay
High Court the Vakils were not originally permitted to act or plead on the original
side. This position, however, later changed and a non-Barrister, on passing an
examination conducted by the High Court, became eligible for enrolment as Advo-
cate entitled to appear and plead on the original side. The only limitation was that
the Advocates of the original side, whether Barristers or non-Barristers, had to be
instructed by an Attorney before they could appear and plead on the original side.

(f) The Indian Bar Committee (Chamier Committee), 1923
The Vakils expressed dissatisfaction about the distinction that existed between

barristers and vakils, and the special privileges enjoyed by the British barristers and
solicitors. There was also a demand for creating an all-India Bar in the country.
Consequently, the Government of India in 1923, constituted the Indian Bar Com-
mittee under the Chairmanship of Sir Edward Charnier to go into these issues.

The Committee did not consider it practicable at the time to organise the Bar
on an all-India basis or to constitute an All-India Bar Council. The significant
recommendation of the Committee was as regards the establishment of Bar Councils
for the High Court.

Recommendations:—

The Committee 16 recommended
(I) that in all High Courts, a single grade of practitioners entitled to plead

should be established and called Advocates,
(2) that when special conditions are maintained for admission to plead on the

original side of a High Court, the only distinction shall be within that
grade which shall consist of advocates entitled to appear on the original
side and advocates not so entitled,

(3) subject to certain conditions being fulfilled, Vakils would be allowed to
plead on the original side of the three High Courts,

(4)' that a Bar Council be constituted for each High Court having power to
enquire into matters calling for disciplinary action against a lawyer.

(5) that the disciplinary powers would rest with the High Court but before
taking any action, it should refer the case tc the Bar Council for enquiry
and report.

4. The Indian Bar Councils Act, 1926
To implement the recommendations of the Chamier Committee, the Central

Legislature enacted the Indian Bar Councils Act, [926. The object of the Act was
to provide for the constitution and incorporation 01 Bar Councils for certain Courts
to confer powers and impose duties on such Bar Councils, and to consolidate and
amend the law relating to legal practitioners entitled to practise in such Courts.

A Bar Council was to be constituted for every High Court) 7 Every Bar Council
was to consist of fifteen members of whom one was to be Advocate-General, four

16. For enlightening Speech of The Hon'ble Chief Justice Sir Murry Coutts Trotter at the opening of the
Madras Bar Council on 9-10-1928 see Indian Bar Review. Vol. XIII (3 & 4)1986, 41910 435 (An
Article by N.R. Madhav Menon captioned "Bar Councils and Management of Legal Profession); See
also Sashecj I Iegde: "Lawyers and The Legal System in India—A Critique" Indian Bar Review. XI 
(4) 1985. 465-78 for further information

17. SI
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persons to be nominated by the High Court and ten were to be elected by the
Advocates of the High Court from amongst themselves.' 8 Each High Court was to
prepare and maintain a roll of advocates of High Court.' 9 While the roll was
maintained by the High Court, the Bar Council was authorised, with the previous
sanction of the High Court, to make rules to regulate the admission of persons to
be Advocates of the High Court without affecting in any way the power of the High
Court to refuse admission to any person at its discretion.2°

Under the Act, the power of enrolment of advocates virtually continued to
remain in the High Court and the function of the Bar Council was merely advisory
in nature. The Act did not affect the power of the High Courts of Calcutta and
Bombay to prescribe qualifications to be possessed by persons applying to practise
on the original sides of those Hi gh Courts and their power to grant or refuse any
such application, or to prescribe the conditions under which such persons were to
be entitled to practise or plead. The roll of Advocates was to be maintained by the
High Court which also had the disciplinary power over the Advocates. The right of
the Advocates of the High Court to practise in another High Court was not unfettered
hut was expressly made subject to rules made by the High Court or the Bar Council.
Each of the High Courts as well as the Bar Councils of Calcutta and Bombay made
rules to the effect that Advocates of other High Courts would be permitted to appear
and plead in the respective High Court concerned only after obtaining the permission
of the Chief Justice and on several occasions very cmincnt Advocates of one High
Court were refused permission to appear and plead in another High Court.

In course of time the Calcutta and Bombay High Courts liberalised their rules
so as to permit non-Barrister Advocates to practise on their original sides as well
which so far had been reserved for Barristers only. Thus, the distinction between
Barristers and Advocates was abolished. However, no advocate, whether Barrister
or not, could act on the original side but had to appear and plead on the instruction
of the Attorney on record.

S. All-India Bar Committee, 1951

The Bar was not satisfied with the passing of the Bar Councils Act, 1926. The
Act did not bring the Pleaders, Mukhtars and Revenue agents practising in the
Moffusil Courts and revenue offices under its scope and consequently did not set
up a unified Indian Bar. Further the powers conferred on the Bar Councils constituted
under the Act were limited and the Bar Councils were neither autonomous nor had
any substantial authority. The demand for a unified all-India Bar which arose initially
as a protest against the monopoly of the British barristers on the original sides of
Calcutta and Bombay High Courts and the invidious distinctions between barristers
and non-barristers received a new orientation with the advent of independence and
became "a claim for the fulfilment of a cherished ideal", namely, an autonomous
and unified all-India Bar. In response to this persistent and widespread demand by
the legal fraternity the Government of India, in 1951, appointed the all-India Bar
Committee under the Chairmanship of Justice S.R. Das of the Supreme Court.

18 S.4.
19. 5.8(2)
20. S. 9.
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The Committee, in its report, made detailed recommendations for the unification
of the Bar providing for a common roll of advocates who would be entitled to
practise in all courts in the country. Thus all grades were done away with and one
integrated and autonomous all-India Bar was formed.

The Committee recognised that the task of preparation of a common roll of
advocates, who would be members of the unified all-India Bar, would be difficult
but not impossible.

The Principal recommendations in that behalf were:
(i) Recommendations:

(i) Each State Council should maintain a register of all existing advocates
entitled to practise in their respective High Courts.

(ii) All vakils and pleaders, entitled to practice in the district and other
subordinate courts, who are law graduates, should be entitled to be
included in the roll of advocates maintained by the State Bar Council on
payment of certain fees.

(III) Vakils and Pleaders, who are not law graduates but who, under the
existing rules, are entitled to be enrolled as advocates, should also be
entitled to be placed on that register.

(iv) The State Bar Councils should then send copies of such registers to the
all-India Bar Council who are to compile a common roll of advocates in
the order of seniority according to the original enrolment of the advocates
in their respective High Courts or the Supreme Court if they are not
enrolled in any High Court.

(v) New entrants possessing the required minimum qualifications may also
apply to a State Bar Council for enrolment and their names should he
forwarded by the State Bar Council to the all-India Bar Council for being
entered on the common roll.

The Committee also recommended that there should be no further recruitment
of non-graduate pleaders or mukhtars.

The Committee also felt that the essence of an all-India Bar is the capacity or
the right of its members to practise in all the courts in the country, from the highest
to the lowest, and recommended that the requirement of leave for practising in any
ether High Court under Section 4 of the Legal Practitioners Act, 1879 should not
exist.

A majority of the Committee were of the opinion that the insistence on a certain
number of years' practice in a High Court as a condition of eligibility of the Supreme
Court had not yielded satisfactory results and that it was best to let an advocate
have the freedom to practise in any court including the Supreme Court irrespective
of his standing at the Bar.

On the question of the continuance of the dual system in the High Courts of
Calcutta and Bombay and their original sides the Committee concluded that there
was no reason for the abolition of the system as "the dual system is nothing more
than a division of labour which necessity enures for the better preparation of the
case and enables the Advocate to effect a better and forceful presentation of the
client's point of view before the Judge". The Committee was also of the view that
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the system would not in any manner be inconsistent with the creation of an all-India
Bar with a common roll of Advocates as the "right to practise in all Courts does
not mean that the rules of the Courts where the Advocates go to practise may be
ignored. What is meant is that there should be no rule 01' any court preventing any
advocate ordinarily practising in any other court from exercising his profession in
the first mentioned court in the manner in which an advocate ordinarily practising
in that Court may do".

The Committee also recommended creation of an all-India Bar Council and
State Bar Councils. Under the Indian Bar Councils Act, 1926, the Bar Council were
merely advisory bodies and the power of admission, suspension and removal from
the Roll of Advocates was entirely vested in the respective High Courts. Subject to
some safeguards, the Committee suggested that in the interests of an autonomous
national Bar, the power of enrolment, suspension and removal of Ad vocates be
vested in the Bar Councils. The Committee did not feel the need for a separate Bar
Council for the Supreme Court as every Advocate on the common roll $hall be
entitled as of right to practise in the Supreme Court and would he amenable to the
jurisdiction of the appropriate State Bar Council and of' the all-India Bar Councif

(ii) i..w Commission's 141h Report. 1958—The Law Commission, 1959. Con-
sidered this question in the famous fourteenth report on 'Reform of Judicial
Administration (1958)'. The Commission endorsed all of the recommendations of
the Bar Committee with respect to the unification of the Bar and lamented that
"these proposals which were made as far back as March 1953... should nor have
been given legislative effect". 21 The Commission also endorsed the recommendation
of the Committee that there should be no further recruitment of non-graduate
pleaders or mukhtars.

The Commission agreed with the Bat Committee that the dual system should
continue in Calcutta or Bombay. The Commission in addition recommended a system
closely analogous to the dual system for the Supreme Court "so that the Court may
have the assistance of the Bar in a full measure in the discharge of its onerous
task. 22 In the Commission's view, a large number of matters in the Supreme Court
are matters of prime importance and substantial value, and it is very necessary for
the efficient working of the Court that it should he assisted by a Bar which has
given thought and labour to the preparation of a case.23

The Commission also favoured the division of the Bar into Senior Advocates
and Advocates, the seniors being, by reason of their status, precluded from accepting
certain types of work24 and from appearing in cases unless briefed with a junior.
"This would result in achieving several objectives. To the seniors it will mean the
recognition of a successful career at the Bar by the conferment of a privilege which
will give them an honoured position among members of the profession and enable

them to concentrate on important work yielding as large or perhaps a larger income.

21. The Law Commission. XIV Report, 558 (1958).
22. /bid, 56.
23. Ibid.
24. According to the Commission, the seniors would be subject to the following obligations-

(i) they should not draft notices, pleadings, affidavits or other documents nor advise on evidence.(u) they should not settle not ice,s. pleadings, affidavits ordocutnents unless they have been drawn by
an advocate who is not on the Fist or seniot advocati
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It should result in putting work in the hands of the junior members of the Bar. This
should heat-ten them and raise their morale, which in turn should attract an abler
class of men to the profession... The distribution of work among a large number
should also help to prevent delays caused by adjournments".25

The Commission emphasised the principle of autonomy of the Bar, in matters
relating to the profession, sought to be given effect to by the Committee of 1951.
Consequently, the Bar Councils were to be entirely autonomous bodies consisting
wholly of the members of the profession. The Bar Councils were to elect their own
chairmen.

6. The Advocates Act, 1961

In 1961, Parliament enacted the Advocates Act to amend and consolidate the
law relating to legal practitioners and to provide for the constitution of State Bar
Councils and an All India Bar Council. The Act establishes an all-India Bar and a
common roll of Advocates. An advocate on the Common Rolls has the right to
practise in all Courts in India from the highest to the lowest. The Bar has been
integrated into a single class of legal practitioners known as Advocates.

The Act creates a State Bar Council in each State and a Bar Council of India
at the Centre. The functions of a State Bar Council are inter alia —(a) to admit
persons as Advocates on its roll: (h) to prepare and maintain such roll; (c) to entertain
and determine cases of misconduct against advocates on its roll; (d) to safeguard
the rights, privileges and interests of advocates on its roll; and (e) to promote and
support law reform. The functions of the Bar Council of India are inter alia—(a)
to prepare and maintain a common roll of advocates; (b) to lay down standards of
professional conduct and etiquette for advocates; (c) to lay down the procedure to
be followed by the disciplinary committee of each State Bar Council: (d) to safeguard
the rights, privileges and interests of advocates: (e) to promote and support law
reform: (j to exercise general supervision and control over State Bar Councils; and
(g) to promote legal education and to la y down standards of such education in
consultation with the universities whose degree in law shall he a qualification for
enrolment of an advocate.

Any advocate may, with his consent, be designated as a Senior Advocate if the
Supreme Court or a High Court is of opinion that by virtue of his ability, experience
and standing at the Bar, he deserves such distinction.

The Advocates Act, 1961, has marked the beginning of a new era in the history
of the legal profession by vesting largely in the Bar Councils the power and the
jurisdiction which the Courts till then exercised, by fulfilling the aspirations of those
who had been demanding an All-India Bar and effecting a unification of the Bar in
India, by the creation of a single class of practitioners with power to practise in all
the Courts and bound by rules made and a code of conduct laid down by their own
bodies to which the members could resort to for the protection of their rights,
interests and privileges. Thus the Legal Profession can play a vital role in upholding
individual rights, promoting more efficient and widespread justice, and acting as an
integrating force in national life. It has great traditions on which to build. It is now
part of a modern legal system which provides both the personnel and techniques

25. Commission Report. 568.
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for effective rational unity. The responsibility of this profession to the Indian society
is indeed great, as has been its history.

7. The 'Pathology ' of Legal Profession 26

However, all is not gold that glitters. The responsibility that the Indian Bar
bears to the society and the challenge that it faces today bear a testimony that the
Indian, Bar has not risen to the occasion to discharge its duties.

Learned professions are often distinguished from 'occupations' and business'
by their more explicit pursuit of, and greater fidelity to. certain basic social values.
writes Prof. Baxi: Lawyers as a profession are thus oriented to the achievement of
conditions of justice in society. We p,iav not be able to say with an y tolerable measure
of consensus what ''justice'' sigiiifies but there 'nav be afai	 emeasure of consensus
on the idea of 'conditions" of justice, one of which is the construction of public
discourse on the ntiture and limits, legitimacy and legality, of State power. The
denial of such a discourse often signifies an end to the very quest for justice. Creation
and sustaviance of such conditions has been articulated b y codes of ethics providing
standards for identification and nieasure,nent of professional deviance. Prof. Baxi
examines this Code of Professional Ethics promulgated by the Bar Council of India
under Section 49 of the Advocates Act and points out a number of drawbacks and
lacunas in these rules which are regularly misused. 27 The language gives an
impression that the rules are mandatory and productive of disc ipli nary -conse-
quences2t but looking to the fees charged29 , the use of time idea of retainership70,
fomentation of litigation whenever chances occur, the defiance of rules by lawyers
and the behaviour pattern of the legal cnmn1unity' 2, lack of professional nornzs,
confusing the meaning of professional misconduct and all other associated prac-
tices 34 expose the conirnunsty to a severe conunentalion of the society. The lawyers
as a profession huìe and thrive on ambiguity 5, inherent in, or imparted to wordt,
and the professional deviance of the lawyers is nutltifaced. 36 In spite of this the
treatment accorded to such deviators is the overall pattern of "Peer Group Adjudi-
cation '. This sort of experimentation has not served the purpose of enforcing a
minimal level of integrity in Indian Legal Profession. This is sad and most unfor-
Wnate. Lawyers as adjudicmors, certainl y at the Bar Council of India level, have
Shown themselves incapable of enforcing the Code vigorously as the final custodians
of ethical standards.

Besides this, the highest obligation under Rule 41 is to provide free legal aid
to the ''indigent and the oppressed". This obligation is subject to the limits of an
advocate's economic condition. But we know that even the superstar lawyers, whose

26. Upendra Baxi: The PaiIio/oj,'y of the I,ulion Legal Profrcxion.c, IBP Vol. XIII (3 & 4)1986. 455-84.
27. Ibid.. 456.
28. Ibid.. 456.57
29. Ibid., 458.
30. ibid.. 458
31. Thd., 459
32. Ibid., 461 (practice,,).
33 J S. Gandhi: Sncui/ogv of Legal Pm! asia,,. Law and Legal Sroem. (1987). 46-48.
34. Ibid.. 462: .cupra n 32. 60-66
35. Ibid. 463.
36. ibid.. 469 . 79 Clieni-centered deviance, (471-74). abuse of judicial process (474-77). dlcrespeci to

judicial authority (477.79), criminal conviction (479)
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economic condition is unconscionably affluent even refuse summarily to see an
indigent person with urgent need for legal assistance. Most senior lawyers stay away
from the legal aid programmes of the State. In 1-lussainara cave 31 the notice issued
to the Supreme Court Bar Association by the Supreme Court to handle the case did
not get a response. The Indian lawyers, as we know, did not rush to assist the Bhopal
victims. This proves that the lawyers in India have understood Rule 41 of the Code
as, in its nature, unenforceable. All this is quite unfortunate and marks the low level
to which the profession has dwindled down so as to make it an occupation or
business. Prof. Baxi therefore suggests that the Advocates Act needs to be fun-
damentally amended if this pattern is to continue .31 It is said that this profession is
an open profession where many can come, rub their shoulders and prove their worth
(called an open-door policy) but as replied by Prof. Baxi the "pratession is really
dynastic in character. Mention me, Prof Baxi said, twenty-five leading scheduled
castes or scheduled tribes lawyers who have occupied the centre of the stage of the
national legal profession through what you call the 'open-door' policy. And in what
does the character of the profession lie'? Learning? Integrity? Dedication to fun-
damental duties under the Constitution? Legal Services to the impoverished'? Fight
against social injustice? Measured by anyone of these, or all, the legal profession
in India has still to acquire a character of a learned profession. I don't wholly despair
but unless the leaders of the Bar do some introspection and put the profession back
on the rails all we will be left with is an occupation, not a profession"

8. The Future of Legal Profession

The talk about the "pristine glory ''of the profession seems meaningless since
the legal profession in India has yet to become a profession of men and women of
learning and of justice, says Prof. Baxi. When a 'profession" values income or
practice over social objectives such as service, sacrifice and justice it begins to be
perceived by society as a necessary eviL 40 The future of the legal profession lies in
its ability to take its profession seriously. This means care and concern not just for
independence of the bar and the bench—a vital issue, rather well served by the
"profession" so far—but also a capacity to struggle regardless of fees, for the
Arisudras, the vast majority of the deprived, disadvantaged and depressed classes of
India. Courts have supplied superb initiation for social change and SAL is its
contemporary example. Every decision requiring the executive to act in accordance
with the law is a social change decision because it helps the growth of the idea that
power must conform to certain ideals of the rule of law; that power does not justify
itself because it is power. This is still a new and often painful education for those
in power.4

B. LEGAL EDUCATION
(a) The Aims of Legal Education—The aims of legal education are varied and

have differed at various tunes and places. It may be aimed broadly at understanding

37. J.S. Gandhi SocwIoKy of Legal Prfr.ssum. Law u:idLegil S ystem, (1987). 469-79: Client-centered
deviance. (471-74). abuse of judicial process (474-77). disrespect to judicial authority (477-79).
criminal conviction (479).

38. Ibid., 482, 483 (suggestions).
39. Prof. Raxi interviewed: 1987(14) Reports (Mag.) 37.
40. 1987 (14) Reports (News & Views) 37.
41. IbkL. 38.
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the functioning of law in Society, as a training for administrators and civil servants
as much as for legal practitioners: or it may be more narrowly aimed at training
Persons for legal practice.42

The aims, methods and content of legal education have differed in different
countries, affected particularly by whether there were 

OT 
were not professional

schools concentrating on practical branches of law, the relative importance of' legal
treatises and decisions of courts, the relative standing
other factors.	 of professors and judges and

If we look to the West the leka! studies there have been much concerned 
withthe development of intellectual capacity in law rather than with

. i nculcating profes-
sional expertise. For the attainment of this ideal, attention should always be given
to jurisprudence constitution ,

 legal history and all other allied topics. Moreover out-
fit-III belief that law is a subject of study in Colleges and Universities and that it
has nothing to do with at the school level which is the grassroot level is quite
unfortunate As we have started streams of education with arts-bias science-bias
c ommerce-bias and technical-b' as Streams with law-bias ma y be started as well, thestudents whereof would come to law colleges.

(h) J/(story.orn P
ared with science, technology and medicine the legal edu-

cation is less technical or less professional .
 In the beginiiin to become a vakjl,

knowledge of Persian language was necessary hut aftet- 1826 English 
replacedPersian. At that time no principles of law were taught what was tau

g ht was onl yrules and regulations, it was only in 1885 that law classes were made a permanent
feature in Bombay, Calcutta and Madras. In 1857 study of law was declared as a
permanent part of each University. Many prominent persons of India began their
career as Mukhtars43

A number of commissions and committeeswere appointed between 1917 to
1958 to examine the question of legal education, Those 

committees 44 sugested anumber of measures to im	 g
prove legal education but so far nothing noteworthy hasbeen done. C

onsequently, Law Colleges do not have a place of high esteem either
at home or abroad and the study of law and legal research is discarded, Law Colleges

are mostly crowded with students who have been refused admissions in other
faculties This "refuse" therefore and those who have nothing better to do, gather
in law c

olleges. The Bombay Legal Education Committee stressing the n eed for
reorientation of legal education and academic and 

vocational training i'eportedthat
"There is no real antimony between the pI'ofe.ssional and the cultural aspects of law.A lawyer will he it 

better lawyer and a judge a better judge, if he has studied the
science of law. A thorough grounding in the principles of law is absolutely necessaryin the make up of a real lawyer .45

(c) Reasons for Stagnation.—The 
causes that retard the development of our

legal education have been noted by Miss Master, the noted legal 
educationist of

Canada as: (1) lack of financial resources, (2) lack of adequate books, (3) lack 
ofteaching materials (4) 

deterioration of teaching standards, (5) lack of teaching staff
42 Walker:	

'" 1-41w(1 980). 739, 740, 910
43. K L Sharma Sinfogv of Law t 14'a1 Profecsj(,, ? (1987) Ch. 544 e.g. Dr. S. Radhaknsl	 Corilmiltec of 1948-49
45 A Report of the Un. Education Cotnunt 	 V0J . f, 1948.49. 257 quoted by Sham=. supra n 43
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incentives, (6) discrepancies in the goals of legal training and (7) the general desire
for uniformity has led to a tendency to emphasise the importance of memorised
learning of substantive laws. There is thus little attempt made to inculcate an
awareness of the kinds of legal problems, encountered in the Indian social, cultural
and political context through the comparative method.46

A lawyer, says Madhav Menon47 , has to have a vision of the emerging

challenges, a zeal to serve the cause of justice and the ability to forge new tools

and techniques appropriate to the changing needs and times. Legal education as it

obtains today is totally inadequate to the tasks ahead." Legal practice which was
a monopoly of a few and the closed preserve of a privileged few increased its scope
after independence. Lawyers especially good lawyers were in great demand. How-
ever the legal education, on the other side started to touch its lowest level when in
1966 the compulsory apprenticeship and the Bar examination on procedural subjects
for every new entrant were removed. Unfortunately enough the Bar Councils too
were unable to ''stem the rising tide of inefficiency and mediocrity in the profes-

sion''.
(d) The New Scheme.—A new scheme for legal education is now prepared

which is a milestone in professional legal education. 48 It took a considerable time
but the scheme is "to improve legal education through selective admission, better
teaching methods, improved curriculum and updated syllabii, compulsory pro-
gruinmes of practical training and strict adherence to norms and standards laid down
for law schools''

The course prescribed is for five years: the first two years cover seven
compulsory subjects, that is (1) General English Pt. I and II (graduate standard), (2)
Political Science Pt. I, II and III, (3) Economics, (4) History, (5) Sociology, (6)
Legal language including legal writing, and (7') History of Courts, Legislature and
Legal Profession in India. For the next three years (here shall be twelve compulsory
subjects and in addition to this six more subjects are to be chosen from the list
comprising of 23 subjects. The compulsory subjects are: General Principles of
Contract. Special Contracts, Torts, Family Law, Hindu Law, Mohammedan Law,
Indian Succession Act and Indian Divorce Act. Law of Crimes and Procedure,
Constitutional Law of India, Property Law and Easements, Evidence, Legal Theory,
C.P.C., Limitation and Arbitration. Administrative Law and Practical Training of 6
months. The optional subjects are Equity, Company Law, Labour Law, Taxation,
International Organisations, Bankruptcy, Law of Co-operation and Public Control
of Business. Legislative Drafting, Military Law, Insurance, Trusts etc., Trade Marks.
Copyrights and Patents, International Economic Law. Criminology and Criminal
Administration, Interpretation of Statutes and Principles of Legislation. Legal
Remedies. Private International Law, Comparative Law, Law and Social Change,

46. Mehcr K. Master: Reflections, on Legal Educaru'n and Teaching. 452 quoted in D.C. Mukharjce's

Practical side (if f,w Teaching: Journal of the BC!. Vol. 2(4) 1973,  533.

47. N.R. Madhav Menon: Legal Edn. For Professional Responsibility--An Appraisal Indian Bar Review
X 11 (3 & 4)986.436,437.

48. For details see Silver Jubilee Report on the Bar Council of india and Trust—Lecture on 3-11-1996 by

Shri N.N. Mathur, Managing Trustee. BCI'r.

49. Supra note 46
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Law and Poverty. Land Revenue Law, Land Reform and Rural Development, Lawand Planning and Law relating to Local Self Government

On account of hue and cry from the bar and the teachers of law and the vested
interests the BCI went on giving concessions and the position as it stands today is
that legal education would be of two types: liberal and professional. For the first
time, notes Dr. Merion, the BCI is forced to recognise the plurality of objectives in
legal education and limit its rule making power only to professional legal education.

(e) Future of Legal Education --The functions of the Bar Council have been
laid down in Section 7(h) and (i) and its rule making power is laid down in Section49 (af) and (d) of the Advocates Act, 1961. Accordingly the law courses which
were of two years' duration before were from 1962 made of three years' duration
The expert Legal Education Committee constituted under Section 

10(b) of theAd vocates Act, l%J thereafter prepared a scheme of 5 year course. This was the
result of seven years' constant consultations, suggestions and deliberation with
authorised bodies. The scheme reflected the recommendations of the Education
('onirnission 1964-1966. However the scheme got a scant response. This was on
account of the fear by some law Colleges and Universities  that they might have toclose down their institutions . Indian legal education is entering a new phase and its
object is to arrest the deteriorating standards and to promote higher level of
excellence. The success or failure of the scheme depends upon the total response
and the co-operation of the Bar and the Government.

According to Dr. Baxi 'the five-year course is one major way of redeeming
Indian Legal Education. Look at the vested interests in the Bar and Indian politics
which are Opposing and diluting it. It was the first step towards professionalising
legal cducation"° but it is now diluted beyond recognition. The future of legaleducation is now uncertain but in words of Shri Weeramantry. formerly a judge of
the Supreme Court of Sri Lanka and now a Professor of Law at Monash University
in Australia, so much is certain that 'whether one believes with some scholars that
law is the queen of humanities, or takes a more prosaic view of its position in the
Spectrum of knowledge, there can be no doubt of the significant and continuing
Interaction between law and nearly every other field of knowledge. Unfortunately,
the sheer weight of black letter law is pushing away from popular consciousness an
appreciation of some of the broader perspectives which legal studies should incul-
cate. 

It is a matter of regret that in recent years even lav school curricula reflcr
this tendency and crowd our the perspectives through insistence on black letter

teaching... students pass our, qualified as law graduates and practitioners who may
never have heard of Ben tham or Pound. The cultural and social value of legalstudies cannot adequately be fostered if such narrowness should characterise legalstudies'

(j) Recent Developments:

As observed by the Curriculum De velopment Centre (CDC) in its report
published by University Grants Commission (UGC) in 198952 "tiends" in Legal
Education after independence may be divided into three phases— In the 

first phase
50. (1981) 14 Reports (Interview) 22.
SI. C.G. Weetamaniry An i,tv,ii1 Ii' 'lie L,w. 1982, Bulterworths, Australia52. 2
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(roughly 1950-1965), the principal theme was how best to transfirnri legal education
away from the colonial heritage, and in a way to indianise it. In the second phase

roughly (1965-1975) the emphasis was on a sound reorganisation ot curricula and
pedagogy towards professional legal education. In the third phase (1976-1988), the
focus shifted to "modernisation" of law curricula so as to make this increasingly
relevant to the problems of a society and State in deep throes of transition.

To the efforts to improve the quality and content of the legal education through
seminars, symposia, papers and reports, may be added the efforts of UGC in 1975-76
and thereafter. This led to the report published in 197 953.  Thus a programme of
developing curriculum in different subject areas through CDCs was taken up. Reports
of this CDCs were received by UGC and discussed by the Expert Groups. The
CDina1 report was published in 1989. The Report goes deep into problems of
Law Colleges and legal education and proposes that legal education should be wholly
full-time, a law student should not be allowed to undergo double courses 54 at a time.
overcrowding in Law Colleges should be restricted and multiple jurisdiction 55 over
legal education has demoralised legal education and law teaching community.
Moreover legal education remains a low-priority area of Higher Education and it is
resource-starved.

If qualitative transformation of Indian legal education is to be achieved three
cha1lanes have to he faced

(i) modernisation of syllabi to make them socially relevant;
(ii) multidisciplinary enrichment of Law Curricula; and

(iii) corresponding pedagogic modifications.

"Modernisation need not mean"de-westernisation '". But it InLtaI rflea,i first-
hand indigenous thinking, research and teaching on the lndia,z problematic. This
has to draw its content and direction from the ideology of Indian Renaissance and
nationalist movement—subsequently embodied in the Constitution of India. Legal
education, as humanistic education has to ensure in India, a degree of emotional
identification with "social pain" without ''shutting ourselves off front
or without ''dulling of sensitivity''. We have thus to 'resurrect the Constitutional
dream" for the down-trodden, the poor and the ignorant."

In its 758 pages report the Centre has laid down an up-to-date curricula worth
implementing in order to redeem legal education in India.

C.—LAW REPORTING

(a) The Doctrine of Precedent . History and development.—A precedent is the
making of law by the recognition and application of new rules by courts themselves
in the administration of justice. A judicial precedent in England speaks with
authority, said Salmond. It is not merely evidence of the law but a source of it, and
the courts are hound to follow the law that is so established. In England under the

53. by Prof. Upendra [Saxi.
54. Percy ]at Pardiwala, AIR 1987 Born 283.
55. BarCouncil of India, UGC, University, Management. There is yet another report of 1993 or so bul the

details are not available.
56. Part IV and Part TV-A.
57. Ch. I, 11 of the C.D.C. in Law.
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Common law a judge has a great responsibility because of the institution of
precedent.

Precedents mean things which have gone before. The tern-i 'Judicial precedents'
means previous decisions of the Superior courts deemed to embody a principle which
in a subsequent case raising the same, or a closely related point of law, may be

referred to as stating or containing the principle which may be at least influential
on the court's decision of it, or even under the principle of stare decisis, decisive
of it. While reference to precedents in England has long been common it is only

since 1800, and particularly since the late nineteenth century, that the full rigidity
of stare decisis has been accepted in England.53

The doctrine of stare dec,sjs is the doctrine of the bindin
g force of precedent,

to the effect that in deciding a case before him a judge not only has reg
a rds to

precedents, but that in certain circumstances he is hound to stand by the decided

case, and to accept and follow the principles of particular precedents, whether he
Personally approves them or not. This practice has been one of long growth and
continuous development in English law.

Since the beginning of the British system of justice in India ti-ic theory 
of

precedent gained ground and this has been the main source of inspiration to the
practice of law reporting in India. However it has to be noted that till the end of
the eighteenth century there was nothing like precedent. Cases of Raja Nand Kumar
and Cossijural) are its examples. It was Dovin. a Judge of the Saclar Diwani Adalar
who first recognised in 1831 the importance of precedent and advocated giving
Statutor y basis to the Princ iple of precedent. According to him if a regulation was
made to that effect it will have the effect of making the superior courts more cautious.
It would thus result in introducing something like a system for other courts, the

want of which was very much felt. This would also abridge the labour of civil
courts.60

 In this connection Potter rightly points out that 'the gradual development
Of the all of law reporting reflects the growth of the authority of 

precedents.., thePri nciple of law is to be stated and then applied to the particular facts of the case.
It is the pnncipte that is now binding. Such an idea is, of course, not primitive and
in fact was the result of a long process". " As noted by Ra machandraii 62 the doctrineOf rule of law rests on the basic foundation and structure of a country's well-ordered

government and its established courts of justice doing justice according to law in
their interpretative jurisdiction Courts sometimes supply the Omissions in the enacted
law and open new avenues for the legislature to take note of and regularise them
by enacted law. The legal profession and the liti g ant public, therefore, look forenhi

ghlenrfte,) in the law of the country by studying the law reports which contain
the decisions of the highest courts of the countr y . In the federal set-up of Bharat,such de

cisions emanate only from the High Courts in the States and the Supreme
Court at the Centre. 63 Dovin's recommendations as noted before, however did not
fructify but his voice found an expression when the Privy Council in 1925 in 

Mata
58, Walker. The 0xj-rd Companwn to Liiw. (1980). 97759. ibid., 1174.
60. Selections from the Records of East. India House, II, 20
0. Harold Poi- A ri Iij. clan (J! lni(rj,d,t€;,, to English. Li,w & Ii c /ILc!,jujjt,,ic (1943). 262.62 V.G. Rarnan h,inc(ran . L'JH'	 Iiiw Rpo,i.t at Indj, (1930)22 JILt 218 . 239.63. ibid
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Prasad v. Nageshwar Sahai64 expressed and declared that their decisions were
binding to the Courts in India. In their own words,

"It is not open to the Courts in India to question any principle enunciated by
this board, although they have a right of examining the Facts of any case before
them to see whether and how far the principle oil stress is laid applies to the
facts of the particular case. Nor it is open to them, whether on account of 'judicial
dignity' or otherwise to question its decision on any particular issue of fact."

This principle was fully endorsed by the High Courts 65 and the Law Commission
of India not only reiterated the same but also observed that though the decisions of
the High Courts have not been invested with authority of law by any enactment not
to follow the decisions of the High Courts by the subordinate courts would
tantamount to insubordination. The present system of treating judicial precedents as
binding and citing them in courts, observed the Commission, serves a very valuable
purpose and should be continued. 66

 Government of India Act, 1935 by Section 212 provided that the judgment
of the Federal Court and the Priv y Council shall he binding on all the courts in
India. Thus the decisions of the highest court of the land prior to the commencement
of the Constitution of India in 1950 are also governed by the doctrine of precedent
if not overruled by the Supreme Court. 67 In words of Dr. Jain "Publication of
decisions is a condition precedent for the theory to operate; there must exist reliable
reports of cases: if the cases are to be binding there must be precise records of what
they do lay down and it is only then that the doctrine of stare decisis can function
meaningfully.'

(b) Advantages.--As observed by the Fourteenth Law Commission besides
uniformity and certainty of law in the administration of justice the doctrine of stare
decisis tends to promote convenience and avoids delays. ''If earlier decisions were
not recognised as binding every court would have to decide the same question over
and over again on principle which would cause delay and increase the burden of
judges to a breaking point"P9 Besides this, there would follow a confusion and
chaos because in one district a statute may he interpreted in one way while the same
may be interpreted in a different way by the court of another district, though of the
same State. Thus if the courts were allowed to interpret the law in their own way,
unmindful of the binding force of precedents the result is disorder and conflict and
the resultant chaos. It should, however, be noted that too rigid adherence to precedent
leads to injustice and restricts the development of law. In peculiar circumstances
therefore the Supreme Court may review and depart from its own judgment and can
change the law, 70 Law reporting is thus an important function of the State to sustain
the rule of law.

64. 52 IA 398,417: AIR 1925 PC 272. 279.
65. P. Ranjaswwni v. Chandra KotPaL AIR 1925 Mad 261; fllwndu ','. Mishri. AIR 1936 Born 95;

Vinavak v. More c/twa,-, AIR 1944 Nag44. 49; Ban kela! v. Batra. AIR 1953 Al) 747; Rex v. Ram Dayal.
AIR 1950AI1 134.

66. Law omxnissions 14th Report: Ref urm of Judicial Athnini.ctraiion, (1958), 626, 646, para 44.
67. Supra n. 5; Articles 372(1) and 141 of the Constitution of India.
68. Indian Legal Hi.ct('r-%' (1972). 611.
69. Law Comm. XIV Report. 1.626: Jam: Indian Legal JJi.rtory(1972).Ch. M.
70. Art. 137. Constitution of India: see (1966) I All ER 77 (which states that too rigid adherence to

precedent is not acceptable in England). Indian cases on this point. Galaknarh case. AIR 1967 SC 1643

er
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(c) Law Reporters: Supreme Courgs.—Tt is interesting to note that after the
Supreme Courts were established in Presidency towns law reporting system came
into existence. It was a private enterprise and it remains so even up to date barring
a few exceptions.

In 1824 Sir Francis Macnaghten published "Considerations upon Hindu Law"
and in 1 825 Sir William Macriaghten produced "Dissertations on Mohammedan
Law". Both these were works on persona! laws. In 1829 Longuevjlle Clarke
published 'Rules and Orders of the Supreme Court" which contained notes on
cases. Similarly in 1834, ''Collections of Orders" from 1774 to 1813 was published
by Smoult. These were useful publications. Reports" compiled from

notes of Sir R. Chambers C.J., and other judges of the court covering a long period
from 1774 to 1841 was a publication leading to a definite development of law
reporting in India. ''Bigriell's Reports" (1830-1831) published in 1831 contained
hill reports of the cases. Besides these other reporters Fulton's Reports 

(1842-1844),
Montriou'.s Select Cases, Moritriou's Reports (1846), Boulnois Reports (1853-1859),
(;asper's Commercial Cases (1851-1860). George Taylor's Reports (1847-1848),
Taylor and Bell's Reports (1847-1853) and Gasper's Reports on Small Cause Cases
(1850-1859) 01 Calcutta Supreme Court were the useful reporters. In Bomba y Sir
Erskine. Perry (C.J. of S.C. at Bombay) Published two collections known as Perry's
Oriental Cases, Morley's Digest (second volume) was his collection. At Madras Sit-Thomas Strange in 1816 published three volumes (1798-1816) known as ''Strange's
Reports''. As noted by Dr. Jam these decisions were frequently referred to by the
Privy Council and the High Courts but now they have become rare. ''The value of
these old decisions was great both for professional lawyer and academic researcher
because the cases not only contained good law, but they were also of great historical
interest as they depicted how in the early days, the English law yers and jud ges laidthe f0undati on of a system of A nglo-Indian jurisprudence in India" . An attempt
to consolidate all the above said reporters and to publish them under the name now
known as Indian Decisions (old series) was made by T.A. Venkaswarny Rao, andfive volumes were published.

On the side of the Sadar Diwani Adalats Sir William Hay Macnaghten was the
pioneer of law reporting. Covering a period from 1791 to 1849 he published sevenv
olumes. The first volume was prepared by Dovin who was appointed later as a

judge of the SDA. The second, third and a part of the fourth volume were prepared
by Sir William himself- the fifth volume was prepared by Sutherland and the last
two volumes were prepared by the Registrar himself. From 1845 the SDA decisions
were published monthly. These were known as the Bengal SDA Reports. These
reports are the oldest official series of law reports in India- The Indian Decisions
(old series) volume six and onward contain their reprints. As regards SDA of Madras

only a single volume entitled "Decrees in Appeal Suits determined in the court of
Sadar Adalat' was published in 1843 covering a period from 1805 to 1826. It
contains Interesting cases on Hindu law on the prevailing doctrines of the Southern
School. At SDA in Bombay Borradaile, a judge of the Adalat in 1825 published

which 10WITUled Shankan /'r,J.ud AIR 1951 SC 45$: G/ak,raiIi w,i.c Jaiei overiulc,(1973
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two volumes of the cases decided by SDA, Bombay. The second volume appeared
in 1843. The volumes cover a period from 1820 to 1840. It should be noted that
all these were private publications.

On the Sadar Nizamat Adalat (NA) side only two series containing criminal
cases were published; first series (1949) comprised of five volumes and other series
which covered a period from 1827 to 1846 was published by Bellasis the Deputy
Registrar of the Bombay SDA, in 1950. From 1951 a monthly reporter of NA at
Calcutta was started. At Bombay the reports covering a period from 1827 to 1846
were published in 1848. Moreover the monthly reports of Madras Fozdari Adalat
were published. Morris. in 1855 published a collection of cases decided by SFA at
Bombay in two volumes.

(d) Law Reporters: High Courts.—The period up to I 861 was an era of dual
judicature but the establishment of High Courts in Presidency towns of Calcutta.
Madras and Bombay in 1861 'constitutes a conspicuous landmark in the process

of the development of legal and judicial instijulions in India". This period after
1862 saw the acceleration and fineness in regular law reporting. Semi-official and
private law reporting grew. The Madras High Court Reports in eight volumes were
published which covered a period from 1862 to 1875. Similar reports came out from
Bombay (12 volumes, 1862-1875) and Calcutta High Courts. Government published
these reports. Side by side private reporters grew and continued competilion. They
were the Weekly Reporter, Indian Jurisl at Calcutta, Madias Jurist at Madras, Iwo

volumes of Reports of Calcutta High Court (1878-1883) by Hyde E., fifteen volumes
of Bengal Law Reports (1868-1876) and three volumes of Kinealy and Henderson
Reports of the Calcutta High Court (1878-1883).

Due to severe criticism of Sir James Fitzjames Stephen, the Indian Law Reports
Act was passed in 1875. This was in older to improve the quality of reporting and
to make reporting an activity under the supervision and authority of the Government.
Law reporting, according to him, should be regarded as a branch of legislation and
that it was hardly a less important duty of the Government to publish that part of
law which is enunciated by the tribunals in their judgments than to promulgate its
legislation. The position after passing of the Act was that "No court shall be hound
to hear cited, or shall receive or treat as an authority binding on it the report of any
case decided by any of the said High Courts on or after the said day other than a
report published under the authority of the Governor-General-in-Council" The
roots of the binding theory of precedents were thus laid down firml y by the Act.
However the Act could not stop publication of private reports and as we see and
read in the law reports the official publication of law reports are rarely cited. The
citations are mostly from private law reports.

In pursuance of the provisions of the Act of 1 875 each High Court started
publication of law reports. The year of commencement of those series are as follows

1876—Bombay. Calcutta, Madras and Allahabad

1920—Lahore
1922—Patna
1923—Rangoon

72. S. 3, Indian Law Reports Act, 1875.
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I 926—Lucknow

I 936—Nagpur

1939—Karachi

1948—Punjab (East Punjab)

1949--Cuitack & Assarn

195 1—Rajasthan, M ysore, Hyderabad. Travancore-Cochin
1952—Madhya Bharat. Patiala

1954—Andhra Pradesh

957—Kerala. Madhya Pradesh

1960—Gujarat

The series are known as I.L.R. series. Resides this Jammu & Kashinir Law
Reports (1948) and Supreme Court Reports (1950) are the official reporters.

(e) Laiv Reporters: Privy Council, Federal Court and Supreme Court—On the
Privy Council side Jerorn William Knapp was the first person who published cases
of the Privy Council on Appeal from ritdia in 3 volumes covering a period from
1829 to 1836. Another series beginning from 1836 to 1862 in regard to P.C. cases
was brought out by E.F. Moore in IS volumes. Moore also published another series
(called New Series) of P.C. cases in 9 volumes from 1862 to 1873. The series is
known as Moore's P.C. (N.S ) cases. Moore's most well known series Moore's
Indian Appeals (M.I.A.) contained exclusively Indian cases before P.C. in 14
volumes. We have thus P.C. Judgments available from 1829 to 1873 and they are
all reprinted in volumes 12 to 20 of the English Reports (E.R.t. From the point of
view of language, extracts and arguments the series of cases serves the best purpose
and is excellent. 300 copies of the M.I.A. were purchased by the East India
Company. From 1872 onwards to 195() the P.C. Decisions are reported in 77 volumes
from England tinder supervision and control of the Incorporated Council of Law
Reporting (ICLR).

From 1935 to 1950 the decisions of the Federal Court of India were published
under the name Federal Court Reports. With the establishment of the Supreme Court
from 1950 onwards the reports is known as Supreme Court Reports.

(I) Private Reporters—A High Court's decision or Supreme Court's decision
is itself authoritative. It does not become authoritative because (if' reporting. More-

over because a decision is reported by a private reporter it does not take away or
affect its authority at all. A number of important cases remain unreported but that
also does not reduce the authority of those decisions. If this was not so, then as the
decisionin Mahomed All v. Mir Nazar A/i73 speaks, a mere whim of the reporter
(in reporting or not reporting) could take away the authority of a decision. As
declared in State v. Raniji'4 and Vinavai< v. Moresliwar 75 what is binding is the
decision of the H12h Court and not merely a report. It is rightly pointed out by Dr.
Jain that the decision establishes a precedent and the report only serves merely as

evidence of it. The courts therefore do not follow the rule of exclusive citation of
the Indian Law Reports. One of the reasons for publication of private reports was

73 SCWN 326. 329(t901)
74. AIR I958 l3o i n 38I
75 AIR 1944 Nag 44
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this. Besides the 1LR series is incomplete, costlier and the publication of its reports
are delayed. This gave impetus to private reporting. The number of such reports is
growing year by year. As reported76, by the end of 1977 there were 127 private law
reporters (old and new) starting from 1774. Adding other law reporters on special
subjects the number today goes beyond 300. This uncontrolled growth in number
requires a brake because to allow "a near fungus growth of  plethora of 'below-par
law journals' is a dire danger to the administration of justice"." A scheme was
therefore prepared by the Indian Law Institute to render and abridge the huge bulk
of nearly 5000 or more volumes of law reports into 500 volumes by deletion of the
dead wood from the archaic law reports. 78 But nothing has been done so far in this
direction. The law reports as a rule, do not give a summary of arguments; they do
not as a rule, report any interlocutary proceedings or orders'

What is however not appreciated is the total disinterest of the courts themselves
in helping this situation. The total present effort is directed towards disposal of the
cases and little or no attention is paid either to make it convenient for the. law
reporters to get copies of all the judgments nor is there any attempt towards a
comprehensive and complete list of judgments delivered. Though the Supreme Court
and High Courts are court of record, the implications of being so is little recognised
and never lamented. Criticism by academicians ignore such realities.

(g) Principles for Law Reporting.—° If indiscriminate reporting is allowed that
would create chaos leading to a maze of decisions that dazzles the eyes of both
lawyers and judges. The Law Commission therefore said in its 14th report that
proper selection and reporting of judicial decisions which are the exposition of the
law ex non scripto is public duty and the State has tiled to discharge that duty
properly. The legal profession can well take up this responsibility. So long as this
is not done it is neither feasible nor desirable to restrict the publication of reports
or to confer the monopoly of citation on one set of reports. However certain points
are to be taken into consideration.

A.— The Reporter may well omit to report eases:

I. Where the decision relates only to a question of fact.

2. Where it does not introduce a new rule of law or materially modify a
principle or rule or settle a doubtful question of law.

3. Where it is a mere case of construction of document unless there is good
reason for including them.

4. Where the decision has been given per incuriam i.e. by reason of relevant
statute not having been called to attention of the Court.

5. Where the decision is by a Single Judge and it only reiterates a principle
of law laid down by a prior decision of another Single Judge. A differing
single judgment may however be reported.

Where the decision is unimportant or is of no general interest.

76. 22 JILt (1980) 218-237: V.G. Ramachandrm: Law Reponin' and Law Reports in India.
77. Ibid.. 229.
78. (bid.. 23 1; see Appendix-C for List of Law Report.
79. Prof. Upcndca Baxi Interviewed: (1987) 14 Reports (Interview) 22.
80. 22 JILT (1980) 220. V.G. Rarnachandran, Law Reporiing and Law Repoii.c in India, 218-239.
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7. Where the decision is on an interlocutory matter and the final decision
Of the case is yet pending.

B.—In recent years the arguments of the counsel are not incorporated in the report
or sometimes the judges do not note those arguments. A good reporting must
incorporate these arguments and points. Besides there is a practice of pronounc-
ing three or even five concurring judgments by the judges. In such case the
editor may incorporate in his report only those paras which throw new light on
the issues arising in the case.

C.—The report should contain proper head-notes. The head-notes must be succinct,
pinpointed and adequate to portray the salient points raised and decided in the
case.

D.—The editorial notes must be crisp and short and aim at throwing more light
when the judgment is silent or possibly erroneous or contradictory to the
established precedents.

E.—.Judgments' dealing with construction of documents may be omitted except
when they state definite rules or principles of law which are aids to construction.

F.—Where the law under which a judgment was delivered is repealed if the decision
yet contains valuable pronouncement involving legal principles which are not
obsolete, such decision may be reported.

G-----Minority judgments cannot be omitted as the dissenting view is equally import-
ant.

H—Quotations in ajudgnient may not be omitted since without them, the judgment
may not make any sense. Classical passages from prior decisions and standard
works often are the pivot on which the decision rests -

I.—Judgments of a Single Judge may not be omitted if they contain binding
principles of Jaw.

(h) Computer aided search of case-law reported in law reports.—In 1995, the
Supreme Court in collaboration with the National Jnforrnatics Centre launched a
judgment information system called JUDIS. The search is however limited to
reportable judgments only as reported in SCR. A more comprehensive and versatilesystem was launched by the publishers of Supreme Court cases entitled SCCONLINE.

81. Points E tot suggested on the moilon of M.C. Selalvad the then AG. of India at the meeting of thc
Comrrutt on Revised Law Reports (14-8-I962) held at Vtgyan Bhavm: quoted by 

Ramachandran,OP. cit.. n, 68. 222.


